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Spore is NOT for everyone.
Posted at 7:02 pm under Uncategorized

Yesterday I found out about a new game called Spore when my son asked me to buy it for him.  It looked innocent enough at first and has “E for
Everyone” ESRB rating.  But don’t be mislead, apparently “everyone” means everyone they want to teach evolution to.

This entire game is propaganda aimed directly at our children to teach them evolution instead of creationism, or “intelligent design” if you go for
stupid PC terms.

The object of the game is to evolve from a “spore” into demon-like intelligent space creatures that violently take over the galaxy.  Such as this one.

I decided that Electronic Arts needs to hear from concerned people such as myself that this sort of game is not acceptable, and created this blog to find
support and share information and progress with anyone who feels the same as I do.
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1. Concerned Member of the Publicon 09 Sep 2008 at 6:23 am 1

Are you retarded?
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no seriously are you? only a retard would instantly draw such bizarrely negative responses from such a harmless game.

The creatures are all created and made by the player so how are they demonic in nature when they’re made by the player?….if the player
WANTS to make a demon he can, he wants to make a fluffly pink fairy he can its up to THEM, what dont you get?

Just whatever, you’re a retard, please stop spreading your demented retarded rants.

Signed Concerned Member Of The Public.

PS I dont even like the game, Im just amazed at your idiocy
2. lolon 09 Sep 2008 at 11:54 am 2

LOLOL

best site ever

you had me in tears

ty so much 😀

/fires up spore

3. Fairbearon 09 Sep 2008 at 4:03 pm 3

Really?
Thats interesting. Tell me have you played spore through to the space stage and the galaxy center?
IF you had you will know that you play through Evolution on your race.
But once in space its possible for you to create and seed worlds with creatures yourself.
AND then you can force evolution.

YOU become the creator.

Spore in fact does nothing to disprove your personal beliefs more than it does to confirm them.

IT merely is saying that theres no proof in the slightest that God as you would put it is just not a super advanced Alien race.
Most of the (miracles) and facts of the Bible that are so often stated as proof of gods existence IN FACT (if its real) would be easily achieved
by a Higher being through higher technology.
(A ALIEN RACE AT LEVEL OF ENERGY MANIPULATION).

At the center of the spore galaxy you will find a creator.
Its a little pink space ship named Steve and it will SUGGEST that it was made by humanity And as such Humans seeded the spore galaxy.

You can then find EARTH in spore. There you will remains of a ancient civilization.
SUGGESTING that we progressed to a point we moved on.

The game is totally ambiguous as to a TRUE Gods existence.
It references how Advanced aliens could claim to be a god (For good and bad).
And how alien races could believe in a god to.

If you wanted to stop looking like a total moron you would take this page down.
You are in fact insulting your God by suggesting that God could not come up with
Evolution and some how pre-program it to create US.

Your also being very narrow minded. Are you saying that (IF) another more advanced race made us that we are any less loved by GOD who
made them or the race before that made that race?

4. adminon 09 Sep 2008 at 9:01 pm 4

Fairbear. I am sorry you are so misguided.
I will pray for you tonight.

5. wahahahaon 09 Sep 2008 at 10:53 pm 5

wehehe, please pray for us all ‘admin’ 🙂

6. t3chon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:20 am 6

For real? Seriously? It’s a freaking game dude. Do you think your son is going to instantly know how to drive because he played a game where
he can? Do you think he’s going to run around kicking turtles because he played Super Mario? Are you going to keep him away from any game
that allows his character to grow or be customized? On that note, do you allow him to even have any independent thoughts? Or do you just
preach words from a book written by crazy people centuries ago?

7. Paustinjon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:27 am 7

What are you so afraid of Admin? Are you afraid that Evolution isn’t just a theory? Are you afraid that your belief is wrong? If you’re not, why
must you so viscously attack it? Is everything that you don’t believe in, wrong?



8. balaamsafeon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:35 am 8

this site is so funny i’ve bookmarked it. please keep this nonsense up, it makes me smile.

9. GZon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:37 am 9

This entire site is pathetic.

Although you may be right, i bet Will Wright is actually evil to the core, and he was trying to use science when creating this game to corrupt
the young generation of gamers.

You know…that, or he just wanted to make an innovative fun game for people to enjoy and be creative.

I can see how those two concepts can be confusing.

You guys have to learn that the whole universe doesn’t revolve around your religion alone. It’s pathetic.

10. TheMagnificen7on 10 Sep 2008 at 2:38 am 10

Nice, Admin, typical response from a ‘believer’ who has been bested and has no logical response. You’re not fooling anyone.

11. Ben Harrison 10 Sep 2008 at 2:42 am 11

This is so foolish. I’m utterly embarrassed for you.

12. Evolutionon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:42 am 12

lol
wouldn’t this game support creationism, because you “Create” things?
you just heard the word evolution and ran for cover.
The world doesn’t revolve around you freaks, get over it.

13. Mikeyon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:43 am 13

Dear Admin…

I had prepared a long and drawn out diatribe on why people can’t accept that there will always be people that disagree with whatever you think.
However, I just can’t seem to type it out. The main thing about Spore is that it’s a game. Game. It’s not a teaching tool, it’s not a class being
mandated in your son’s school, there will be no lectures on the benevolence of Wil Wright. It’s a money making program. All that you are doing
is propagating the stereotype that parents are no longer influencing their children’s behavior or moral behavior. My son is 7 and he loved the
creature creator feature. Would I let him play the game? Absolutely. Would I let him import other creatures from EA’s server? NO. Why?
Because of idiots like you posted. However, to take the stance that this game is going to determine my son’s decision of whether or not there is
a god? You’ve gotta be kidding me. I say, do your part; be informative, ask them questions on what they believe, and let them question you. If
you do so, then the child will make up his or her own mind. Isn’t that what you want for your children?

14. Aggorton 10 Sep 2008 at 2:46 am 14

I am pretty damn certain this is an elaborate hoax. There are dozens and dozens of Christians who understand this game is fantasy and not an
anti-christian game, and they are playing it, I am one of them. This guy gives my religion a horrible name.

15. hrhron 10 Sep 2008 at 2:50 am 15

admin i am not sorry you are so misguided. HAHA

16. Non-Cross loveron 10 Sep 2008 at 2:51 am 16

You guys crack me up saying that this is all EA’s fault that this game has this in it.
Let’s take a step back and think about this….
Imagine if you gave your kid lego’s to build something and they build a naked female…. do you blame the legos company, the mind of the
child or the parents???
For those of you who do not want to claim any responsibility, it’s your fault, not the company that created the game….
Let’s take Play-Dough, since that is a more realistic comparison. You can make the exact same things in Spore as you can with Play-Dough,
why are you not upset with the creators of Play-Dough??
Spore gives you a ball of clay and allows you to mold it into anything you want, then it animates it for you via math and complex
calculation……
You have no right to sit here and complaign about EA and Spore for creating digital play-dough, perhaps, if you want to keep your children so
sheltered, you should talk to them more instead of blaming someone else for giving them the tools to let their imaginations flow digitally.

17. Sarahon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:54 am 17

It’s fine if you are personally a creationist, but does that mean you aren’t allowed to enjoy a sci-fi movie? Is Planet of the Apes banned in your
household? Spore is nothing but entertainment – there is no undercurrent of education. As a creationist you are free to hold your own beliefs,
but that doesn’t mean you (and your son) can’t enjoy the occasional science fiction game or story.

As for the “demon-like” nature of the creatures, it’s completely determined by the player. The player has complete control over the appearance
of their creature. It’s honestly like an elaborate game of make-believe; what child hasn’t played with dolls or action figures and “controlled” the
figure’s world and every move in their mind?



If the content created by other players is offensive, it is easily blocked.

Of course, there’s always the option of not buying the game. I also question your judgement in erecting this site, as well. You call Will Wright
“evil” and blast him for being a part of a church you don’t agree with… but whine when people “aren’t nice” to you in comments. A touch
hypocritical, wouldn’t you agree? Doesn’t the Bible also say “judge not lest ye be judged?” You are judging this man on a personal level. If you
don’t like this game he’s created, fine. Don’t buy it! But I think your reasons for disliking it are misguided at best, and come across as you
being a zealot and insanely judgmental at worst.

18. Andrewon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:55 am 18

ok, i am not going to bash your opinion of this game. but lets be honest here. i am going to assume you are not experience with video games,
which is ok…. but how can you argue about something you are not educated about. the purpose of spore is not to teach kids the process of
evolution. the purpose of spore is to allow the users to create their own content and share it with others. It is harmless and i really thing you are
taking the content of this game too seriously. I myself am a devote christian and sure there are things i take offense to or worry about. Spore is
not one of them. As a christian you need to filter what is and is not an attack against christianity. spore is not. so why do you treat it as such?
will wright is not evil and has no intention of corrupting children’s minds. on the contrary, he wants to give them a chance for creativity. think
of it like drawing on paper. you can draw anything you want because you have that freedom. you can choose to draw something bad or you can
choose to draw something good. It is art. spore is art. the naked statue of david…. is art and yet you do not protest that. please stop being so
single minded and stop looking for stupid reasons to attack anything you deem is against christianity. whatever happened to love they neighbor
as thyself? and who are you to judge will wright? it is not your position. only god is the one true judge.

19. David Mudkipson 10 Sep 2008 at 2:59 am 19

You are a gigantic faggot.

20. Blarghon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:01 am 20

Man… How come religion has to ruin everything… Now I’ve got to burn my copy of Spore at the stake?!?

I just had the stake cleaned from last weeks witch burning.

21. Bwahahahaon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:05 am 21

Wow religion still exists? I thought the humans would’ve realized it was all just a scam with the crusades/inquisitions/abuses. Oh well, have
fun being abused religious morons.

22. Xbudzon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:07 am 22

LMFAO

This game doesn’t make people NOT believe in god.

23. qwertyon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:09 am 23

zomfg, fuck you and your god admin..really..fuck all!

24. LOOOOOOOOOOOLon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:11 am 24

LMFAO @ admin

oh man, just, i really wanna believe that you’re not trolling 😀

25. Anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 3:11 am 25

The game is about creating stuff i.e. creationism.

Creationism and evolution are not opposites, and are not mutually exclusive.

26. Lewison 10 Sep 2008 at 3:13 am 26

Your can pray for us, but what would be the point? There is no God in my life just love and people. I don’t need to be told how to be good to
my fellow man. Last year I raised thousands of pounds for charity and god had nothing to do with it. God is for stupid people who can’t think
for themselves.

27. ROFLon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:13 am 27

religion & blind faith

“This sort of behavior is left to the psychotic, dogmatic, fundamentalist believers you see on T.V. everyday letting off bombs and killing people
in the name of God. Beliefs are dangerous. Beliefs allow the mind to stop functioning. A non-functioning mind is clinically dead. Believe in
nothing.” -MJK

as for spore…..there is no way your going to succeed in bringing this amazing game off the shelves. Making games is an art form now tell me
you want to change the constitution in order to make everyone else follow your beliefs….good luck in other countries, we don’t need you here.

28. jimcricketon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:14 am 28



I thought this site was funny, and was a clever religious satire page for EA publicity, until i got to the part that said – ‘we must be reminded that
the ‘perverted’ Episcopal Church is the only church in america that ordains homosexuals on a regular basis.’ – and then it got less funny. And i
realized this is the ramblings of a religious nut, and it’s not funny, just sad. I feel bad for the kid who has this parent.

But it’s ok, his friends from school will burn him a copy of Spore and he’ll be playing in no time – when mom isn’t looking.
29. Coryon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:15 am 29

OH MY GOD! people its a VIDEO GAME! Not like your kids are going to go rebel against the church tomorrow because they learned the
truth. Jesus was a carpenter, a celebrity, and a regular man. We evolved, if we didn’t we are all inbred. We could be though, because there is
tons of stupidity written on this site. I am going to play a game for entertainment, not educational purposes. Why don’t you stop wasting your
breath here and help your religion reach out to those less fortunate. Plus, according to christianity “God created everyone” so doesn’t that mean
he created the man behind the video game? By golly I think I’m right. Now go throw your bibles at some other material thing.

30. Solon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:17 am 30

For the record, “Intelligent Design” isnt a PC term, its one directly from philosophy, so..kthxbye

31. anonymooseon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:17 am 31

EA are not attacking your religion, relax. They made a game in which creatures evolve. This is a work of fiction, and does not claim to be
reality.

Are you afraid that tomorrow you will wake up and everyone with religion will have suddenly discovered how marvelous the theory of
evolution is? It’s not going to happen, so relax.

In any case, what does it matter about other people? As long as you still have your religion you’ll end up in heaven right. Screw the non-
believers! God hates the non-believers, as your blog has taught me, so you may as well not waste your time with them.

Or will God become less important to you if you’re the only person in the world who believes?

32. WGSXFrankon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:18 am 32

Admin, you obviously lack the ability to debate, even though you claim on a later entry to be willing to do so.

To debate would require you to actually listen to the person you are “debating” with. Furthermore, it requires you to be able to present evidence
supporting your stance as well as the ability to stay on subject.

You failed on every level with your comment to Fairbear.

33. Andrewon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:20 am 33

Either you are joking and not being very funny or you are serious and are completely misguided. (Do you really think displaying the “worst”
creations you can find on a public blog is a good way to hide those things from children?)

As for evolution vs creationism in games……they are games. They are fantasy worlds. They are just as dangerous as day dreams and way more
profitable. You should consider funding the development of a Creationism game. The player would be able to create
creatures/worlds/environments in an instant. And since they are playing the role of God in the game, they would have the ability to create
creatures that look any way they can imagine. (I highly doubt God had a limited palette when he created life.) Wait a second…..I think someone
has already made that game. Oh, it’s in the name of this web page. Did you help make it?

Spore is as much about creating something from nothing as it is about changing something that already exists to make it
better/faster/stronger(/harder?). I can understand how evolution can be hard to swallow, but at least you can rest easy knowing that this game
will let you CREATE a creature that in no way resembles anything before it. That’s creationism if I’ve ever seen it.

On another note, you are right, children will learn evolution from Spore. They will also learn it in grade school, high school, college, and if they
are smart, in everyday life. (I’ve read newspapers all my life about the AIDS virus “mutating” and “evolving”.) If you truly want to teach your
child Creationism TAKE HIM TO CHURCH or try talking to him. Allowing society to teach your child is irresponsible. We should always
work together to raise the best children we can, but I promise you that people will disagree on how we should accomplish that.

I hope your child plays Spore. I hope your child loves Spore. I hope it drives your child to ask you questions. That way you have no choice but
to be a parent.

34. funniest site everon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:21 am 34

Best unintentional comedic site ever. I am continually amazed that people can find reasons to cry and complain about forms of entertainment
that people aren’t forced to buy. You performed your part and, I’m sure, didn’t buy the (great) game for your son. Yet you have to project and
try to influence others. If you want to willingly ignore scientifically proven facts, such as evolution, then that’s your right to ignorance.
Why don’t the religious nuts consider maybe their god created evolution?

Seriously, fantastically funny site.

35. Lewison 10 Sep 2008 at 3:22 am 35

I don’t agree with the comment that you make saying teaching evolution to children is wrong. I am an agnostic and am convinced by arguments
on both sides (the Watchmaker argument, religious experiences but on the other hand Darwinism and survival of the fittest) of the coin in equal
magnitude, but I believe that children should be taught about the theory of evolution in the same way that they are taught about Genesis in the



Bible, and the Islam theory of Allah creating the universe and khalifah. It is the same principle; another theory about how Earth was created, it
would make theology and ethics redundant otherwise.

36. Rosson 10 Sep 2008 at 3:22 am 36

I’m sorry, but I think you’ve got this game all wrong.

If the game worked via randomised progression/development of your race based on a selection of useful and fitting parts/traits, then i’d
understand how you could label it as ‘evolutionist propaganda’, but the fact that the player chooses the creature directly goes against it being
evolutionist! I could completely change the layout of my creature halfway through the game, which, to me, sounds more like a supernatural
being’s intervention, rather than evolution taking it’s course.

The fact that you can create demonic images is nothing special, people have been able to do that with their hands for millennia. Does that mean
God was evolutionist, for giving humans the power to create demonic images?

Tell me, have you even played the game? Or are you just basing it off what you’ve seen and read online? You know, I can find something on the
internet which tells you that it’s good to commit suicide whilst taking the lives of many others, is that true too?

For a religion intent on tolerance, you certainly seem determined to ram your beliefs down the throats of anyone who you can, regardless of the
validity of your argument. Please, understand that there are people out there who DO NOT believe in creationism.
Also, i’d love it if you would construct an argument against me, rather than just saying that ‘you will pray for me’, it would show that you DO
have a coherent argument against the game, rather than just cowering behind religion when faced with a challenge.

37. anonon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:24 am 37

hahaha poor deluded christians. They can complain and pray while everyone else has fun in life 🙂

38. Yoshimitsuon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:30 am 38

Okay…
I know that to YOU people, Spore seems an abomination to the belief you so ambitiously follow. That is a fact, and I won’t say anything about
it. Well, I AM, but that doesn’t mean I’m going to be mean about it. I want you to take what I am about to say to heart. The point you have here
is that this game is corrupting the idea that God started the world, and that’s okay! That’s what makes your religion different (to an extent)! But
if you think about it…

God, if you believe him or not, if you believe his actions or not, or if you believe that everything that is said about him is true or not, is good.
God is good! Remember that this is the ‘man’ that supposedly created the earth as we know it. We shouldn’t argue about that, it’s pretty basic.
But if God is good, won’t he just forget our actions, and love us, forgive us for “sinning”, and not believing his “way”? Like I’ve said countless
times before to defend my agnosticism; I can be the most loving, kind, emotional, charity donating, soup kitchen volunteering, respectful, etc.
etc. and I could be… an atheist (for sake of argument). If God is truly alive, up in heaven watching us, he would see my actions, my kindness,
and openness, and would let me into heaven, wouldn’t he? He wouldn’t let a soul as ‘pure’ as mine to burn in the seven pits of hell, would he?
Because if he let me go to hell just for not believing in him, I’m sure he wouldn’t be so just, would he? Creationism isn’t a ‘sin’, it’s an
alternative belief for those who weren’t satisfied with just having one person create all that we know!

Don’t attack us, the agnostics, muslims, atheists, buddhists, Zoroastrians, and in fact, OTHER christians who are okay with this game. Don’t
censor your child to possibilities, and cherish all ideas, for isn’t that what your God taught you?

39. Daveon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:31 am 39

You’d think that a game about influencing evolution would actually be very pro-intelligent design, actually.

40. LennyGcon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:31 am 40

Catholic here, still found the admin to be an idiot.

41. Robon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:31 am 41

goodness me, this is an atrocious advert, i’m yet to find a site where one lonely misguided idiot shares his views on the bible in quite such a
way.
And if someone wanted to be prayed for, i’m sure they’d be more than capable of doing it themselves, i’ve never prayed in my life and, so far,
no tragedies have befallen me.

Spend your time on something more productive, like atheism.

thanks for the laugh xx

42. Tuwlolon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:32 am 42

That has got to be the most biased, self-centered, “concern” I’ve ever heard from someone.

43. HellTempeston 10 Sep 2008 at 3:32 am 43

First of all, it’s the USER’S choice to make something like this, not EA’s. Come to the normal world once in a while, you will find nobody
gives a shit about it.

44. WRU@on 10 Sep 2008 at 3:32 am 44



Unfortunately, you don’t seem to realize that there really is no debate when it comes to facts and evidence. Evolution is provable. Creationism
is not. Sorry. And yea, Spore is not really about evolution, but it is somewhat about evolution. Just because people have the option to make
certain creatures that look like penises and such does not make it not for everybody. Sorry, free speech is like that. Sometimes you see what you
don’t want to see or hear what you don’t want to hear. I guess you guys want to get rid of what you do not want to see, like gays for instance.
Sorry, homosexuality occurs in nature in tons of other mammals, and in about the same percentage as in humans. Its natural. But yea, Spore is
not a threat to you, but then again any evidence that is contrary to your belief that the earth is six thousand years old is evil and must be
dismissed.

45. TheAvengingKneeon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:34 am 45

“The object of the game is to evolve from a “spore” into demon-like intelligent space creatures that violently take over the galaxy.”

just because you purposly make an effort for your creatures to look like demons or evil creatures doenst mean they all do.

the first one of these is an omni-vore(eats meat or plats)
http://img206.imageshack.us/img206/5329/500037839749lrgvk8.png
the seconed is a carnivore(eats meat)
http://img117.imageshack.us/img117/7432/500038210666lrgqx9.png

neither of these to are very demon like unless you deside to make creatures lok a certain way with the game they wont come out as demons.

maybe you should actually try playing the game, at early stages of the game you can be a herbavore and not kill anything, then once you
become more advanced you can use diplomacy or religion as a more peaceful way of prgogressing through the game.

besides its only a game are you honestly saying that spore is worse for children then Grand Theft Auto.

maybe you should step back and take a reality check before bashing a game, there are far worse things in this day and age than spore most of
wich your child is exposed to on a daily basis in a public school.

after all this game actually supports both evolution and creationism.

46. anonon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:36 am 46

Wow, you’re a douche bag.

47. Alon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:39 am 47

this game doesn’t even teach evolution.
it teaches intelligent design – the player is god and changes the creature depending on circumstances

48. Rolfmayoon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:40 am 48

Rofl funniest site i’ve come across in a good while!

49. Axlon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:40 am 49

The game is not designed to teach anything… the game is meant for users to see whatever they see fit become a virtual reality. This isn’t a
game that contains some large metaphor for life, or any sort of lesson, or anything like that. It’s just a game, plain and simple.

And you aren’t forced to “violently take over the galaxy”. You can just as easily become allies with all other lifeforms in the universe to make
your way through the game.

I can understand if you’re concerned, but this is a game, and nothing more. It’s not going to horribly corrupt your children by sparking their
imagination. And please, if you respond to this, admin, do not bring in any kind of Jack Thompson/Grand Theft Auto/other random video game
and violence related story into the conversation. There is no concrete evidence that video games can be directly correlated to real life violence.
Anyone that performs an act of violence and blames it on a video game is mentally unstable and cannot be taken seriously until they have been
helped. Anyone that thinks video games can lead to real life violence is entitled to that opinion, but they have no clear evidence to support
themselves.

50. John Doeon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:41 am 50

Haha you are a pathethic human being. Maybe its about time you teach your kids some true stuff, instead of something you read in a old book
written by someone who found a great way of earning money from retards like you.

51. Postalon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:42 am 51

Thank you for pointing out the fun part of Spore. I will most certainly buy the game now. I did not realise until now that it is that good! I am
sure my 8 year old son will have fun playing it.

52. Johnon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:43 am 52

This has got to be the funniest site on the internet!

53. Mr Christoon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:43 am 53

I’m gonna pray you keep this site going… I agree with lol, if nothing else this is an entertaining read 😀

https://img206.imageshack.us/img206/5329/500037839749lrgvk8.png
https://img117.imageshack.us/img117/7432/500038210666lrgqx9.png


54. Postalon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:44 am 54

P.S.
I hope you realise that the following ad is put on your site by Google

Spore
£26.98 33% Off!
http://www.amazon.co.uk

Wasn’t greed not one of the deadly sins?

55. Common Senseon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:48 am 55

Hey, you know whats funny? I can draw porn in MS Paint! Well, I’m off to go burn my computer, can’t have that!

Wise up, you’re one of the most close-minded individuals I have ever met.

56. mottom22on 10 Sep 2008 at 3:48 am 56

It’s people like you, Admin, that give religion a bad name. if god were god, if god created our world and everything in it, then in turn
everything we create is possible because god put it there. spore is…. just…. a…. GAME. it’s fiction, it never claims to be fact, it never claims
to be history, not once did it say “this is how the world works, up yours religion!”.

no, it never said that. it’s a valid a form of history or theory as the teenage mutant ninja turtles is to Biology. it’s fiction. and you say this game
is about evolution!? its creationism! you yourself are the creator in this game. you give the thing arms, you give it eyes, it doesn’t develop over
time, you put the pieces there. if it was evolution you would have to crawl around and adapt to your surroundings a different way. like if you
likes to bite things, your creature would slowly grow teeth. but that isn’t how the game works. you get parts, you decide ” I wanna make a
carnivor” so you put on one of the choices you have for carnivor mouths. that, my poor deluded friend, is creationism and intellegent design,
not evolution.

Maybe you should figure out each things definition before you rant on about something you probably never played, or even really looked into.
instead you look up things wrong with it. if you look for something bad, of course your going to find it. guys make penis’s in it, they make
boobs in it. but its not the games fault, and they get banned for it. if I bought a piece of paper and drew a penis on it, is it the paper companies
fault? is it the pencil companies fault? no. it’s the creators fault. but unlike a piece of paper I can post anywhere, these creations can and are
banned from the online community so no one will have to run into them.

please, I respect your beliefs and religion. but look up, research and learn before you rant on about something you don’t even understand.

57. nighton 10 Sep 2008 at 3:49 am 57

dude, xou are the best example on (of? (hrm foreign languages..)) close-mindedness.

“The object of the game is to evolve from a “spore” into demon-like intelligent space creatures […]”
The object is to create a fictional race that evolves from a spore an inteligent creature that the player designs himself. Sure, you obviously can
design scary creatures if thats what you want, but calling this the “object of the game” is a lie.

” […] that violently take over the galaxy.”
That take over the galaxy by military OR diplomatic OR (shock!) religios means.

Dude, if you want to burn something intellectually at least get your facts right.

Guys like you piss me off. I couldnt care less about your religiousness, but you actually are trying to critisize something you dont know
anything about but the few things you want to know, things that fit your “this games is pure evil” agenda. Its sad that you are content with not
knowing and passing judgement nonetheless. If you would talk along the facts it would be one thing, but anyone that knows anything about this
game would at least be able to call bull onthis post as itis clearly uninformed.

58. hilariouson 10 Sep 2008 at 3:49 am 58

wow dude, your trolling is top notch. A+, will spread this around 😀

59. meon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:50 am 59

Fairbear DOES make a valid point there.

60. antiantisporeon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:50 am 60

i really wish you would try and back up your points instead of talking to us like were stupid we find flaws with the things your saying so you
talk down to us

seems to me like your the one that cant grasp the awesome power of god
to be able to do anything on any level and show everyone how much fun he had creating all of us

i hope you agree to some of our points and remove this shameful website

61. The-Devilon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:51 am 61

https://www.amazon.co.uk/


> Fairbear. I am sorry you are so misguided.
> I will pray for you tonight.

Very nice comeback, instead of addressing the issues and questions they had you’ll just “pray for them” when nothing will happen anyways.
Have fun talking to Aliens though.

62. Whoa...on 10 Sep 2008 at 3:51 am 62

Yeah… All I could think about is how cool that alien looks… That is bad ass.

63. anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 3:53 am 63

The irony of this site is pretty classic. “Protect our children from the evil that is video games that they can choose to play” is funny enough, but
to have ads for “Bite Fight” right next to it is even better. “Go out to hunt and satisfy your thirst!” Hypocrisy win!

64. Meon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:53 am 64

I applaud you for using your freedom of speech to voice your concerns… however, I am also just as free to play this game, and enjoy it for
what it is. Whether or not I believe in God and Creationism is irrelevant – anyone whose beliefs are strong, and truly believe them to be correct,
while not be swayed by a video game. For being so religious, you seem to be quite afraid of this game. What does that indicate? That your
beliefs are not, in fact, unshakeable, and that a little science knocks the foundation out from under them.

Enjoy your time on this planet, I personally will continue enjoying Spore. I only wish you could do the same. Don’t bother praying for me, I
already know I am a good person and will enjoy my afterlife, no matter what it turns out to be.

65. Intrigued.on 10 Sep 2008 at 3:53 am 65

I love how he can’t back up his debates with an intelligent response, please, create an intelligent reply to fairbear. I’d love to see the thought
process in such a flawed argument.

66. LOLZon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:53 am 66

interesting though fairbear

I agree whole heartedly with your statement and also see how it could be used in a highly intelligent form of conversation. I was sad to see that
the response you received was “i’ll pray for you”. Apparently the admin is in capable of taking constructive ideas from people out side of his
“religion”

67. foobaron 10 Sep 2008 at 3:54 am 67

This is one of the most impressive troll efforts I’ve ever seen. admin, I salute you.

68. anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 3:55 am 68

Why are you taking all this offense to a simple videogame? The gaming industry is not about ‘poisoning the minds of our children’, just about
people enjoying themselves in life. Just because you Christians – or any religious types for that matter – use the thought of an almighty deity as
an explanation for everything and a cover for your innermost fears of the pointlessness of existence, lack of a true good or evil, lack of
consciousness, memory or any form of your being after death and hopes that there is always someone there to help, defend and support you,
who will always succeed. The Bible has been disproved so many times that any belief in it remaining is just foolish false hope – is the universe
made up of a series of crystal spheres? No, we’ve already sent probes all through our solar system. Is Earth the center of the universe which
everything revolves around? No, other planets have moons, we orbit a star and are in fact moving away from most galaxies. The Bible has been
changed many times before; for instance the ‘Number of the Beast’ is at the moment 666, earlier in time it has been found as 665 and mostly
616. Believe what you want, just don’t make it your most precious thing in life, don’t try to bring it into matters that have nothing to do with it
and try this thought out: Are you protecting your children from other people’s ideals and philosophies, or are you yourselves brainwashing them
into believing what you say, without allowing them to make their own minds up with the given evidence from both sides?

A.P.W.G.M. – 15 years old

69. D6on 10 Sep 2008 at 3:56 am 69

You, sir, are an idiot…

70. nighton 10 Sep 2008 at 3:58 am 70

oh man, i should have read the other comments (including yours ) on the post before commenting, i would have seen that it is pointless.

you actually start a blog to discredit a company/game/individual/group of inividuals (spore-players in this case) based on an obvious lack of
knowledge on the topic you are writing about and when someone actually tries to engage you in a discussion about the very topic you just call
him/her misguided, play the “ill pray for you”-discussion killer and dont even respond in any way to what he said? this could have actually
turned to be a theological discussion in which you might have convinced someoneabout the truth of your belief and in stead you blow him off
with this age old non-rhetoric? man you are more sad than i thought after just reading your initial blogpost.

71. Concerned Gameron 10 Sep 2008 at 3:58 am 71

I just wanted to point out that games are rated on a basis of violence (realistic, not mario type) and maturity. As far as I know, and I haven’t
played the game, and probably won’t (console gamer), the themes in spore, though supporting evolution, do not explicity contradict any
religion, though maybe some ideals.



There is no overly mature content, from what I’ve heard (which is a bit limited), but if the ESRB had to take religion into account, almost every
game would have some flaw with some religion. If you feel the need to start up a website describing whether a game is Christianity friendly or
not, that’s up to you (and not a bad idea); but the general public understand that games are not meant to be taken on a theological level, and
don’t worry about possible insinuations. I have a good friend who is a creationist, but he is excited to play Spore because he doesn’t care about
whatever theories the game supports, he just wants to enjoy a well constructed game. I’m sure his position on the matter will not change, and
neither will any sensible person.

72. Larryon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:59 am 72

seriously, i find it funny that you only just now heard about this game. it’s been in the mainstream gaming world for the past 3 years. How did
you find out about the game only just recently? After reading through you’re whole blog, i relize that you havent really had a chance to actually
look at all the elements of the game, only the creature creator. Take a step back from your stance and actually play the game first from
beginning to end before making assumptions on something. Assumptions are one of the causes of the Iraq war going on right now and we all
know how well that’s going.

73. anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 4:01 am 73

Okay there is nothing wrong with Spore.

It doesn’t teach you ANYTHING.

Why?

Because YOU are the one at the controls.

That’s right, you can make normal creatures or even things that resemble real animals, and YES-you can make “Sporn”. But all of this depends
on the creator, and I doubt your child would create such content.

Also, you can simply play through the game with your cute creation befriending everyone along the way and establishing friendly trade
alliances with neighboring planets. The only way you have to create a universal holocaust is if the PLAYER wants to do that.

So let me conclude; Spore is a game that provides a harmless fun time controlling imaginary creatures that you can change as time passes
(Pokemon, anyone?) and throughout the game you are always making choices of how you interact. I am sure your son would enjoy the
experience and I suggest you read more into the story before taking such a bold stance against something you clearly don’t comprehend.

74. Lauraon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:01 am 74

Honestly, I KNOW that the good Lord put all the things here on this green earth, so the contents of this fictional video game don’t offend me. I
think you must doubt God, throwing such a big hissy fit over some children’s game, just because it uses the science fiction of aliens and other
planets and evolution.

And if you think it’ll waver your son you must not be a very good parent. I would definitely let my kids play this game if they wanted–they
know full well it’s all fictional and for fun. My kids KNOW they came straight from God and not from monkeys.

I’d monitor them, of course. Since this game involves online play and other people. Something you should be doing, too, if you were a good
parent.

75. AmusedPaganon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:01 am 75

Look, anyone who has issues with this game has no inner child, and I pity them. EA is not “attacking” Christians or your values. It’s merely a
video game. Everyone has the right to entertain themselves, and if I want to buy an “inappropriate” game and play it, that’s my own damned
business. And it isn’t your place to tell me or anyone else otherwise. Look, I’m sorry if your child may have made a creature in Spore look
offensive in some way, but that is your problem, not anyone else’s. So, where do you come off telling people what is and is not right for them or
their children? So why don’t you get down off your high-horse and stop telling people what they should believe. If I think my child could play
this game with no issues, than I am going to allow my children to play it. And you aren’t going to tell me otherwise. And I’ll be damned if you
tell me I’d be a bad parent for doing so. As for the whole “creation v.s. evolution” issue, isn’t it getting old? I certainly don’t care, and I’m more
than certain that I’m not the only person who is sleeping well at night not caring about the issue. It doesn’t matter whether or not our universe
was created or it evolved. We weren’t there to witness it, so why don’t we just leave it alone? I think we all would be better off without the
never-ending debates about everyone’s theories behind the questions that we don’t know the answers to. Believe what you will, but don’t push
your beliefs onto others who don’t wanna hear about it. So, why don’t you chill out and lighten up so you can enjoy the things that are meant to
be fun. Have you played Spore? I wouldn’t be so quick to judge the game until you’ve played it.

76. Konradon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:01 am 76

Could you tell him why he is misguided?
I can’t believe you call this “evolutionist” propaganda, I can’t even believe you’d actually go crazy over such a little game. I guess some
extremists and paranoids see issues where there are none at all. You do know Evolution is taught at school right?
If you want to be one of those retarded creationist morons, that don’t believe in science(and by the way, I’d say the propaganda is more on the
one who has NO ACTUAL PROOF OF WTF HE CLAIMS, than on the one that tries to be rational and logical. Either way you’re being way
too serious about nothing. The way you educate your kids will always be stronger than the way school or video games do. As a creationist
freak, you don’t even have anything to worry about; I mean besides making your kids become like you and go on crazy rants BAWWWWWing
about absolutely nothing.

I guess they have fucking sick zealous extremists everywhere, and on BOTH sides, including the religious one. Being overzealous and
intolerant isn’t very catholic.

77. Just one questionon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:02 am 77



Just one question atmin if god made the world in 7 days and he made man on that 7th day WHERE THE HECK did the t-rex and all his friends
come from? just tell me that then ill beleave your in book of storys and BTW I LOVE SPORE!

78. Alexander Milleron 10 Sep 2008 at 4:04 am 78

Jesus never told anyone they were wrong, how can you?

Spore is an amazing assortment of programming and genius design, by intelligent people. God gave us the free will to make things, and all
things we make are beautiful to him, so how about you just stfu and play Spore.

Maybe you can create a race of sheep that actually listen to what you say.

As for me, I have a few more Solar Systems to violently dominate in the name of my creator, like Christians did a few thousand years ago, I
was there, I remember.

79. Sebastianon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:05 am 79

After you are done talking to nothing by yourself while hoping for something to happen, you can get back to us. Although we may actually be
accomplishing something that matters instead of hoping for it, so we may be a little busy.

80. lulzon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:06 am 80

this has to be a troll, right?
should we stop feeding it?

81. Locke2007on 10 Sep 2008 at 4:06 am 81

Bwahahahaha

/me goes to play spore

82. Yami no Kai (Kai of the Darkness)on 10 Sep 2008 at 4:06 am 82

tsk, tsk… I thought I whiped out every single one of you idiots… I’m getting sloppy. *sigh* The Chief will get my ass for this… *text
message* Daemon-sama, I missed one… Srry for tht.

Ok, all crazyness on a stick.

Either way, you’re kind of people “admin” is what got me into becoming an Atheist. You all think that your so called GOD made everything.
Truth is, GOD didn’t do anything, he’s a fairy-tale made up by people that wanted to find a reason to wage war upon others. At one point in
time, you could say “In the name of God, I smithe thee!” and stab someone in the heart, just you didn’t like the guy. But because you said the
“Divine” phrase before doing so, you were cleansed of your sin.
Idiocy, thats what I think about it. Ok, here is a fastball for ya: if god exists, why is there world hunger? Why is there disease? Why can’t we
bring back the dead? Even better, why do we die? In the scriptures (I used to have one until I figured out it kept my stove working a lot longer)
it says that god loves every single human, and treats them as equals, well then, why do the young children of Africa die of hunger, and why do
the young children of America die of being too fat? I do not see an equality in this.

My conclusion: It is even more likely that a Giganotosaurus crawls out of my ass, asks me for a cup of tea and then dissapears again, than that
god exists. (notice, I hate the whole “write god with capital thing”) You actually sound like Sheila Brovlovski, a character of South Park… you
don’t hate Canadians do you? -_-‘

83. god_is_asexualon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:06 am 83

Don’t waste your time praying and fuck more.

84. aton 10 Sep 2008 at 4:07 am 84

Fairbear, I’m sorry you’re a blathering fool. This is a video game! No one cares about the creationism issue. This game is not given out with tax
dollars; it’s not used in schools, and it certainly has no government label on it that cites support. There is no “propoganda”; there is
entertainment.

Admin, I’m sorry you are so misguided. Why can’t you be content in the fact that this game requires someone to create life instead of mindless
kill things? Whether or not you believe in evolution does not mean your child should not learn about it and make his/her own choice. God gave
us all free will, not just you. Let your child use his and either faith or science will guide him, and as long as he’s not raping children, does it
really matter what games he plays? I am absolutely disgusted that an American adult can be so uneducated, arrogant and, most of all,
oppressive. If you had simply stated that this game was inappropriate for children because of scenes that could be deemed sexual, then most
would agree, but now you think religion should be regulated in some manner, as if only mature adults really understand God. As far as I’m
concerned, by your argument (sex scenes notwithstanding) children should not be allowed to go to church because they are not capable of
making the decision of what to believe just yet.

85. i hate christianson 10 Sep 2008 at 4:08 am 85

your jesus will not come you fucking filthy christian HAIL SATAN

86. Offlinkon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:08 am 86

Please, admin, tell me. If someone made a game, illustrating the theories that you thoroughly believe in, and I do not, should this game be
labeled inappropriate because we disagree on the matter? Should I assume the game is trying to propagate my children’s heads with things I
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don’t believe are true?

You interpret the bible as written fact. I see it as a non-literal set of tales, a guideline on how to live our lives. Both of us live lives influenced
by the messages it preaches. Why should it matter weather we believe in a god or the fact that he may or may not have created the universe we
live in?

While Will Wright does not know for certain that evolution is true, he believes in the theory. No one can be sure of what or who created the
universe, no matter how hard either a theist believes or an atheist refuses to believe. This game is not an attack on creationism, it’s a different
way of looking at the theory of evolution that’s new and interesting; a way to understand how our species may have developed, and how all
different beings in the universe may exist. It does, however, treat evolution as what it truly is – a theory. Never does it once present itself as
fact; it only bases itself upon the theoretical concept of evolution. If you want your children to be closed-minded, go ahead and censor their
thoughts. But, if you want them to grow up to be broad-minded thinkers, capable of being rich thinkers and intellectual people, open their
minds. Let them decide for themselves what they want to believe. They most certainly may not be old or mature enough yet, but once they
mature to the point where they can independently make that decision, they’ll want to make it for themselves. Please allow them.

87. GODon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:10 am 87

LOL I FUCKING LOVE SPORE, THE GAME FUCKING RULES!!!
IT’S JUST LIKE THE REAL THING!

88. poopdogon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:11 am 88

me to, me to!
to quote andrew ryan”I believe there is no god, no invisibe man in the sky”
if god really exists then how come he just doesn’t come down and say so?
why would he let us doubt his existance?
why would he put evidence contridicting his own exxistance(fossils)

89. SpaceMunkeee!!on 10 Sep 2008 at 4:12 am 89

For 15 years of my life I was raised as a Catholic. Yes that’s right CATHOLIC!! The most hardcore of ALL CHRISTIAN SECTS!!! And after
12 years of Catholic schooling what did I learn? I learned that Jesus was a good man that tried to spread happiness to those who lived in such a
terrible time of persecution and torment. In the end Jesus just wanted his people to be happy, and after reading what you wrote I can easily say
you are not a happy person.

People with happiness in their lives embrace the positives of our world, they don’t hamper upon the negatives. And whats even more sad is that
THERE ARE ACTUALLY WORSE THINGS IN THIS WORLD THAN SPORE YOU PATHETIC MISGUIDED FUCK!!! Much MUCH
worse things. Turn on the news for a second and maybe you’ll see. Don’t pray for ANYBODY when you can’t even think for yourself. You said
you have a child well than be happy that your child is healthy, that they were born in a wealthy country and that they don’t have to fear for their
lives when they go outside. Hell you should be happy for those things for yourself.

Do you seriously still live in the Dark Ages where you are not allowed to question your religion AND everybody that does is going to hell.
2008!!! THATS THE YEAR!!! GET WITH THE PROGRAM!!! We now know that some WHITE BEARDED MAN WEARING A PALE
SILK ROBE CREATED A MAN AND A WOMAN WITH LEAVES ON THEIR CROTCHES AND SAID “HEY MAKE BABIES DON’T
EAT FROM THAT TREE!!!” DOESN’T ACTUALLY EXIST!!! God, Zeus, Buddah, Allah, whatever higher power there is I’m not saying
doesn’t exist but at this point we know there is no Adam or Eve. I believe there is no higher power that we as humans know about but I would
never say they don’t exist because those are my beliefs and I’m intelligent enough to know that forcing one’s beliefs on anybody else
WRONG!!!

I am a 20 year old male HOMOSEXUAL!! Yes quite a HEATHEN AYE!!! But in the end at least I am happy, love my family and my friends as
they love me and I will live a happy life even knowing that people will hate me for being me. If I am a sinner for being happy and living I will
sure as fuck spend the rest of eternity in your fear giving HELL so as long as I can be me.

Oh and I never played spore, I’m waiting for Fable 2. A game with same sex marriage and magic!!! 😀

90. Shaneon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:13 am 90

There are many problems with your post.

First, you don’t create a “demon” creature. You simple design whatever you wish to choose. A carnivore, or an herbivore.

Then, you evolve your cellular creature to a land walking creature, where again, you choose how you want to play, via carnivore or herbivore.
You choose to fight and make other creatures extinct, or charm them and become allies.

Further on, you go to the tribal stage, where you can either fight the other tribes and take them over, or you can play music for them, and
become friends, very similar to the last stage.

Next to last, you come to the civilization stage, where you can become an economic state, a military state, or a religious state. You choose your
path, and do what you want to do.

Finally, you come to the Space stage, where you can do whatever you please. You started that you “evolve from a “spore” into demon-like
intelligent space creatures that violently take over the galaxy”

While that IS an option, it’s by no means required. You can become friends with other civilizations you meet, and never once go to war.

This game is all about choice. You are never forced into one path or another.



All I ask is you please fact check before you post things that are obviously not true. It only makes you look foolish, and hurts your credibility.
91. NoeNameon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:18 am 91

I am deeply saddened by how narrow minded people can be. What is wrong with wanting to be creative or questioning the things around you?

Video games are meant to be an avenue for exploration and artistic vision. On the opposite end, although I personally don’t find the ‘tasteful’
creations entertaining, it is a parents job to censor and guide what their children interact with. That is why there are parent controls, your eyes
and brain; for research and intelligent decisions.

People need to stop taking the media so seriously. There were the murders and ‘demonic’ creatures imagined far before video games and
television were even created.

Put your time and energy into something more worth while instead of complaining about a video game. There are far worse things out there.

92. Dr. Houseon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:19 am 92

You people believe that a ‘god’ created us and gave us what is known as ‘Free Will’, now the thing about free will is that it allows us to
essentially do what we will. However there are certain ethics and moral guidelines that we adhere to because of society, nevertheless free will
exists; whether ‘God-given’ or evolved is irrelevant to this point.
It gives us the right to believe what we want to believe, to do what we want, and most importantly, to make our own decisions about life.
Spore was designed and created by people who ‘god’ has given free will to and its intention is to entertain because it is a game, if I need to
define ‘game’ then this reply is probably pointless.
What is it about Spore that seems to enrage you so much? All the game does is show evolution, it is in no way telling people that there is no
‘god’ or that this is how humans came into existence. I for one do believe in evolution but that does not mean that I dismiss your views as
wrong, nor do I slander your beliefs.
People who will play this game will understand that it is a game and it will not affect their beliefs.
Admin, you claim this is propaganda but it isn’t, it is freedom of speech, it is the result of free will which has been given, as you believe, by
‘god’. Also by not allowing your son to see the world for itself and see the views of other people, you are indoctrinating him to your beliefs
instead of allowing him the free will to decide for himself what he wishes to believe.

93. gameron 10 Sep 2008 at 4:19 am 93

Why do you simply dismiss Fairbear as misguided instead of counterring his arguments with logical discussion? Your sympathy, whether real
or feigned, is condescending, and outright meanspirited in regards to Fairbear’s legitimate and earnest arguments. As a Christian person who
has acccepted Jesus Christ as his Savior, I see no problem with this game, because I am able to seperate fantasy from reality. I urge you to re-
evaluate your harsh criticisms of this game, because honestly, there are bigger problems in the world than just a videogame. Even if you can’t
agree that this game is harmless (as is your right), I implore you to at least redirect all your energy to a bigger issue, such as the recent
hurricanes, the presidential election, the genocide in Darfur, or the Soviet occupation of Georgia. Thank you for your time.

94. mitchellon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:20 am 94

I love when Creationists can’t defend themselves. They always pull the “I feel so sorry for you. You’re so misguided and lost. I’ll pray for you.”
bullshit. You know what, we don’t want or need your prayers. You made a comment:

“I am not afraid of a debate. I just wish they would be a little nicer. But I understand that some people get pretty defensive when they know
they are wrong.”

It looks like you aren’t afraid of debate because you never do it. When you say things like this you aren’t opening the lines of communication.
You aren’t asking people for debate, you’re asking people to come down on you like a ton of bricks. Which they are starting to do. Maybe if
you had some intelligent rebuttles you might gain a bit more respect from the rest of us. Your ignorance is blinding.

95. Notsayingon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:21 am 95

Think of others for a change, not everyone tends to think of the world as religously as you.
Spore is only as bad a game as the person playing it wanted it to be.
Please, Realise that other people have to make a living, and where your views of this game may be bad in your head, Other people have waited
years for a game like this. maybe you should give spore a play through (by that I mean the whole game) And choose a peaceful route. Or
ofcourse look at games like the sims, which follows the same rough principle.

Please, Take note.

96. Ventuson 10 Sep 2008 at 4:21 am 96

Admin, calling firebear misguided…. the church did that with the idea that the earth wasnt the centre of the universe. It changed its mind when
in the old testament it said that long hair was a sin, and that touching the skin of a pig made you unclean and immoral…

All you do by not being open to extreme possibilities is setting back the progress of not only your religion, but our race, and our chance to
develop and fulfil gods plan, or his purpose, or whatever it is we are meant to be doing here…

97. † ConservativeChristian †on 10 Sep 2008 at 4:22 am 97

I highly recommend you get your son spore for his birthday or for Christmas, very harmless game that will teach your children how to be more
open minded, will show him that there is always more than one way to solve problems, violence is never necessary, and will put his creativity
working.
A++ game, playing it right now.



98. Shockedon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:25 am 98

It’s people like you that give humanity (a species evolved from monkeys, as it has been clearly proven millions of times, you ignorant fuck) a
bad name.

99. Jg117on 10 Sep 2008 at 4:27 am 99

I would really like to know why you believe Spore is attacking your faith.

Its a game, its a form of entertainment.

Do you go down to the movie theater and yell at them for making movies like The Incredible Hulk because it’s fake?

You’re really just being an ass about this whole this, if you don’t agree with it then don’t get the game and dont let your children(if you have
them) play it, its that simple. (Or you could just explain why you believe its wrong but you dont seem like the person who would take that
approach)

Your purposly provoking people and then being passive aggresive in response acting like your perfect. Example:

“But I understand that some people get pretty defensive when they know they are wrong.”

“if you go for stupid PC terms.”

That isn’t debate in any way shape or form, that’s just an insult. You’re just putting other people down because they’re different and that upsets
you.

Why is it that you can’t simply tell your son that its merely a game and get on with your life? If you as as strong in your faith as you appear to
be there shouldn’t be any reason for you to lash out like this. Are you seriously afraid that EA is attempting to convert your son? I’m willing to
bet if you do some research youll find that there are plenty of Christians at EA.

Feel free to email me a response. Please don’t be aggressive or Im not going to bother to respond. Jgp_117@hotmail.com

100. Godon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:28 am 100

Nobody so far has addressed this, but Spore does NOT promote evolution. It doesn’t promote Creationism either. Its a kind of neutral. Although
it definently ecourages evolution and science, because thats how you progress through the game, it also encourages Creationism. How you ask?
Well, You design your own civization. YOU are the intelligent designer. And there isn’t just ‘sex-demons’ and ‘penis-beasts,’ those are just
made by people with a wierd sense of humor. All of the user-created creatures imported in the game are filtered by EA. You should be ashamed
of yourself for putting that phallus-monster on this page. I’ll just go back to creating my non-descript goat-yak creature.

101. meon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:28 am 101

protip: god doesn’t exist

102. Alex Sterlingon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:30 am 102

The bible is pretty racy.

103. Ralphon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:31 am 103

I really love how ‘admin’ has no intelligent posts or retorts to comments.

blah blah blah, im closed minded and in an attempt to seem more dignified than you I will throw out “ill pray for you” blah blah blah

104. Zahzon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:31 am 104

I really did had a good laugh about this. I posted it in our irc channel, we all made fun of you. But hey, you can believe what ever you want.

It still doesn’t chance that Spore is a harmless game. Ill even go to the length of proving it to you.

Lets start with something simple. Take for example crayons, you know, the stuff you probably used as a child to draw houses, cars maybe even
some horses on some field. You might have drawn a pretty little rainbow above it all. Isn’t it nice with crayons?
So if you gave it to your child, he would paint stuff he knows, stuff he probably have heard you talking about. Pretty things. Because we don’t
want to corrupt him now, do we?

Ok, now give the crayons them to an adult person, or maybe it doesn’t even have to be an adult, maybe just a youngster, someone with a little
bit more knowledge of the world. Someone who do in fact know what sex is, and know what you personally call inappropriate for children.
Now this person he will probably start drawing something nice, some house maybe, a self portrait, maybe a nice looking car, even something
more advanced with lots and lots of details. But then.. he might not.

He might draw a person with a penis sticking out of his forehead.

So then I ask you. Is the crayon to blame for the penis-forehead-picture or is the person that drew it to blame.

According to this site and the posts you have made here, it is the crayon and the paper. Apparently you think this is ok.

I will have do disagree.

mailto:Jgp_117@hotmail.com
http://www.alexsterling.com/


A world where people can do what they want as long as they are contributing members of society, abiding by the law, is apparently something
you are against.

Have you ever tried LSD? I think that is the only solution to your problems, since with LSD you can live entirely in a fantasy world where you
have power over everything.

105. Anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 4:32 am 105

lol internet

106. Seriouslyon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:35 am 106

/agree

It sounds like you did your job as a parent to keep your child from doing something you dont want him/her doing. . By trying to ban this game
you are attacking people that dont share the same oppinions as you do. Now mind your business and leave me, and my normal kids, alone.

Oh….and don’t pray for me. For every time you pray for me, I will pray that aliens come and blow up Earth.

107. Chrison 10 Sep 2008 at 4:38 am 107

um, the point of the game is not to “violently take over the universe”

108. TillyBooton 10 Sep 2008 at 4:38 am 108

I have come to the conclusion that this whole website is a JOKE perpetrated by a Spore player that is just using it as a way to get attention and
then in a few weeks he will post on the web site “HA HA IT WAS A JOKE AND I FOOLED EVERYONE”

109. Philon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:45 am 109

Hi guys,
I just want to say that if you don’t like it…don’t play it.
I’m a student at a christian college and this is just like any R rated movie.
If you don’t want to watch it.
Don’t.

110. Georgeon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:46 am 110

What’s the big deal? Evolution will be rammed down the kids throats in high school any.

111. Samon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:53 am 111

Everybody is entitled to their own opinion.
I would’ve thought you would be happy with Spore. It portrays evolution (which you’ve lead me to believe is heresy or somesuch in your eyes)
in a cartoony, non-immersive style. Would this not agree with your stance of not teaching children about evolution? For all i can see, it could be
making a mockery of the evolution and mutation theories. Surely your divine being (whichever he is, there are too many in the information age)
intended this game to be created? No, it isn’t a test of faith, no you don’t need to declare it as the work of an evil entity, and yes, adults with
imaginary friends should seek help urgently.
That or start a crusade. Seriously cover a motorbike in the 1200’s style red on white crosses and ride into EA’s headquarters. It would raise
eyebrows.

112. blahon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:55 am 112

If you don’t think this game is appropriate for your son then don’t get it for him. There are plenty of other games out there to choose from. You
may not agree with them all, but then again who does? Find a different game if he still wants one and spore may be quickly forgotten.

113. Icantbeleivehowstupidyouareon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:03 am 113

Praying: how to feel like you’re helping while accomplishing nothing.

Yes, pray for us all you psychotic misguided idiot. After all, clearly the same god that gifted us with reason and logic would have us forgo the
two. Have fun with your “faith”. I’ll be here using my brain.

114. Tenkon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:04 am 114

It isn’t evolution — it’s much closer to Intelligent Design (where the player is the designer). It doesn’t contain any evolution: Evolution is a
specific thing where genes get propagated through random mutation and weeding out the genes that are worse at being propagated. Just having
creatures change from cells to mammals to sentient beings is not evolution.

115. Josephus Con 10 Sep 2008 at 5:04 am 115

IÄ! IÄ! CTHULHU FHTAGN! PHNGLUI MGLW’NAFH CTHULHU R’LYEH WGAH NAGL FHTAGN! IÄ SHUB-NIGGURATH! IÄ
YOG-SOTHOTH!
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116. Jackon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:10 am 116

Dear Admin,
I’m a Christian, and let me just say, I love this game.
First off, EA is taking all possible measures to prevent penis-creatures and the like. That’s the creature’s creator’s fault, not EA’s.

Just wanted to get that out of the way before I move on to the main point:

Think about this:
What are the chances of the Big Bang happening in the first place?
What are the chances of the only planet being able to support life actually getting it?
What are the chances of evolution following through so that we are intellectually superior to animals?

What if God loaded the dice?

I restate: I am a Christian.

I do believe in evolution, but I also believe that god influenced it greatly if not entirely. I believe God has gone through with all the miracles
stated in the Bible, but I believe there is a scientific explanation for each and every one of them. I believe that those miracles would be
amazingly difficult, if even possible, to go through with on our own. I believe Spore is a wonderful game, and Will Wright is a genius.

117. A Player of Sporeon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:12 am 117

This is funny, really. I love how people like you enjoy pretending that there are actually bible belting bastards this bad out there in the world. I
mean, wouldn’t it be absurd for someone to actually agree with all this? It would, right? Right?

I hate you, America.

118. davidon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:12 am 118

I compleatly agree, this game is all about creativity and using you imagination, also, it has been scientifically proven (more than a centruy ago)
that crationisum is natural. Also, how is watching some strange naked creature dance around and watching monkeys on the discovery channle
do it (also, they poo in their hands and throw it at each other, how is that ok?)

119. personon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:13 am 119

Lolz pwned nub

120. Brolly261on 10 Sep 2008 at 5:14 am 120

GO TEAM RETARD…its not forcing anything on you and the fact that you think it is just makes you the captain of TEAM RETARD (it looks
better in caps). if god created us and we created this game does that not mean god made this game and therefore wants us to know about the
differnet ways the we where made.

121. Mightydickon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:16 am 121

I don’t think I’ve ever laughed harder at the sheer mind numbing stupidity of a video game review (I use this word lightly).

I agree though, what they should do with this nudity (or at least pixels forming body parts, that you consider to be “offensive”) is embrace this,
put a shit load of violence into spore, and release the game as a M game.

122. Scotton 10 Sep 2008 at 5:17 am 122

Im a Christian too and i understand where you are coming from, but its ridiculous to be SO defensive over a SANDBOX videogame.

You do realise that the PLAYER creates the beings in STAGEs, much like theistic evolution. This game does in no way undermine God. It does
not deal with creation theory such as the Big bang or otherwise, it simply is a game that at the most, teaches how creatures can adapt over time,
only at an elevated level. Much like an ostrich and a penguin and a eagle are all still birds, they are all different and adapted to their
envionments. This is simply a sandbox, where the PLAYER designs who they want. They can play the entire game in peace and use democracy
with every other race of creature, they never need to *kill* anyone, they are all CHOICES and part of FREE WILL. Free will in its own right is
what makes us important, as true love without free will is impossible.

Secondly what do demons look like anyway? Have you seen one?

It just seems like this is WAY overboard for something as trivial as one videogame in which the player can do as they please. Surely it would be
more sensible to speak against games such as Grand Theft Auto or something which require violence to progress.

Regardless, i doubt you’ll change your views but atleast ive tried to help you understand.

123. Anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 5:17 am 123



If god is the alpha and the omega, the begining and the end, knows what has passed and what is to come, like it states in the bible, why do
people pray and think it will make any difference?

124. Lulz and Seriousnesson 10 Sep 2008 at 5:24 am 124

This site is by far the most epic site evar. If i could sum up this site, in Spore, antispore.com is the equivalent of the religious civilization,
conquering cities by making its populous less happy. Dude seriously, its a video game where one person can create something and watch it
grow over time, the original idea. Its not Will Wright’s fault that the human race is so fucked up that we create disgusting and grotesque
creatures with this game. However, Will Wright assumed (like most people) that such things would happened to his game, but made it anyway.
Good luck with this venture, but remember to keep an open mind for the new and unusual, it just might bring the better.

125. codyon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:31 am 125

Certainly is a good thing that you can’t spawn a humanoid over zealous, god fearing fanatic that will ultimately be the root of more
DOCUMENTED deaths in human history than all the tyrants and dictators combined!

BOoo at spore!

Oh wait… you can do that too.

whatchoo so mad about?

126. Strangeron 10 Sep 2008 at 5:31 am 126

LOL! at first i thought it was a joke…
c’mon! What kind of single-minded brainwashed zealot could ever open a site like this??!
next time what are you gonna do? make a plane crash on the EA headquarter in the name of your god?
just to make things straight: creationism is a fairytale, god doesn’t exist and you are a patetic idiot (but i have to admit: your deliria are so
fuckin’ hilarious! please post more!!)

don’t waste time praying for me…
see ya!

127. superon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:36 am 127

God isn’t real.

128. anonon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:38 am 128

PRAY FOR ME PL0X

129. Angel De LA Oon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:40 am 129

wow you guys really are retarded… this is not a bad game at all… just because perverts have creativity and just so happen to show it on spore,
doesn’t mean spore is only for mature people… this game is about creativeness, so if someone wants to make a anal-sex alien, they can. stop
bullshitting everyone.I am cchristian as well, but you make us look bad… you guys are so uptight these days!

“No harry potter beacuse it’s demonic! Grand Theft Auto teaches kids to kill! Spore is a mockery of the Christian belief!”

YOU know what?… Shut your damn face! nobody wants to here you damn ranting and raving just because you want attention. I am Christian
yet this does not offend me in any way… it is people like you(bitchy, uptight, nagging dumbasses) that are ruining this world. You are
destroying the great idea of individualism! If anything… you guys are the demons!

130. Undergraduate Scientiston 10 Sep 2008 at 5:40 am 130

‘Intelligent Design’ a ‘PC Term’?

You’re a riot! Some creationists redirected the movement under that banner because creationism didn’t have and has never had any credibility.
It’s the same garbage under a different blanket.

Fairy Tales are comforting to children and adults, but they have no place in the real world.

It sucks. We’re not important. Get over it. I did. Will did.

talkorigins.org/indexcc/

131. breeon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:43 am 131

mmhmm. EA *definitely* sat in a room and said: “let’s create a game aimed directly at our children to teach them evolution instead of
creationism.”
second exec: “goddammit you’re on to something!”

132. Bobon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:44 am 132

You don’t have to have a society based on violence. There are peaceful alternatives. You can spread you societies’ religion to other cultures.
Works about the same way as it does in real life. You browbeat other cultures with propaganda, nagging, pleading, and basically just annoying
them until they submit just to get you to shut up.

http://www.thewishlist.weebly.com/
http://roaringcorgi.typepad.com/


133. Briceon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:49 am 133

What the hell is your problem?!?!?!?!?!
You think this game is just about perverts making porn and that this is try to corrupt the minds of the worlds youth to think that they were
evolved from a different being.
YOU ARE WRONG!!!!!!
the only reason their r people makeing porn with this is because thay can, it is their opinion what to make, and u do not have to make it.

I will not go into evolution vs. creationism because i may offend some people. but all i am goin to say is that i believe a little of both and this is
no way offending my religion

So to sum up
FUCK U!!!!!!!!! THIS GAME IS AMAZING!!!!!!!!!

134. Josephon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:51 am 134

stop ruining your sons life with your paranoid hate mongering fantasies you kook! Let the kid play spore if he wants to. Shit.

135. Much more Realistic than you peopleon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:52 am 135

Administrator I think YOU are the one who needs assistance and are VERY misguided. How arrogant is that “I will pray for you Fairbear”. Its
so funny how deep into dillusion you christians are with your arrogance and close mindedness. I bet your IQ is no more than 100.

PS:You aren’t convincing your neutrality and your credibility is not existent. Good luck recruiting anyone with your intelligence, I mean there
are thousands if not millions of christians with your intelligence if not lower so I may be wrong about that one.

136. skullmonkeyon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:58 am 136

Geez… Hope you don’t give your kids play-doh. How the heck do they justify selling that stuff at non-adult venues? I mean seriously. Some
eight-year-old could make ANYTHING they wanted! Even DEMONS! Or worse… What has our world come to?

137. Dustinon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:58 am 137

Honestly, get over yourself. It’s a video game, meant to allow people to interact with objects on the screen, in order to have fun or be
entertained. Before i can further my argument, i need to know; do you deny Evolution exists?

138. Jonon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:01 am 138

*sigh* I really am a bit torn about this. One, I think that your heart is in the right place, no, I know it is. You see something that you believe
flies in the face of our faith. I am a Christian, I believe God created the universe and everything in it, so I think I know where your coming from
in your opposition to Spore. You don’t want to let your child play Spore, that’s perfectly fine. If I were a parent and in your position I would at
least make sure they knew and believed that God made us and the universe and that there is this false theory of evolution out there and they
knew the difference between a game and reality. And…hang on…*gets soap box* since when did it become ok to present evolution as a fact
and not a theory (a false theory but a theory none the less)? It just annoys me that most people just generally accept evolution to be fact and not
that it is in reality still an unproven theory. *gets off soap box* Anyhoo, I do understand why you don’t want to let your child play Spore,
however I really don’t think you should bash a game if you haven’t played it and thoroughly understand its content. I hope you see what I’m
going to tell you as advice, please, please at least know what the game really entails before you attack it. You present this game as if the only
means to advance is wholesale slaughter and that every being in the game is a demonic monster. The game is all about player choice, you
control the vast majority of the content in the game. You make your creature however you want it. If there’s some creature in the game that’s
offensive you can block it from your game and I believe that sends a complaint to Maxis about that certain creature. And about those sex
creatures you posted, they are all user created. There is nothing Maxis can do about them. It’s the sad truth that whenever you put a tool set that
can create almost anything, people will misuse it. But that doesn’t mean the Mr. Wright wanted people to make those or intended them to be in
his game. The games rating does seem to be a bit low to me. This really does seem like it should have gotten a T rating, and it wouldn’t surprise
me if the rating were changed. I doubt that what I have to say will change your opinion of the game, and really I don’t want it to. If you’re
going to oppose the game, please know the truth of what’s in the game and don’t just pick and chose aspects of it that make it seem horrible. I
really enjoy this game, but I know that it’s based on a false theory. I play it because it really is an astounding technical accomplishment and an
over all fun game. God bless you sir 🙂

139. Peteron 10 Sep 2008 at 6:04 am 139

This is easily the most ridiculous website on the internet today.

The author is a blithering idiot.

140. Kendelon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:20 am 140

wow you people are sad…..its a game get over it

141. Catholicman001on 10 Sep 2008 at 6:22 am 141

lol your funny, if your busy making this blog, shouldnt you be at church? Hurry before the Spore demons get ya! 😛
P.S. If god didn’t make us evolve, why hasn’t he sticken down those who believe in it?

142. BObon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:25 am 142

http://dustinbarton.com/


I’m just curious, and correct me if I’m wrong, but do you think that all the people on this planet originated just 2,000 years ago? Because if so,
please explain away all the things the theory of evolution has proven through science. I was raised a Christian, but I have a head on my
shoulders and don’t believe for a minute this nonsense that was “allegedly” written as a bible. It’s a great book to live by, that’s for sure, but
reality overtakes fantasy… If you scoff at me, look at Scientology and how that pseudo-religion came about by one person’s greed for money.
Now theres a following that thinks spaceships and volcano’s are where people came from. DING DONG! Lights are on, nobody’s home 🙂

143. daveseventyon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:30 am 143

If this guy is serious then this is total evidence as to why religion has no place in todays world, religion is blowing up schools these days and
molesting children.

If you think this is all gods will then your even more backward and deluded than I can imagine.

try not to fiddle with any kids on the way to work ok ?

and if your that way inclined try not to blow up any hospitals or schools ok ?

thanks 🙂

and btw, if it ever did turn out that there is a god I hope that I never get to meet him because I would spit in the fuckers face for all the shit he
has allowed.

You worship someone who if indeed is “real” then he is a complete sick thing who causes nothing but problems.

rant over, you know your retarded 😆

144. Nathanon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:33 am 144

1. Spore is a game. In this game you are allowed to make whatever creature you want out of the given parts, then upload them the internet. It’s
kinda like making toys like kennex then sharing them with friends. If you don’t want to see the other things people have made, then you can
turn that feature off.

2. They are not demons, and you do not take over the galaxy. You can make them friendly looking benevolent creatures, and gain friends by
simple simon says games. You can progress in the game by being friendly OR mean, it is the players choice.

3. I feel sorry for your son.

145. Derekon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:40 am 145

I only have one thing to say.
From what I get here, you think that kids shouldnt play spore mearly because it has an idea in it that you disagree with? And that this game is
unacceptable. And only because you disagree with the theory of evolution.
You need to get your panties out of a bunch, take a deep breath, and just chill out.

146. Joeon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:40 am 146

wow, your fucking retarted, if god made us all so perfect, why are you still around.

147. Walteron 10 Sep 2008 at 6:45 am 147

Ok man, let me tell you this bro, GOD DOES NOT EXIST. God is some drunk man’s idea of a person to blame when something goes wrong. I
really cannot imagine how many people belive that there is someone watching them. There is no giant douche making up your life. It’s all
scientific evolution. Spore tries to show that to all the stupid americans and their precious “god”.

148. Not Adminon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:46 am 148

CHURCH is something so dangerous for people. It is NOT for everyone. It is a drug, and it alienates people. It creates illusions, fairytales
which lead masses to make sick and repetitive rituals.
I’ve decided the pope, the lamas, the rabins and other religious ‘leaders’ have to hear from concerned people such as myself that this sort of
social desease is not acceptable.

149. =)on 10 Sep 2008 at 6:50 am 149

I love this site. I mean you can’t beat it’s idiocy and stupidity. I love Spore, I love MY religion, and this is obviously just a troll site. Can’t you
people realise that?

150. Ds1nt3kon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:51 am 150

…You’re allowed your opinions, you’re allowed to spread you’re ideas, and you’re allowed to attempt to help people… SO IS WRIGHT!
However, I think all he wanted to do was help people. Give people lost in a world of boredom and WBC members to have fun. At home.
Legally. Without Breaking laws. And since you seem to be religious, without sinning. Then again, I’m not exactly sure of the sins other that a
certain 7. But the point remains. Leave him alone. Also, stop being a homophobe. Oh, let me not say that. You can have what ever opinion you
want… -.-

151. Desuon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:51 am 151



LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL!!!
Funniest blog ever. Only a fool would take these statements as facts.

152. jakeon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:54 am 152

i’m catholic and i don’t care what videogames i play….mainly for the reason that they are GAMES!!! i’m perfectly fine with my religion and
i’m one that loves to watch graphic movies, vote democrat, and learn about evolution because i’m a flippin bio major. Maybe people who create
websites like this are the ones who are really scared about losing their religion, but me, i’m perfectly fine

153. bobon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:55 am 153

ok now look this is not EAs fualt and also you say that we should be less vicious but you have not shown both sides also i am religious but hey
i can believe in God and in evoution couldnt it be that its just another miracle the he can take somehing and make it evolve to the enviroment,
and come on its awsome its not EA its just retards who make thoughs domented stuff

154. urworstnightmareon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:01 am 154

I myself am christian and I too do not believe in evolution but let me put it this way….

YOUR OVERREACTING ITS FREAKIN GAME

155. TaLeZon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:04 am 155

My I ask why you religious zealots like you may teach your beliefs and push them on others but when something about evolution pops up you
go berserk. What ever happened to freedom of religion. People like you are complete fools. Also Spore is just a harmless game that is meant to
be fun, people like you bring it out of context. You do not see an Atheist saying a game about the Bible should not be marketed to children.

156. 8utt3rson 10 Sep 2008 at 7:14 am 156

I dont believe in god, I believe in myself
and I’d create my own creature as I want!

Evolution is SCIENCE!!!
CREATIONISM is RELIGION!!!
and religion is people’s good will, not a real existence!

157. some kidon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:15 am 157

ok, heres the skinny, im a kid, and i have spore, i beleive in god, spore did not change my beleives at all, it just made me realize how fun it was
to play the game, i am very sorry that you have to be dissed by a 13 year old kid, but i think you deserve it.
If you shelter your kid from all of this news that is going on in the world, i can promise you that he will have very many troubles making
friends in school, because nowadays this kind of stuff is a lot of what most kids talk about.
Please know this, if you want your son to succeed in his OWN life, let him make mistakes, let him know what is wrong and what is right(not by
your standards).
The way i was tought about who to love, is god is first, others are second, and love yourself last, you must love everybody.
I hope you read this, and i hope your son reads all of this also, because no matter how hard you try, you cant shelter him from reality.

158. My God.on 10 Sep 2008 at 7:18 am 158

Please don’t be so bias and one-sided. Things like “Veggie Tales” are total Christian propaganda and aimed directly at children. You probably
don’t see a problem with those things but i’m sure athiest parents would, if they cared about such miniscule items such as you do.

159. jaseon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:24 am 159

praise God for putting people like us on this beloved land of his. I 100% agree with you on this one. Spore is a demon hiding in our computer
waiting for our kids to corrupt and soil their minds. I mean, this is seriously ridiculous and I thank all those who will read this comment and
share my views.
The fact that this game allows our dear children to be creative is a sin in itself. When a child is creative they are expressing themselves and this
may be bad. Children should only express God’s feelings and teachings from the Bible. Praise the Bible. We should only focus on the bible so
nothing bad will ever happen. Life will be the same forever and nothing could possibly go wrong because we are all following Gods true
words. His true words people! Because no one just made up the bible. Everything in it has been proven by our brilliant creationist scientists that
work day and night just like how I watch over children at night. Every night I watch over children, not just my own, but the beautiful lovely
children with plush and plump cocks and pussies. I like to tickle them when they are alone and I like to push my soft penis in their tiny bum
holes. God gave me a small penis so no girl will want me. But i can force myself on those innocent little fucking bastard kids. I can slit their
throats and fuck the gaping wound with my small penis. I can bite off their nipples and listen to them squeel and squirm while i skin them alive
and put them in salted potato sacks and donate them to hospitals so the shit stain objects they are will live a fucking scarred and horrid life. But
i like to keep some. I make them recite the entire bible off by heart and if they can’t I force them to eat my own shit. To clean my walls. I have
12 of them in my basement and I don’t let them see the light of day. Every time one of them speaks I super glue their eyes and ears shut and
make the other children poke him to death with needles. Ahh i lust for this shit. My cock gets so fucking hard. It grows to over 9000 meters
long. Praise the lord. Praise the bible. SPORE IS SIN

TL:DR: spore is sin

160. gon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:24 am 160

i think its funny the ad dosent respond after the well written post but thats the way these kind of people are come at them with intellect and they
call you evil ridiculous



161. CorruptCorsbieon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:44 am 161

To OP: you do realize that even if they dont play this game…..THEY STILL LEARN ABOUT EVOLUTION IN SCHOOL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

162. Zackon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:53 am 162

Actually i thought this was pretty funny. You had me at Spore!. Lol, thanks for advertising me that and now i think im going to get ready to
play it. Seriously we all know what the ratings are, we all know that children are going to get it. Do they obviously know how to make a
creature with all the detail from the boob’s, etc. You know what i mean about that. Even if you listen to Will Wright he said that this was just a
game for creation. If i re-call games have a lot of creation these days because im one of those mere gamers that go in and buy a game, then after
that i make a profile play multi-player like on Call Of Duty 5 thats coming out pretty soon. Thats creating something and probably if you just sit
down once to enjoy a nice game and just shut up to create something nice. Then wouldn’t that it all be about?. Seriously, all you got is hatred
for this guy who created a mere game. Can’t you just shut up and play it?.

163. anonon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:53 am 163

I lol’d, epic trolling

Well done sir i give you an A+

164. Gloriaon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:53 am 164

What is wronge with EA this is so wronge

165. tisk tiskon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:53 am 165

[img]http://gfc.easytel.com/yandian/images/geography/quarter4/29_angler_fish.jpg[/img]

OMG, your “God” made a demon. He is evil, no? At least with the demons stuck in hell they chose to be evil, but with this angler fish, God him
self made it demonic.

166. kon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:55 am 166

It is a game! Don’t like it? Don’t play it!

167. Christianboy 13on 10 Sep 2008 at 8:17 am 167

Hello, I too am a Christian and I have no problem with games at all nor’ does the youth pastor at my church! What are you talking about
“demon” creatures and just so you know EA isn’t allowing inappropriate creatures like that into the game! Just so you know the videos you
make do not go through a filtering process nor’ do screenshots! So anyone could make a video or screenshot and upload it to youtube or the
internet but extremely inappropriate creatures will NOT be allowed to go in others games and you CAN turn off the online sharing so only
creations yourself and maxis have made show up in-game. Spore focuses more on creativity than evolution instead of instantly rejecting it I
suggest you download the free creature creator from spore.com and try it out. I personally go to church, am Christian and 13…And finally is a
video game really going to affect a child more than what you as a parent will say?

168. AllShallPerishon 10 Sep 2008 at 8:17 am 168

Your right we should put an age restriction spore for forcing children to learn about the theory of evloution… Right after we put an age
restriction on the bible for forcing children to learn about THEORY (yes an unproved idea) of creationism. Religion enjoys that grand double
standard, they love not having to play by their own rules.

This is what blind faith in a fictional omnipotent god will get you, people who think they know whats best for other people. It brings WAR
(Crusades anybody?). It brings perversion (Priest molesting little boys). It brings hate ( God loves dead soldiers). What would you expect from
a book that is filled to the brim with all the aforementioned?

Now I’m not saying that you aren’t entittled to you own opinion, far from it. Just stop forcing your opinion down the throats of everyone you
come in contact with. Stop with your double standards, it just make you look pitiful and childish. Your religion might do some good but only to
further its own cause. You do work in poor countries, good, but what do you build? You build a few houses sure, but then you build a church to
spread “the good news” and get your church tax (and no I didn’t make that up). I could go on about how more people have been killed in the
name of god then all wars combined, or how blind faith has corrupted the church to believe that they are above law but that would be getting
off topic.

So in summation, you should worry more about what is being done in the name of your god then on some video game.

169. blarghon 10 Sep 2008 at 8:17 am 169

this game is made for everyone. yes, the tolls are there to make an M rated creature, but that doesn’t mean the person playing it will do it. If
they try to make stuff like that, they already have a corrupted mind.

170. Joeyon 10 Sep 2008 at 9:18 am 170

1. It’s just a game

2. Most gamers are not religious

3. You are retarded. Go do something more useful like run in a mine field. That might save some children in Vietnam.



171. sageon 10 Sep 2008 at 10:17 am 171

THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE BEST THE
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172. Woodon 10 Sep 2008 at 10:40 am 172

Lol! Is this site a satire? Listen people, this guy is obviously just doing this to get attention. “Spore” is just a fun game that people should be
able to enjoy without getting their beliefs involved.

173. AntiBigoton 10 Sep 2008 at 10:49 am 173

I’m…afraid I fail to see where this is not acceptable, honestly. Because you, and a group of people with similar opinions disagree with
something on a purely theological level, does NOT a good reason to denounce something make. Just because you don’t like, and maybe it
disagrees with your beliefs, doesn’t mean you have the right to pull the plug on someone else’s beliefs and creativity.

That’s just arrogance, and if I wanna read about arrogance, I can go just about anywhere on the internet. You’ll have to do more than that if you
want to get people to pay attention to you.

174. matton 10 Sep 2008 at 10:52 am 174

wow. this site is ridiculous. for the people who are against spore, i hope that you one day realise how stupid this vandetta is

175. Anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 11:20 am 175

I think that you’re right about the evil world trying to corrupt (teach) your kids about evolution. But why stop there. The internet is full of
atheist propaganda and shit-tons of porn. TV is a bunch of garbage that will make a hedonist blush. In fact, the world in general is probably
offensive enough for most devout followers, so it’s obvious what needs to be done. Since you can’t get rid of everything in the world, you’ll
have to take yourself out of the equation. YOU DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT NOT TO BE OFFENDED. YOU DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT
TO PREVENT OTHER PEOPLE FROM EXPRESSING THEIR VIEWS. YOU DO HAVE THE RIGHT TO NOT BUY THE GAME. Anyone
who would be swayed by this website, probably already agrees with you and doesn’t need the warning. Do yourself a favor and stop
expounding your myopic, incoherent idiocy. If you think about it (I’m not sure your capable), the safest place for your ideas are in your own
pea brain. Dragging them out in the light will only expose how ignorant you are.

176. aaronon 10 Sep 2008 at 11:31 am 176

in all likelihood god doesn’t even exist. if god made everything perfect on the first try, why did he make billions of dead starsystems? for us to
look at? you can piss and moan as much as you like about how sad it makes you that reality doesn’t fit with the bedtime stories your parents
told you when you were seven, but i think you should grow up.

177. Mohamedon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:19 am 177

Wow, considering you live in a ‘free-country’ to complain about a video game which allows for creativity is rather shallow. You need to open
your eyes and realize that this is a work of fiction and not based on fact. If you have to have a video game teach your child, then that just proves
that you are a failure as a parent. Buy your child a book, but you might be against that since it may involves wizards, ghosts or goblins.
Also, don’t let them play sports, because while physical activities keep you healthy, it may hurt you and that would be bad.

178. davidon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:22 am 178

this game look really cool. you can download the creature creator for free.

179. Tomon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:24 am 179

Have you even played Spore?
The “adult content” that you’re so quick to protest over is user-generated.
Boycott Crayola because little Jimmy scribbles out some genitalia, eh?
And even though it’s based on the proven concept of evolution, this game has nothing
to do with your fanatical ideas. And please don’t pray for me as you did Fairbear. I don’t want anything to do with whatever god you worship.

180. Cindyon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:40 pm 180

I can understand that your angry that they would put “Nudity” In an E rated game but that doesn’t mean you have to put up a website trying to
bash a perfectly good game!

181. Lollerskateson 10 Sep 2008 at 2:58 am 181

Lulz @ all this stuff, You made me laugh so hard i cried too!!!

Thank you, I haven’t had as good a laugh as this since i played spore yesterday… Time to do it again.



God damn people trying to push their religious beliefs everywhere, at least this is a small corer of the net i never have to go to again! Thanks to
Kotaku for telling me about this site.

182. SnprSlickon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:02 am 182

I’m sorry, but I have to side with fairbear. You have no clue what you are talking about.

Please do point me to a place in the bible where it disproves evolution’s existence.

The bible is SPECIFICALLY vague. Nowhere does it say that God changed things as he saw fit.

Here is some proof of evolution.
Over the past 50 years, Humans have becoming bigger. Look at people back in the 50s and 60s, most werent over 6 feet tall. But look at now,
your average height is 6ʹ plus for HIGHSCHOOLERS.

Another more modern example would be virus’s. Yes, that is evolution at a microscopic level. As we create vaccines, viruses adapt to bypass
them.

Give me a verse in the bible that proves me wrong. You won’t.

It disappoints me that Christianity has become a polytheistic religion.

183. Joeon 10 Sep 2008 at 1:03 pm 183

your a fucking idiot
seriously

184. Rozeron 10 Sep 2008 at 1:11 pm 184

Spore is the first game u can make life rather then to wait a disney or pixir company to make u a creature and pay $1000 to make. Who cares on
spore, dude T_T

185. Marie-Èveon 10 Sep 2008 at 1:25 pm 185

I can’t tell if this is a troll, oh god, what a ridiculous cunt. You are the proof that your God DOES make mistakes. 🙂
You are the reason why Christians have such a bad reputation.

186. Frigidair44on 10 Sep 2008 at 3:28 am 186

I love when creationalists start spouting off about “Intelligent Design,” and consider it to be science. Its a cute PC term that tries to make the 7
day theory legitimate.

I love you guys. I really do. You act high and mighty, but in reality you religious types are bigger bigots and than any other group. There is
nothing good about religion I found. And this is coming from born and bread church going Catholic who has done a small bit of research into
the Church and left it as a result.

You say the game isn’t E for everyone. Well you are wrong. It is E for Everyone. The game is perfectly clean and nice and can be played by
anyone of any age. If people want to make a demon race they can. If they want to make a cute race, they can. Its up to them and their
imaginations.

However… on-line content is never rated for by the ESRB. NO GAME’S ON-LINE CONTENT IS. Nor is on-line competitive gaming. Why?

Because even in children’s on-line games, you can have people spouting off cuss words, and talking about all manner of stuff that is
inappropriate for children. There is no way to control what people will say and do.

By your same analogy, a box of crayons and a piece of scratch paper isn’t meant for 5 years olds. Yes, with those tools you can make all sorts of
nasty disgusting pictures of naked folks, demons, and death. Not to mention crosses burning, spreading propaganda that praises Hitler, and
making pamphlets that spread lies.

Lets ban those as well! C’mon, in fact lets ban EVERYTHING that kids and people can use to create!

You sir are an idiot for thinking that way. You want to know the best way to keep kids from seeing all this “evil?” Be a parent. Watch what they
do. Supervise them and their activities.

You don’t want them playing Spore? Don’t let them. Control your computers content access. Read up on current events and the games that they
play. Can’t watch the kids all the time? Well in that case if you were a good parent, they will make the right decision. If they don’t and you
catch them, PUNISH them.

If your kid fucked up and does something you don’t approve of, its your fault until they are 18, and nobody else. You are responsible.

Don’t blame the game. Its like blaming the gun because it killed somebody. Not the person who pulled the trigger.

But really thank you for posting your ignorance and own hate because of what a few bad apples on the net did. This website was good for a
laugh.

187. Godon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:29 am 187



Dear whatever your name is,

Please suck a dick.

Peace out,

God.
188. Durandalon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:38 am 188

He did it for the Lulz.
Pray for me too.

189. Redon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:42 am 189

Wow….So much fail in one blog……lol dumbass christians

190. Mike the Faggoton 10 Sep 2008 at 3:42 am 190

Prayer makes me hot. It’s just something about nuns and altar boys… and candlesticks!

191. just sayingon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:52 am 191

to mr. admin

mr.fairbear raised some interesting points in his post. In your reply, the only thing you did was spout brainwashed, self-serving egoism in the
face of his obviosly logic driven argument. regardless of who is, in fact, right or wrong, the least you could have done was provide evidence or
at the very least a thoughful argument as to why he was wrong and you are right.

192. Robon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:59 am 192

Lol, “violently take over the galexy.”

You do realize that you can go about this however you want? Including being a nice species of nice people who make friends with other plants?

I would, of course, choose the blow plants to death, but then again I’m not an idiot.

193. Not the guy running this site (thank jebus)on 10 Sep 2008 at 4:15 am 193

Wait, are you for real? Did you know that there is, in fact, a difference between Intelligent Design and Creationism. Intelligent Design
embraces evolution as a theory. It claims that your fictitious friend in the sky is responsible for evolution. I’ve read some really stupid shit on
the internet, and by God (lol), this sits somewhere at the top of the chart.

194. Ninon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:36 pm 194

LoL at you fucking Christian retards, its a game get a fucking life

195. brandonon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:45 am 195

Well most of us have had our intellegence EVOLVE past the stage of the articles creater. Its funny how stoopid some people really are. Go pick
on women, so you feel better about your sad little life. O and your kid watches the porn you have hidden in your sock drawer when your not
home, are you going to blame the porn maker for making it or yourself for having it? I would quess the latter.

196. Anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 4:45 am 196

There is a banning tool in game dipshits. If you see a creature/building/vehicule which you do not like or find offensive you can select the ban
option and a message will be sent to EA with the unacceptable content so they can remove it forEVAR from their database WHICH IS
ENTIRELY MADE BY PEOPLE LIKE YOU AND ME. NOT SATAN OR EA. All those penis creatures were simply made by people who
wanted to get a good laugh out of the creature editor. Hey let’s take the worst exemple from youtube and have them out as the majority.
OR let’s do a fucking google search and open our fucking littles eyes to see the originality in what people can acctualy do with such a game.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=zkxRHWHsJQk&feature=related
http://youtube.com/watch?v=oTC7DeSP8R4&feature=related
http://youtube.com/watch?v=ssx1RLfENJE&feature=related
http://youtube.com/watch?v=Wfyl8cTjRow&feature=related

The internet, allowing dumb people to have uneducated opinions since 1983.

197. Scopeon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:46 pm 197

So what if they want to teach Evolution to everyone? You Christians have the right to teach everyone Christianity, much like every other
religion around, yet you forcefully try to prevent people from believing other things than your own beliefs.

Many schools in Britain teach Religion in school to kids at a young age with no choice. I believe people should be allowed to make up there
own choice fully, and not be forced into Religion under the age of 12, like I was.

198. Godon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:53 pm 198

https://youtube.com/watch?v=zkxRHWHsJQk&feature=related
https://youtube.com/watch?v=oTC7DeSP8R4&feature=related
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ssx1RLfENJE&feature=related
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Wfyl8cTjRow&feature=related


lol jajajajajajjajajajajajajajajajajaa vuelta al pasado tenemos que quemar en la hoguera a los creadores de spore ajajajajajajaja dios que me parto
malditos cristianos iros a misa y dejar en paz al resto del mundo

199. Despairon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:14 pm 199

You have the right to your opinions, of course. But so do I. And so do the billions of people who haven’t been whitewashed by religious
institutions. Spore is a great game, and the fact that it opens kid’s eyes to science and the nature of how life on this planet evolved is a good
thing, and a sign of the progress the human race has made. To attack it for not falling in line with aged, ill-informed and ignorant beliefs is
staggering.

I know that your opinions are tragically widespread in America – in reality, that’s part of the reason why your country is so unpopular
internationally. But you should know that 99% of Europeans reading this will do nothing more than laugh. “Dear oh dear, those stupid
fundamentalist Americans are at it again!” will be the typical reaction I would imagine.

Honestly, open your eyes. I reckon if you just tried to think for yourself for a brief moment you might realise that not only are your beliefs
preposterous, but this little crusade of yours is all rather silly.

200. Frogon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:36 pm 200

We could say that you play god in spore and that spore is a pro god game !
Wake up you live in the 21th century ! Maybe are you beleving that eath is flat.
God is unconscious or sadic…or don’t exist.
Hell will be frozen before you came back to reality. Poor american you are such crazy that you will vote for a potatoes.

201. Darnalon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:37 pm 201

hmm… Admin seems a bit uptight, whats the matter, not married? oooooooh that must mean no sex for you little christian cunt head.
OHMYGOG THERES A NEW GAME OUT MUST MAKE WEBSITE ATTACKING IT!!!

202. 666on 10 Sep 2008 at 5:53 am 202

“admin on 09 Sep 2008 at 9:01 pm 4
Fairbear. I am sorry you are so misguided.
I will pray for you tonight.”

Admin. I am sorry you are so uninformed.
My demon-like intelligent space creatures will have a proper clusterfuck tonight in celebration of your stupidity and ignorance.

203. JesusTouchesChildrenon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:05 am 203

Is it just me or do Christians become less inteligent the more they read the fictional book titled the ‘Bible’ …..

A man walked on water yet a video game is blasphemy? Seriously, you’re one sad, sad individual!

204. Darwin in graveon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:07 am 204

Oh man, you are such an asshole!

205. Messiahon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:25 am 205

Hear me! I predict the spore creators will die ’till 12/12/2012!!! EA Games will make Sims2: Christianity Edition !!! God bless this game!

ROFL

206. Henk Broekhuizenon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:40 am 206

I admire your courage to fight for what you believe in, but silly websites like this one serve only to draw people away from Christians and
Jesus. I hope you find something else to put your energy in! 🙂

207. Kosencuon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:42 am 207

Hi there, don’t you thing it’s a little bit stupid to be so heavy on just a videogame?
Why is it always the Christians that have to be so timid and pushy to suck people in?
Shouldn’t they have more respect to what other people stand for?
I think you guys make a fool of yourself

208. Jesuson 10 Sep 2008 at 6:49 am 208

Dear guy, please stop doing stuff in my name, seriously, that crusades shit was where I draw the line. Don’t make me go old school on your ass,
LOCUSTS!

209. Adam Danielon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:51 am 209

Two points…

Firstly it wouldn’t be ‘Evolutionist Propaganda’ as most of us that have sat down and contemplated the existence of a divine being take
evolution as written. There is no need of propaganda, well not to support evolution anyway.

http://bbhagenbeek.hyves.nl/


Secondly, you are a model Christian in that you are telling others how to live their lives. Well done, it’s obviously having an impact I’ll say that
much.

210. Dustinon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:04 am 210

“The object of the game is to evolve from a “spore” into demon-like intelligent space creatures that violently take over the galaxy. Such as this
one below.”

No… it’s not.

If you’d have bothered to do even a bit of decent research you;d have found out that near any kind of creature can be created, not just these
“demon-like” ones you seem so afraid of. And along with that, there’s multiple ways to expand yourself throughout the universe, including
peacefully.

211. megadon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:04 am 211

Why are you doing that? Can’t you just be quiet and let the ones who want to play this game alone? Seriously you have your opinion on that
game (even if she is totally silly, but you an think what you want), ok. But keep it for you, thanks.
And you know the creatures are filtered by category so if you don’t want to see somes “special” ones, you have just to change the filter.

212. Furyanon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:07 am 212

“Resisting EA’s War on Creationism”

O’rly?

My god… After my initial first hearing of this website, I was like “oh, it’ll be a joke”. But seems like it’s not. Seems like the Church of the
Lord himself is still as conservative and retarded as it has always been. Challenging creatonism? Not allowing free thought? “God created
everything, the Bible is holy” you are saying? Well I accept free thought, and as a non-religious person I respect others’ ways and opinions. But
it seems like the God-forgives-and-welcomes-everyone-with-open-arms-club is still as unwilling to accept other ideas as always.

For starters, I won’t be holding an anti-religion speech here. Everyone should be able to choose for themselves wheter or not to believe in a
certain god or being. But what you are doing here, is a bridge too far.

1. It is not because others have other opinions than you, that they should burn in hell and be punished for not believing in God. And even if this
ain’t the case: not everyone is the same. Get over it.

2. Will Wright is evil? Seriously man, I’m no fan of either Sims game nor Sim
City, but Will Wright is a freaking genius. He’s brought innovation and new ideas to the fastest growing entertainment industry in the world –
game development – where others remained with recycling old ideas. What’s next? Burning him on the stake?

3. Spore is a game. Spore ISN’T reality. It is only as realistic as you make it yourself. And why should we care that your sick mind tries to
create naked women in Spore? If that is the only thing you can think of to make in the editor, there is a serious hole in your brain. And if this
site is a proof of your brain-genius, I don’t doubt that. Spore IS NOT reality. It is only as “insulting” as you make it sound yourself. Face it.

4. Games are an entertainment medium. The purpose of games is to enjoy yourself, lose yourself in fantasy, and have a good time. Games are
NOT meant to be religious predicaments crouded with bullshit, nor are they an attack against other people’s way of thinking.

5. I’ll stop at #5. I could get on with this until I hit #98569, but I have the impression that you won’t listen or even read this anyway. If you
would, it would mean that you have a sense for reason, and I think this site proves just a little bit otherwise.

Ah well, whatever. Idiots are required for the entertainment of the others.

213. ?!?on 10 Sep 2008 at 7:12 am 213

spore is for everyone, u know it!!!!

battlefish!! i want that creature, earth needs this creature!!!!

214. Necroticobsessionon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:12 am 214

Well i’ve finally found this website. A lot of people talked about it.
When you, all, you’re going to drop a bomb in a hospital, is this the way of your so-called god? Pricks, you aren’t better than other religious
fanatics.
Always the same thing : Oops i had killed someone, god will save me.
Go suck your dicks, assholes.

215. ?!?on 10 Sep 2008 at 7:14 am 215

fuck this site

216. O'rlyon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:24 am 216

WAHAHAHAHA what the fuck. Seriously. I wrote a post here earlier staying polite, but after actually reading your posts, I simply have to
comclude that you are a moron. I’m very sorry, but God FUCKED IT UP by creating you. You are totally out of your mind. “Peaople get
defensive when they know they’re wrong” and “a dirty church that allows homosexuality”.



OH MY FUCKING GOD DUDEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!! Seriously what the fuck are you thinking? That you are God himself? That you are his right-
hand? That you saw the light by creating dick-monsters and naked women in the Spore editor? Seriously man, I would gladly give up my left
arm if it would allow me to punch you in the face right now. You sooooo much need to get back to reality. Seriously.

I hope you burn in hell. And I feel sorry for your son, having such a dad/mom, whichever you are. The child has no future.
217. Mysticon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:26 am 217

I understand your point of view of the whole thing and I respect your opinion and your right to have it.

That said, I do want to comment that you make the game seem more violent than it is. Yes, violence can be a part of it, but I played through the
game by befriending the different species and working together with them. Like most of the other things in spore, it’s up to the player to decide
what to do, and violence is not a requirement.

218. Barbarellaon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:28 am 218

The bible says “love your enemies”
you clearly do not, wich makes you an unworthy christian.
You are a disgrace to christians by being evil yourself

219. Sean Austinon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:40 am 219

God made this!
You stinka!

LOL – crazy biatches everywhere.

220. ALWINon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:44 am 220

Damn you stupid so called believers….GOD ohoooo…. making fuzz about the game… do you really think god placed 2 people on the earth,
adam and eve.. who are responsible for all the people on this earth…Are you so blind to see. Theres evidence how we came to the state we are
today… pure science pure facts!!! no mumbo gumbo… jumbo… god. blabla… I respect religions… but they don’t respect people who think or
act otherwise..Think… all the wars… come because of religions… religions…. so thin about that… and how hard and truly you want to belief
theres a heaven.. and were all alone in this universe.. and god is watching us… IT”S NOT c’mon wake up!!!!!!!!! in this galaxy there at least
10000’s of worlds equal to ours which can harbor live…. so don’t look to suprised if extra terestials make contact soon…. and if you believe to
be so intelligent…. just think for a moment use that brain of yours…. and know….

221. ALWINon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:55 am 221

seriously I GIVE RELiGIONS ANOTHER 400 years and it’s over!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! the finally al the people start using their brains… at least i
hope!!!

religions are created on despair… hoping for better things to come… to not feel alone… to feel like someone is watching over you.. helping
you…. religions.. are for losers… who can’t make it allone… please help me.. save me… pray pray can’t make it on my own.. i promise to be a
good boy…. LOL wake up fuzzzzzzzz head…

222. David Rodrigoon 10 Sep 2008 at 8:14 am 222

Man…do you really believe what you’re saying? It’s so hilarius… so children watching the creatures they created themselfs evolutioning or
even having sex will do more harm to them than believing in some extrange power beyond time and space that created it all? Really man this is
ridicoulus.

This is a totally harmless game for anyone. In fact, it IS educating for our children. I mean, religion is ok for helping us teach our children
about some ethics and morals and only during the period they’re are not grown enought to understand some things…but really, do anyone trully
believe that evolution, reproduction and such things are evil?

Sorry man, but the war you started with this game is a non-sense crusade.

223. Henrion 10 Sep 2008 at 8:30 am 223

I think making this site is brilliant. It so easy too set people up and get publicity. It’s all a joke I reckon.

Good joke. It worked.

Henri Koppen

224. GODon 10 Sep 2008 at 8:35 am 224

Bitch i agree with my son, quit your crusades or i will stike you down! THE POWER OF CHRIST COMPELS YOU!

225. Teenageron 10 Sep 2008 at 8:35 am 225

OMG THIS LADY IS RIGHT!!!!
Im not gonna play this game!
instead Im gonna go and find something violent to play.
ENJOY YOUR FAIL BREEDFAG!

226. Teenageron 10 Sep 2008 at 8:38 am 226

http://www.barbarella.nl/


t3ch
OH MY FUCKING GOD I LOLD SO FUCKING HARD AT THIS
Ok MUM DAD IM GING OUT TO PLAY SUPER MARIO *kicks turtles*

227. Teenageron 10 Sep 2008 at 8:40 am 227

Congratulations because of this thread i am no longer religious, go and die for my sins now if you are really a good Christian

228. Morriuson 10 Sep 2008 at 8:44 am 228

You, are a fucking idiot.

229. GODon 10 Sep 2008 at 8:47 am 229

P.S. I know for certain the person who made this site has a special place in hell UNLESS you repent,
Love Always,
God

230. Mediatoron 10 Sep 2008 at 8:52 am 230

Ok great another website slating peoples personal opinions whilst guarding their own as “The Correct Opinion”. Firstly in my opinion this
unflinching “Faith” that leads humans from all areas of the globe to “sin” by killing one another for the best interests of their individual “Gods”
is without any kind of sense or humanity. If God has listed “Thou shalt not kill” as a commandment, where is the sub clause that says “unless
its someone of another faith”. Its fine to swan about as the cream of the crop from western civilization having done exceedingly well from
raping and pillaging less educated and simpler folk capturing slaves and sinning beyond belief, bullying our religious beliefs upon other
cultures and civilizations. Where is the moral and religious sense in creating our own weapons of mass destruction for “defensive” purposes to
sin by murdering others, its ok though, they are a group of people and not an individual. Its easy to kill factions and groups because they have
no face, it would be different if you had to kill each individual with a knife and look them in the eyes. Where is the “turn the other cheek”? easy
its contradicted by an eye for an eye. I find it strange that God has personally left us contradicting information about his existence, lifestyle
commandments, history and afterlife, only to let us have a battle royal in his name. but I digress, this is an intuitive and creative game that has
elements of many games that have been available in the past, populous for example. No one complained then. I also don’t see this game saying
“discover the truth about the creation of earth and its inhabitants”. Many of the religious arguments to scientific explanations of creation and the
“big bang theory” have ended being accepted but that God wanted it to happen so he made it happen. Fine the worlds extremist inhabitants
(that’s you admin and many other types) annoy me enough but everyone has the right to an opinion, and to live by their own beliefs as long as
the don’t interfere with others, how would you feel if you couldn’t eat or drink certain foods because someone else’s religion was imposed upon
you. I get it though its the great western way wake up with a healthy dose of Jesus to put you in the mood for dictating how people should live.
Down with communism down with Mohamed down with any religion that isn’t your own fuck anyone else’s view their wrong, its a miracle
that they are even alive I mean living for so long incorrectly. After all we all know that Christianity has been around since the cretaceous period
hence there being several chapters of the bible being dedicated to this and the Christians rex the mightiest of all dinosaurs after slaying the
Islamosaurus for its pitiful and lacking ideals. Hopefully you will know that this isn’t true but hey your the kind of retard fuckwit that would
probably reply thinking its what I believe. The truth of the matter is that no one knows what’s out there that’s why death is the next big
adventure. Yet again this is a game which neither agrees or disagrees with religious views it also fails to “corrupt” young impressionable
individuals, it does however provided an entertaining supreme being simulation of life sustaining interplanetary terra forming with an
incredible customization of life from the bacterial stage up. I have ranted long enough now and the is still more to go but I have wasted enough
time on this pathetic argument. Learn to live with others in acceptance tolerance and understanding. These are the things that in the western
culture we promote but fail so incredibly at.

231. Lodin01on 10 Sep 2008 at 8:59 am 231

Sorry for post in Espanish but my english is very poor.

ESTE WEBSITE ESPURA MIERDA.

PARECE MENTIRA QUE ALGUIEN CREA EN EL CREACIONISMO.

SOIS UNOS CERRADOS DE DE MENTE.

232. Fuk U in Da AS$on 10 Sep 2008 at 9:13 am 232

Humans are evil as hell for you info. They can rape, murder and kill w/out caring. Not everyone is like that but they are able to so, …a video
game has no influence on humans at all. We have the ability to do anything regardless if wrong or right so STFU and get laid.

233. Mr. Common Senseon 10 Sep 2008 at 9:32 am 233

Dude, relax. It’s just a game. I’m definitely sure no one was aiming to corrupt our children or disprove anyone’s beliefs in ANY way. Try and at
least play the game to understand it, but instead you rage-quit and made this site just like any other schmuck who gets offended by something.

234. Skyon 10 Sep 2008 at 9:33 am 234

I’m very sorry that your opinion brings out the worst in the people who wrote the reactions on your website. I pray that you understand that
God loves you and them, and that this will never change.
This isn’t about opinions anymore, it’s simply an attack on you faith.

235. Koenon 10 Sep 2008 at 9:40 am 235

hmmm… OK. question for you: If the game included the species to become religious, would you still be against this game? Why not attack
games like Civilization for ‘inventing’ religion? Or ‘Black&White’ in which you are a god?



And why can’t this game be? Because YOU don’t believe in it? Well, I don’t believe in the bible, or any other god. But it’s OK with me if you
want to believe.

This site is just as fundamentalistic as some Islam sites are. Im not saying that by reading this site people will wear bomb-belts, but you’re
forcing your beliefs towards others.

And last of all, who said this game is based on real-life? THIS GAME IS FICTIONAL! Let it be and go read your precious bible, and let
gamers play their bible!

PS. If you’re against this game and don’t want your son to play it, just don’t buy it!
236. Maartenon 10 Sep 2008 at 9:43 am 236

Dude are you retarded or sick? the evolution theory is proven by science! your so called theory isn’t.

there is no prove of a supreme being what so ever.

that you think the game is offensive is no reason to go complain about your o so poor soul and that it offended your little person! there is only 1
simple thing you have to do! DON’T PLAY IT! EA doesn’t force you to buy or play it so buy a pack of tissues and go cry in a small corner
where no 1 sees you and you don’t bother/annoy anyone.

If you/your kind of religion freaks want respect maybe its time you start to respect other people who has other ideas than you! and if im correct
1 of the 10 commandments is have respect for EVERYONE! leave people in there value and they will do the same to you!

and because you dont show any respect i wont,
SO PISS OFF GO TO YOUR FUCKING CORNER AND STAY THERE! CRAWL BACK UNDER YOUR ROCK YOU PROLETARIAN
AND LEAVE US THE FUCK ALONE!

237. Zelmoron 10 Sep 2008 at 9:49 am 237

Poor child of yours, being cursed with such a bumb, narrow-minded parent. He will surely grow up among lies of what there is to discover and
what you can believe in if you want to. Shame on you, both as a parent and a human living in the modern era.

238. Chrison 10 Sep 2008 at 10:05 am 238

HAHAHA This is the lamest site on the web. Grow up you fucking moron. Is this what you spend your time on really? I hope your son despises
you for not letting him play the harmless game and grows up to be gay so he can fuck creatures and you in the ass

239. Sophieon 10 Sep 2008 at 10:12 am 239

What kind of people do you think will come on your website? Probably people that likes Spore. So, i dont think thats a good idea, cause you
wont find any “support” here, as you said on your first post. Good luck with that! ahah

240. Benon 10 Sep 2008 at 10:20 am 240

Surely by playing the role of a CREATOR being, who uses intellect to design a life form which is then given choice and free will, it’s
promoting your view just as much as the other one?

To say that the Human race has not evolved and slowly changed even since biblical times is to ignore absolute immutable fact.

I’d go as far as to say, creationists only workable stance would actually have to be close to this games premise, a god (whichever one you’ve
chosen) set up this whole big sandbox universe and left us to grow as part of his overall plan.

241. Coreyon 10 Sep 2008 at 10:29 am 241

I just would like to know do you believe everything in the bible to be 100% true?

Because one of the stories involves God granting a prayer to have Sun stopped so it will be constant daylight so that they can defeat their
enemy. As we know now a days Earth rotates around Sun and Sun does move but it’s movement does not create our days.
The bible messed up on that one and it is possible that it messed up elsewhere.
It is just much easier to prove the rotation of planets than it is to prove/disprove evolution.
If you like the game/idea fine but in your case you dont. So simply do not buy it.

242. Marcuson 10 Sep 2008 at 11:01 am 242

OMG, check this comment;

”You would think that as a member of the Episcopal Church, a smart man like Will Wright would not be capable of creating Spore. However,
we must be reminded that the Episcopal Church is the only church in america that ordains homosexuals on a regular basis.”

The example of an intolerant, fundamentalist American. This is – like Despair said before me – why the US is so unpopular internationally.
Most Americans don’t seem to notice and think the rest of the world is inferior. However, I’m glad to say that i’ve met some well-thinking
Americans and that their numbers are increasing. It might not happen soon but eventuallly there will be little fundamentalist Americans.
Evolution is key…

243. Ronon 10 Sep 2008 at 11:06 am 243



all the spammers and foul language aside I do feel I have to say that I think you have too long toes there, you can’t force your opinions on
others and neither is EA doing so, buy the game or not, ban it from your household or not… but all this is just way out of proportion, there are
loads of opinions/beliefs/religions on this planet… if everybody had to take into account all of those whenever creating something nothing
would ever get created or done… simply be nice, respectful (which you have to earn to get) and lenient as I’m sure if there is a God he would
want us to be; to live together in harmony instead of lashing out every single time you don’t agree with or like something!

244. Duhhhon 10 Sep 2008 at 11:08 am 244

I would suggest getting a life and stop worrying about trivial things. I which I had as much free time as you do to put up a blog site dedicated to
total blather…

245. LULZon 10 Sep 2008 at 11:30 am 245

you sure like being offended!

246. Morrion 10 Sep 2008 at 11:31 am 246

I don’t get it…Why not let people (even children) make up their minds themselves about what to believe? Banning information or depriving an
individual of ‘different sides of a story’ won’t give the individual any choices, nor does it teach them to be curious and critical, something
which in this day and age is a much needed asset to survive, with all the information overflow.
On top of that (and pardon me for the spoiler) is the ending of Spore not at all anti-Christian. The end of the game is in the center of the
universe, and just take a guess what you will find there?

247. Sempavoron 10 Sep 2008 at 11:33 am 247

…Antispore?
Are you joking?
Or you’re interested in $$$ (Google Adwords & Co)?…

248. Jesseon 10 Sep 2008 at 11:40 am 248

If spore is propaganda for evolution, what is the bible?
Is it not propaganda for creationism?

249. Diegoon 10 Sep 2008 at 11:45 am 249

Common sense people, you might be affraid to face the real world but that is not an scuse to be blind or to slave our childs minds, if you dont
linke the game dont buy it, period.

250. Hollanderon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:01 pm 250

Jeemig-de-pemig, wat een gelul, mens! Heb je niks beters te doen? Het enige dat je hiermee bereikt is dat EA nog meer aandacht krijgt en dat
er nieuwsgierige mensen het spel juist gaan kopen. Kassa voor EA! Leef maar lekker verder in de ‘bible belt’.

251. Peteron 10 Sep 2008 at 12:04 pm 251

Thanks for climbing on this soap box. Not only did it confirm what I thought of US fundamentalist Christians, but it also gave me a good laugh.

Let’s try to get serious for a moment.
Of course, you are entitled to your opinion. I will defend your right to voice your opinion even if it kills me – but when you deny EA, or me, to
express their, or my, opinion, you’re game. Quod erad demonstrandum.

My problem with your argument is this:
“this sort of game is not acceptable”
While this may be your opinion, let’s face it: your opinion is not by definition fact. Therefore, you should have phrased it somewhat like “Ï find
this sort of game unacceptable.”

But my main concern is that you appear to consciously want to keep information, and opinions opposing your own belief, away from your
offspring – thereby denying them the opportunity to choose for themselves. That, in my opinion, is Bad Parenthood(TM).

252. Mikeon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:04 pm 252

Did you happen to catch National Geographic’s take on Evolution last night? They use actual science to prove Darwin was right.

They showed all the ‘missing links’ that have been found in the past 10 years and cleaned up all the other arguments coming from the Christian
camp – helping to make you all look like idiots.

If you believe that Evolution is false, or that there are too many ‘holes’ in the theory you should really try to sit down and watch it – as it
explains in detail how and why the ideas of evolution took hold in the scientific community and provides something Christians could never
provide – proof. Fossils, fossils and more fossils. Real, scientific proof.

I’m glad that religion is on the decline in this country, and I sleep better at night knowing that within a few generations it will permanently be a
thing of the past – replacing fear and bias with knowledge and information.

253. Jordanon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:04 pm 253

it’s weird to read such hostility, and all about a game, which is supposed to entertain. you(admin) do not like the game, that’s your right, but
others have the right not to agree with you and enjoy the game for what it is.

https://sempavoritalia.blogspot.com/
http://puntaltenses.com.ar/


To speculate what Will Wright was thinking when he created the game is kind of playing God yourself, as we don’t know what was in his mind.
And even if he wants to educate people about evolution, that’s his right too! Although there would be less expensive and time consuming
methods to do that.

The way I see it, God (a God, Mother Nature or whoever you want to envision who fits your belief) created this world and everybody in it, so a
‘creation’ by Will wright is indirectly a creation by God.

Organized religion has been responsible for many reprehensible stuff in this world, I don’t think a game like Spore can even stand in the
shadow of the evil that is called ‘Religious Conversion’

254. Kafeinon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:10 pm 254

Hey guy, your Holy Bible is just an old book, written more than 2000 years ago.

HOW DO YOU CAN TRUST THAT OLD PEOPLE ACTUALLY WRITTEN THE SAME WAY AS US ???

You have to LEARN the language of the Bible. Ancien people have different vocabulary, expressions, symbols, interests than us. For example,
Apocalypsis (sorry if it’s false, english’s not my mother language) is the tale of the destruction of the world of the autors (a tiny world… arabic
peninsule, a bit of mediterranea… ( twice sorry for bad english ) ) by NERON, the famous 666 IS A SYMBOL FOR NERON, the roman
arrivist. You want a demonstration, or scientific method is just a theory ? I give it : Apocalypsis was writed just before that arrived. That’s it !
Go verifying, you can do it, it won’t harm you. So I am writing as friendly as I can with you, trying to develop some free intelligence in a
whitewashed head, but I have some others arguments.

Do you really think that attacking a game that improves self expression, allows dreams or nightmares in a so smart manner can get you a good
image for people that have an education ( I mean real education, not the one who don’t let you develops your own opinions, like the one you
get while you couldn’t negate it, or even ask about it in an critical way ) ? No, of course. Hopefully, creationism is not too widespreaded, but
it’s not cool that creationism sectarisms are well accepted in the US, one or the one more powerful land of the world, that’s very sad, frankly. I
say that because you are not better than a taliban. Just make the comparrion, without saying who is true and who is false… YOU AND YOUR
FUCKING CREATIONISTS ARE MORE DANGEROUS THAN AFGHAN TALIBANS OR ISLAMIC TERRORISTS, AND YOUR
FUCKING BELIEFS ARE AS STUPID.

255. PriestsMolestKidson 10 Sep 2008 at 12:16 pm 255

I can understand why you’re upset.. It’s gotta look bad when all priests molest children.. The leaders of your church molest children!

You listen to child molester’s for advice!!! Fucking christians are so annoying and useless!…

You’re loving the attention though you transparent shallow childing touching approving sicko!

256. Connellon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:26 pm 256

Oh my god, the world isn’t flat!!!!

257. Leo Klepperon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:28 pm 257

Spore is the best prove of the difficulties of the evolution theory; nothing happens without the external influence of the creativity of the
player(s). Let them play Spore!

258. Kafeinon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:37 pm 258

Ooos I forgot :

There is something to learn from this site ! (surprising, isn’t it ?)

Even negative EQ people can make a website…

259. LuKaZon 10 Sep 2008 at 12:55 pm 259

hahaha…. its a game… always with religion… that sucks… the world will be a better place if the religion do not exist… worship for god
good… relgions bad….

260. Wootdudeon 10 Sep 2008 at 1:01 pm 260

YOU admin have turned an innocent video game into some twisted way to completely disregard the fact that other people have independent
thought have you ever thought that a god started evolution so that he wouldn’t have to work so hard. almost like a human advancement that
enables us to preform or communicate better.maybe you should start to think for yourself once in a while and just buy your kid the game. what
an idiot you are to teach your kids not to have skepticism in the world around them. maybe you should take an existentialism course at your
local community college.

261. Amranon 10 Sep 2008 at 1:09 pm 261

Man what is wrong with you?? it is just a computer game… :S and btw jebus sucks dick in hell 😉

262. Anti-AntiSporeon 10 Sep 2008 at 1:18 pm 262

This site is just the biggest bull-shit ive ever seen. It’s not all about you christians you know. I’m sure most gamers don’t give a damn about
religion. And it’s just a game man come on, you can convince me that Wright’s direct aim of the game was to teach people about evolution. It’s



just about a fantasy world that can be created by the player, it isn’t even realistic. Please stop waisting your time on this and grow up please!
263. Karaon 10 Sep 2008 at 1:42 pm 263

Oh please, why on earth would a video game company have an agenda to indoctrinate children with evolution? EA makes games to MAKE
MONEY, not to push religious beliefs. Spore is just an awesome concept (that has been talked about for years – have you been under a rock
since 3 days ago???) that will be highly profitable. Plus, who says this game is for children? I’m 21 and all my 21-ish friends are playing it.
This game is fun for everyone. And give kids some credit – their beliefs aren’t going to change just because of playing a video game. Do kids
think they can crash into cars in real life after playing Mario Kart?

And next, if you’re so concerned about “sharing information and progress,” why don’t you actually educate yourself and quit being so
ignorant? For example, FYI, the creatures can take over planets using diplomacy, not just violence. Do some research before you spew any
more drivel.

264. dfghon 10 Sep 2008 at 1:49 pm 264

EPIC.TROLL.

265. Paulon 10 Sep 2008 at 2:34 pm 265

Al lezende uw commentaren over dit spelletje, ben ik tot de conclusie gekomen dat u van een geheel andere planeet bent en ook nog eens uit
een geheel ander tijdvak. Voorts pretendeert u dat uw opinies geldend zijn terwijl er nog vele “religieuze” benaderingen zijn waar zelfs geen
Jezus in voorkomt. En vergeet nooit dat volgens menigeen geloven een miskenning van hersenfuncties is. Ga terug naar die planeet en laat ons
met rust!

266. Singeron 10 Sep 2008 at 2:56 pm 266

Dear,

As written numerous times above, please keep open te possibility that we indeed all were created out of a primordial soup, as Darwin states…..

BRgds,
SHR Singer

267. Tinuson 10 Sep 2008 at 3:10 pm 267

It’s a GAME!!!!!!!

268. Tinuson 10 Sep 2008 at 3:10 pm 268

It’s a game!!!!!

269. Yoursillychristiangodon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:17 pm 269

Hey, admin.

I approve of this game.

And so does my hippy son, Jesus.

270. Wall-Eon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:18 pm 270

Believe what you want, just don’t annoy me ore anyone else for that matter!
Respect each others believes or disbelieves and stop whining!

Ps: I have to admit, I did smile for a minute…… I really did not know people like you still existed, so sad…. 🙂

271. Yoursillychristiangodon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:19 pm 271

Admin is probably mormon.

272. Kermiton 10 Sep 2008 at 3:19 pm 272

Man that Battlefish is cool. Thank You Will Wright, for making such cool things possible.

273. haion 10 Sep 2008 at 3:28 pm 273

He actually used EVILution as a tag.

274. Anomym Mannon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:48 pm 274

THis is the proof. Christians are crazy (some of them). Christ, it’s just a video game! But anyways, thanks for the laugh, m8^^

275. Zackon 10 Sep 2008 at 3:56 pm 275

You people are such a waste of oxygen! Get a life!!! If you don’t like a certain game, stay in your up tight little houses and leave the rest of the
world out of it!!!



276. jackrlon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:20 pm 276

Do you believe yourself what you are saying? You are simply retarded I can’t tell you anymore than that

277. muson 10 Sep 2008 at 4:24 pm 277

You sad sorry douchebag, go fuck yourself

278. Spore - the anti-christ…?? | Sjelturon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:25 pm 278

[…] Some people believe (is believe the correct word though..??) it is almost an anti christian game – and it promotes evolution…. […]

279. t.won 10 Sep 2008 at 4:42 pm 279

Hi,

You don’t know yet that the Evolution theory is the real truth….???? at least, a lot more then Adam & Eve…

But well, everybody his/her own opinion, but still. Why are you blaming E.A. for making such a game? First of all, isn’t that a little bit far-
fetched? Second, don’t you do the same thing by telling everybody Creationism is the real deal?! In my opinion your son should decide by
himself what he believes… If I were him I would know what to believe…..

Cheers,

T.w from the Netherlands

280. Amadoron 10 Sep 2008 at 4:51 pm 280

so tell me wise man behind this page, the christians never started wars? the christians never burned people saying they were satanists? didn’t
the whole human race extinguish many other species? so, whats wrong with the game? it’s only that, a game, nobody ends up in fire because
some shitty priest told that he/she was satanist/witch/whatever stupid thing they could came up to.
Do something creative with your time instead of trying to injury the video game industry like many people did before. BTW, you’re a retard
inquisitor.

281. Sanderon 10 Sep 2008 at 4:54 pm 281

The creator of this site needs professional help, he’s clearly delusional.

282. bad_crcon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:01 pm 282

you = fail

283. Mr.666on 10 Sep 2008 at 5:22 pm 283

I laughed so much i´ve seen this website xD

284. Aaronon 10 Sep 2008 at 5:32 pm 284

I’m just glad you’ve never played black and white.

285. kidnex1on 10 Sep 2008 at 6:02 pm 285

you can also do it religiously buddy. try again.

286. God and scienceon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:17 pm 286

As someone of faith with an advanced degree in biologic science, I can say your views, although well-meaning, are misguided. Your disregard
that the game evokes Creation at least as much as Darwinism (if not more so) stems from your personal anxieties. Forget theology or biology or
any combination of such. The game is an obvious oversimplification of Creation — you just don’t like that it disagrees with YOUR
oversimplification. By what method exactly do you purport God created the world? Can’t you see the exquisite beauty of His creation right
before your eyes? Do not profess to have reviewed the sum of evolutionary biology and found it false. It is a gargantuan discipline that some
spend their lives exploring, that manifests itself itself throughout your life… in your urges and hungers, in the immense and ancient battle
between a billion of your immune cells and disease. In no way does it preclude Creation — it reveals it more splendidly than ever. Evolution is
a ‘theory’ in the scientific sense that it is testable and falsifiable. It is not opposite of ‘fact’, nor does it mean ‘hunch’ as it does in lay speech.
Gravity is a ‘theory’. There is ‘atomic theory’ and ‘cell theory’… Open your mind – creation is no game.

287. Jesus Christon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:27 pm 287

Since you already seem to obey me without thinking, how would you like to let me have some alone time with your son. I could teach him the
right path and maybe he’ll end up receiving Jesus. Repeatedly.

288. Lanceon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:29 pm 288

ROFLMAO God is a twinkie. I eated him!

/penis

http://sjeltur.nl/spore-the-anti-christ
http://www.sbboard.com/


289. Robon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:41 pm 289

Sure you are entitled an opinion, but please don’t use quotes from a very usefull book that was written thousands of years ago. The content has
to be explained according to the values of the days it was written. They differ somewhat from what we are used to.

Please don’t judge someone else. Let everybody please live in peace.

….. and get adjusted to the modern day insigths in theology. They wrote it took 7 days to “create” the world. Somewhere something must have
gotten lost in translation. Nowadays we know better.

Rob

290. LOLon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:44 pm 290

Small point, google adds, just above this very comment box

*
Buy Spore
Spore for £26.98 Free delivery, 33% Off!
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Spore

gotta love the irony.

291. Jesuson 10 Sep 2008 at 6:54 pm 291

Admin,

Please STOP referring to me when you speak in public.

I am your friend, but I will not admit to it anymore.

Thanks.

292. Saltyon 10 Sep 2008 at 6:58 pm 292

Wow! I’m shocked at how narrow minded you are. I don’t play spore, or plan to play spore, but I’m fascinated by people like you. You are
scared that this “fictional video game”, just like 99.9% of all video games on the market, is going to somehow teach your child a new belief
system!? Are video games something you commonly administer to your child as a form of education? If they are, you are just as poor of a
parent as the rest of the “plop em in front of the TV” parents.

Why don’t you buy your child a book or take him to a museum? Just don’t take him to the Natural History Museum which exhibits true facts
about evolution and don’t buy him a book that isn’t stamped with a cross and you’ll have your child as brainwashed as your heart desires.

I feel bad for you child. He’s going to have to fight for his own thoughts and opinions while you are force feeding him B.S.

293. Jzzbon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:09 pm 293

Wondrous satire.

294. someone who dislikes youon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:12 pm 294

oh you fucking ass… have you ever seen a demon? they’re more… elegant and if you complain about this why don’t you complain about Halo,
Doom, GTA, Quake (so fucking awesome) you don’t because they give you a very big stick (you know what I mean) and deeply. By the way I
think you’re a perv since you only talk about demons and sex in this page and that’s kinda weird man….

295. ShaddowCrocon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:21 pm 295

Do you mind if I kill you? Because you’re an ass, plain and simply.

I’m christian, and I don’t believe in the full theory of evolution, but you’re just an idiot. This game is goddamn awesome. This game doesn’t
teach evolution, actually, it balances the two theories. This game lets the players take the role of a god, and that god guides the creatures from
the earliest forms of life, into a galactic empire creature. And you don’t have to do so violently. You can choose to unify the universe peacefully.
(If you’re a goddamn hippie, that is.) And where do you get these ‘demon’ assumptions? I’ll tell you where: NOWHERE.

Go buy your son Spore, admit that this is A VIDEO GAME THAT CAN’T DO ANY DAMAGE to anyone else, and hang yourself, ‘kay?

296. Anonymouson 10 Sep 2008 at 7:33 pm 296

Wow, I feel bad for your son. I’m so glad my parents don’t suck.

297. iamalfaandomegaon 10 Sep 2008 at 7:48 pm 297

Evolutionism is right. Creationism is wrong. So, what’s the problem with this game? I hope your son has some good sense of humor, to have
you as a mother can destroy is self-respect.

298. How pathetic...on 10 Sep 2008 at 8:59 pm 298

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Spore
http://chaoticorder.weebly.com/


Can you be any more stupid? This is the optimum level of idiots who don’t know that they’re talking about talking about video games. I mean,
why not make a blog about GTA? That has the ability for the character to sin over and over. Why must you think that because I, a thirteen year
old Quaker Christian am going to forget that Christ died for my sins because I love Spore? I mean, shouldn’t you focus on having relationship
with him instead of bashing a game? I mean, who says God didn’t create evolution? I don’t know the answer other than God created the world
in seven days. But what type of days? Were they Lunar Calendar days? No. They couldn’t be up to date days because they didn’t go off of the
Solar Calendar in the days of Christ and before. Therefore I believe that days were to give a perspective of the fact that time is an illusion. So
anyways, I say you should allow your son to play it, and he won’t get any bit ‘corrupted.’ It’s people like you who are just as bad as the over
extremist Muslims, if you can’t force people to have it your way, it should be terminated. How sick.

299. Adminon 10 Sep 2008 at 10:48 pm 299

DISREGARD THAT, I SUCK COCKS

300. Echoon 10 Sep 2008 at 11:05 pm 300

Honestly? A little creative element in a video game and you go insane? You’re either the greatest troll the internet has ever seen, or you’re
retarded. I mean, seriously. Is your religion all you think about? Creationism CANNOT BE PROVEN.

Now this is where you’ll try to make a wicked comeback by using circular reasoning.

This is why religion is so stupid. No, scratch that. People like YOU are stupid. People who believe one thing SO STRONGLY that their minds
cannot even see the light of day.

For example: In one post you said something that was remotely close (And probably was) gay bashing for the sake of religion. Now consider
this: God made everything. Correct so far? God controls everything. Still followin’ me? God MADE gays. Whoawhoawhoawhoa, back the fuck
up. No. God didn’t make gays. Yes, god made gays. He has control over everything, correct? If he didn’t want them around, don’t you think
there wouldn’t BE any?

Just, please, for the sake of the general human gene pool, kill yourself.

I’m 14 years old. I left you my REAL email. I hope you open your fucking eyes.

301. lolpenison 10 Sep 2008 at 11:09 pm 301

Christfag, gtfo.

People gave their lives up, and killed in horrifying ways so that you can sit on your computer and rant.

Also, if this game is evil for “trying to teach a theory of how the world came to be”, then the bible is just as evil, because it also “trys to teach a
theory about how the world came to be”. If you want to ban spore, please ban the bible as well.

302. Seung Hui Choon 11 Sep 2008 at 12:38 am 302

I did VT lol

303. Tomon 11 Sep 2008 at 1:56 am 303

???

304. Jeanoton 11 Sep 2008 at 2:07 am 304

Hi ,

I’m from the Netherlands and i think you’re a religious asshole.
Get a life instead of starting a website to ban a computergame you fool..

305. Buggeron 11 Sep 2008 at 2:30 am 305

Yo. You must be out of your mind. Really. Got nothing better to do? What do you recommend, send the inquisition to EA? Loser. I agree with
Jeanot: get a life you fool.

306. Robon 11 Sep 2008 at 2:41 am 306

Using the Bible as a literary cook book for history is blasphemy.

The Bible doesn’t tell us WHAT happened en HOW it happened, it tells is WHY it happened. The Bible gives us answers to questions that are
fundamentally religious, questions about meaningfulness. Science gives us the answers to technical questions, the what and how.
This simply means that there is no conflict between science and religion in general and between science and christianity in particular. They aim
at answering different questions.

Creationism is in no way whatsoever a alternative to evolution. It is an invention by people that believe that God can only act within the limited
bandwidths of their own understanding. That truly is an insult to God.

307. Davifeon 11 Sep 2008 at 2:47 am 307

¡Suicide you!

308. Emily Barteron 11 Sep 2008 at 2:52 am 308



Is this a joke or are you sick?
309. Eddyon 11 Sep 2008 at 2:56 am 309

I feel so sorry for the kid. The US claims to be a place where people are free. But yet they allow parents like this one to brainwash their kid(s).
Oh yes, god is great, god is good. god create the humans that believe in him. And through out history it where the cristians (and alike) that
killed millions of other people, just for their believes. Remember the crusades? I do not believe in god, but if there is one there is one thing I
know for sure. He does not want parents like this one.

310. nazon 11 Sep 2008 at 2:56 am 310

Am i the only one who is noticing that admin is taking the piss? (read his additional comments)

WAKE UP PEOPLE, THIS BLOG IS A JOKE

congratulations admin, it is very funny

311. Maartenon 11 Sep 2008 at 4:00 am 311

Seriously….Evolution IS the best theory we have to explain the diversity of life on this planet.

Creatonism has been shot down years ago, what would explain the interesting phonecall I got yesterday…

you know, 1995 called me and they want their creatonism-collumn back.

312. your new godon 11 Sep 2008 at 4:15 am 312

HAHAHAHAHAHA

it’s just a game, like christianity is just a blown up fairytale
what the hell are you trying to prove with this useless website

don’t you have a life to spend on more usefull things
like sacrificing virgins or praying to your allmighty god?

I feel sorry for your son and I hope he doesn’t grow up to be as closeminded as you

313. Biojecton 11 Sep 2008 at 4:30 am 313

Ironically my friend and I were talking today about Spore and wondering how many people probably believe that Spore’s version of evolution
is the kind of evolution taught in schools. Is it 1000 people? 10,000 perhaps?

It’s really sad to see websites such as this because they are completely founded on ignorance. First of all, the “evolution” portrayed in the game
isn’t really evolution at all, but a super naive version of evolution.

Well this post is pretty pointless because it’s reaching only deaf ears. The one thing I find so ironic about extremist religious people is how
stubborn they are when it comes to evolution. The very fact that evolution exists and is so beyond us is practically proof in itself that something
out there that is better than human beings exists and is intelligent enough to create something infinitely complex as existance.

You only hate evolution because it contradicts the book you so closely follow, but the question is, do you really follow that book as closely as
you think? Do you follow everything it says in its text word for word or do you interpret certain parts that seem too archaic for our day and
age? Like so many religious people out there, I’m betting you interpret the parts that are conveniant in your life.

Anyway the one thing I wish is that religious people would keep their opinions to themselves.

314. yawmoghton 11 Sep 2008 at 4:34 am 314

Thank you for this blog. Really. It reminds me that there is still people who doesn´t know how to think by themselves.

315. MrNobodyon 11 Sep 2008 at 4:50 am 315

I can´t believe my eyes.
That´s one hell of a fanatic.
Go get a life man.
LOL.

316. Sprayon 11 Sep 2008 at 5:25 am 316

Let’s keep crayons away from kids from now on.

317. tomon 11 Sep 2008 at 5:33 am 317

This makes me wonder whether christian-fundamentalists might possibly be even more dangerous than muslim-fundamentalists?

EVOLUTION FTW!

318. Mr Panon 11 Sep 2008 at 5:50 am 318

http://www.ache.nl/
https://www.myspace.com/holysmokesitstheomc
https://pansreturn.blogspot.com/


I can’t help but be amused at the Google Ads which are on this blog; any one else noticed that they’re advertising Spore to buy online?

Owner of this blog: Do you now believe that Google are in line with Beelzebub and all of his hellish minions in trying to corrupt the world?

Tell me; were you also one of the people who protested about the Harry Potter movies and novels because it “promotes witchcraft” (and if you
think *that’s* witchcraft then you’re in for a shock…)?

I’m also assuming that you’re one of those types who thinks that “The DaVinci Code” is “an act that is repulsive to god and man, [and] it
shows how the church has compromised with their world system and abandoned the simple truth of the Gospel of Jesus Christ” (or some other
pious nonsence like that)?

Does it not say in the bible “Let he who is without sin cast the first stone.” We are all human and not one of us is free from having sinned in life
(not even you); regardless of whether we have been forgiven or not. The only true one who can cast that stone would be god (should he exist).

I’d also like to highlight the lack of capitalisation in the words “god, him, one” etc; this is because I do not believe in your god, and if he did
exist, it’s a very sad outlook on life that this petty miniacle bastard would punish souls to a lifetime of hellfire and torment simply because they
didn’t believe in him…

319. Sherlock Duhon 11 Sep 2008 at 5:53 am 319

Helloooooo!!! Anybody home? Should be, the lights are on… Oh, and I’m not talking to the illustrious ‘admin’ of this little blog. I’m talking to
the 300-odd numskulls that have wasted time, effort and a fair amount of spite on a total and complete hoax.

A hoax most probably written by a Dutchman that has an above average knowledge of English. Just check out his posts and his ‘Dutchisms’. If
you’re Dutch of course. Otherwise it wouldn’t make a whole lotta sense. And since this quaint little site is all over nu.nl, I’m guessing there are
a lot of Cheese brains around here…

So please knock it off and go back to school/work/whatever. This isn’t worth the server it’s written on…

320. Ragheedon 11 Sep 2008 at 5:53 am 320

i want to tell all of u who are making fun of god ! that u all will reach a point, an hour, a minute. and a second where u will cry out loud like ur
laughing ur asses out loud now, and BEG to go back to earth to do good things so god can forgive u, u all are not aware of what the f*ck ur
talking about, u just live this life to have fun but u all never know or even think what can happen when u die!! have u asked urself this question
? or no u don’t have time for that cuz ur retards are playing games, while u have a real life A REAL GRAPHIC a real environment to react with,
but no u waste ur time, and the gifts god gave u and one day u allll will be questioned about what u’ve done in ur life, u will laugh and make
funny comments whatever but the one who laughs last will laugh at u forever.

about the game itself, i think u need to ask the game creater to be honest on what were those intentions when he created this games, for marking
the game as E and then finding bullshit inside game is not fair, u all saying that children won’t get effected buy some sort of stuff ? maybe some
won’t but many others will, if u all grown up before when there was no such games like this, don’t tell me ” oh no should i kick like super
mario kicks ? ” wtf are u talking about man ? if ur mind is soo retarded to compare such games like this with super mario or mortal combat or
or or. then ur the moron who doesn’t know wtf ur talking about, but anyway this up commin generation will prove who is right and who is
wrong, and when u get wtf pwned with teenagers that got effected by this game to blame god, blame those idiots who supporting this kind of
games. and if u realy think that it’s only for money making then is this the only idea in this world that exist to make money of ?? i think u all
been playing games before and u have just very high offensive status cuz u don’t wanna believe that what ur doing is WRONG!!.

321. Stijnon 11 Sep 2008 at 6:32 am 321

I Just LOVE this! Another proof of our belief back here in Europe that the craziest folks on this planet are from your beautiful country. This is a
blog concerning a computergame! Stating it is pure propaganda for the Evolution Theory and against creationism! PLEASE!
How about the propaganda shown on CNN every day. About the good cause we are fighting in the Middle East?

322. Barbarellaon 11 Sep 2008 at 6:42 am 322

Forgive him god, he does not know what he’s doing!

323. Ratioon 11 Sep 2008 at 6:44 am 323

When we die we will dissolve into the nothingness we were before we were born. No biggy, we won’t even feel it or know it, but I can
understand that people fear that and want to hear something else.

Leave science to scientist and go back worshipping a being made up in a story written in the bronze age and redirected, rewritten and badly
translated during it’s entire existence. For now enjoy the game.

324. Rienon 11 Sep 2008 at 6:48 am 324

Christians only think about how to protect their children from outside influences. In an effort to indocterinate them with their “religion”. If this
game is wrong because it teaches evolution, I can come to the same conclusion about “religions” they are wrong because they only teach
creatonism (is that even a word?). Even more wrong than evolution because in evolution there is room for debate and for free thought. In
“religion” there is no room for debate and free thought because everyting is written down and therefor it is the “truth”.
I must say I am truly sick and tired of mostly american worshippers for pressing on to us their faith. Stop this nonesence and give people the
freedom to make their choices.

About the game, if I apply the same logic to the game as you did I would come to the following conclusion.
I the user/player of the game create a lifeform and then set it free in its own environment. Thus becoming God e.a. the creator of all (as you say
that it happens) I.e. In the whole world there is not a better game then this to explain how you religious people say the world works. But

http://www.barbarella.com/


because it is not God who is the creator but man himself this game is wrong because, according to you, man was not ment to be a god.
See the parodox that all religious people have created and therefor will never be able to convert everyone to your backwards religion.

325. Rienon 11 Sep 2008 at 6:51 am 325

oh i forgot to say.
@Ragheed.
A cristian who curses is not acceptable. Because you are religious your bound by your own beliefs to not curse.
If I apply your logic to this, you would definitly “burn in HELL”.
But hey I don’t mind you curse but your fellow believers do.
Keep that in mind and see your freedom shrink to nothing.

326. henkon 11 Sep 2008 at 6:55 am 326

Get a life….

327. cuMon 11 Sep 2008 at 7:03 am 327

Ragheed, do you believe in God just because you are afraid of what will happen when you are dead? You are pathetic. Learn 2 live.

This site is great, I love it, keep up the good work and all that antigod and antiantigod stuff in comments.

BTW, God really doesn’t exist, proved.

328. Darwins Flounderon 11 Sep 2008 at 7:18 am 328

You have nothing in which to ground your skewed view of the world. Go out and have a look at the world around you and look at the evidence
for evolution. There is no god, and we dont need one anyway.

329. Baptist Ministeron 11 Sep 2008 at 7:34 am 329

I have no words. I’m a Baptist Minister and I have no words.

330. Satanon 11 Sep 2008 at 7:54 am 330

Satan here. I COMMAND YOU READ THIS POST.

Bow down to me non believers, your souls are mine!!! mauahahahahahahahahaha cough haha cough.

Nah im just kidding im actually the nice one… My buddy God upstairs, he is a real bastard – and im not just saying that because we are arch –
enemies. Its the truth.

He keeps giving you guys AIDS & Cancer, Floods & Famine, War & Global warming… oh and he is on George W Bush’s side….WHOOOPS
He fucked up there didnt he!! So he aint as perfect as some make out…

Play SPORE all you like. It doesnt make a difference if you do or not, God made the guy who made Spore so its all part of his perfect plan – he
just needed another reason to punish you all.

Yes…God still wants to give you all AIDS – The BAD AIDS too, cos that’s how he rolls. I guess he finds it funny watching you guys choke to
death on your own vomit alone in a hospital. I gotta admit i laugh too, but im Satan so at least i have an excuse. Y’know ‘prince of evil’ and all
that jazz.

In fact the Admin of this site should watch out…ive seen God’s ‘Bad Aids’ list and im sure i saw his name on it….

Ok Peace out puny humans, i need to go and drink some goats blood or i get aneamic.

331. Born Against Christianson 11 Sep 2008 at 8:11 am 331

Seriously. I am getting sick of your kind.

I support the bio-engineering of new creatures (Which we can do now).

WHERE IS YOUR FALSE GOD IN THE SKY NOW?! HAHAHAAHAHH!!!!

Btw, its just a game. Lighten the hell up. Srsly.

332. coron 11 Sep 2008 at 8:17 am 332

stupid orthodox christian .
Evolution has proved to be right. Christians and other religious believers are just stupid people who can not think themselves.

333. LOLon 11 Sep 2008 at 8:33 am 333

Admin,
This cracks me up…. look at all of the support you are receiving.

334. ghost evgon 11 Sep 2008 at 8:34 am 334



Excuse me for my bed english — this isn’t my mother tongue … I want ask:

Where is evidences of biblical creationism? The theory of Darwin have many evidences and day by day scientists find new. Biblical
creationism don’t have ANY argument exept a some tens line in the bible.

And now you are saing, that the game (just the game — nothing more) is a devil creation nearly. It makes one laugh.

You either religious fanatic (crazy), or advertising manage of EA
335. Tson 11 Sep 2008 at 9:09 am 335

u guy’s are idiots let people play whatever they want to play who the F*** are u guy’s to tell people they cant play it . i dont believe in the
evolution theory either but the game is fun. let people have fun!

336. von Trappon 11 Sep 2008 at 9:19 am 336

there is overwhelming evidence against creationism. To believe in that you must either be very stubborn or just plain stupid. Please take your
head out of the ground people!

337. godon 11 Sep 2008 at 9:27 am 337

F*** you alll and webmaster pray for me tonnight too god that maybe he will help us to see the light F*** you again there is not of that shit at
all thankx,,,,,,and please get a life 😉

338. Darwins Flounderon 11 Sep 2008 at 9:49 am 338

lol, this has to be a wind up :DDDDD No one is dumb enough to ……. Oh wait.

339. leopold okkoon 11 Sep 2008 at 9:54 am 339

Well, you are wrong you know, the game is closer to creationism than evolution. even after an hour of playing you can completely overhaul
your creature and make something completely different (4 legs instead of 28). that is no evolution, evolution states species change in small
steps not in one huge leap. It takes a deity to change a creature so fundamentally…

you should have taken the game as an example of creationism,not attack it. now everyone will burn your arguments down because they are
silly. You could have frustrated people so much more if you took will wright and admired him for this amazing god sim, which shows that the
intervention from above is needed to create a species…

haha

340. Zachon 11 Sep 2008 at 10:19 am 340

EA doesn’t give a flying fuck about what you think.

341. Johnbobon 11 Sep 2008 at 10:22 am 341

Fake !

342. Evoon 11 Sep 2008 at 10:44 am 342

Lol.. I just cant get my mind to think that there really are people that believe in creationism. You must be retarded. I feel ashamed that such
dumb people walk this earth. They should be put down. Your a disgrace for humanity.

343. darknandychusporeon 11 Sep 2008 at 10:58 am 343

these crazy!?
spore is the best game of all time.
hear, if they do otherwise boring but let many of nonsense:

Spore THE BESST !!!!!!

344. Gekke Henkieon 11 Sep 2008 at 11:03 am 344

Evolution takes up little more than two hours of a child’s science education in school, against potentially a lifetime of religious indoctrination at
home.

Scary shit!

345. Nico Verhoefon 11 Sep 2008 at 11:04 am 345

I just cant get my mind to think that there really are people that believe in evolution. You must be retarded. I feel ashamed that such dumb
people walk this earth. They should be put down. Your a disgrace for humanity.

346. derruXon 11 Sep 2008 at 11:05 am 346

No proof that there is god. Big bang theory to the win baby. People are just stupid and they need some thing to decrease their fear of death.

347. Bobon 11 Sep 2008 at 11:10 am 347



You are such a brilliant comedian. I want to have pre-marital sexual intercourse with you and make more babies.
348. Bozo the clownon 11 Sep 2008 at 11:23 am 348

to whom this blog belongs

you ,my friend , are a Moron!
get a life and evolve

349. bobon 11 Sep 2008 at 11:25 am 349

are you a fat lady by any chance?

350. Fathergiaon 11 Sep 2008 at 11:36 am 350

Actually you don’t have to violently take over the planet and the picture you are using is old from about 2005 or 2006 I remember I’ve been
tracking the game for about 4 years. I chose a peaceful religous route conquering each planet and city by conversion to my religon. There is
also Economic routes or War Path routes or Colonization routes. So this shows you its up to the player. Please learn the details. In all actuallity
of it you can set up Sanctuaries and put animals on it and it would be your duty to protect them.
Ecologist(Protective)
Knight(Warrior Protective)
Zealot(religous aggresive)
3 examples of different routes you can take in the end
So learn what ya need to.

351. A Mind In Seattleon 11 Sep 2008 at 12:07 pm 351

If you don’t like it, don’t play it. Or build your own version of a “god” spore.
Just because you have a single small idea about what you believe is true, isn’t necessarily so for the other 5.9 billion people on the planet.

If you are offended by the idea that beings other then an archaic god (who hasn’t “shown himself” in 2000) Could create life without resorting
to ancient voodoo, you need to get out more.
But then again, you’ve probably never even left the United States.

I’ve seen more of the world in 7 years then most bible beaters will see in multiple life times.

Open your eyes and your heart. Not your mouth.
Its still a free country, don’t purchase the game, and live on in your own little world.

That’s why “god” gave you two ears and one mouth. So you could hear twice as much. But if you’ve got your fingers in them…well there is
nothing more I can do for you.

-A Mind In Seattle.
-A Pagan
-A Chick that plays video games.

p.s don’t bother praying for me, I have an anti-god spam for prayers set up by my own Gods.
Thanks.

352. Hahahaahaon 11 Sep 2008 at 12:07 pm 352

Hahahaahahaaahahahahhahahahahahahhahahahahahahahahahahahahhahahahahahahahhahahahahahahahaha!!!!!!!!!!!!! Admin, you are a funny
guy, hahahahaha!!!

353. Hanson 11 Sep 2008 at 12:31 pm 353

Let them talk, sweety. Tonight you gonna create your own black hol again….

354. CBon 11 Sep 2008 at 1:10 pm 354

What the hell…

It’s a fucking virtual fantasy game… it has absolutely nothing to do with the real world…

besides that.. there is no proof of the “god” that created this shit world…

Really… think…

And don’t say “the bible says so” cos the bible is just a book, wich is also never proven

355. Joãoon 11 Sep 2008 at 1:24 pm 355

WHY DONT YOU SHUT UP AND PLAY THE FUCKING GAME ARE YOU A RETARDED?????????!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

356. bobinaon 11 Sep 2008 at 1:25 pm 356

so u allow ur son to learn about prostitues but not about evolution even though it is IN the school criculem. and if u had spore the creastionist
way nothing would happen u would create ur creature and wow u completed the game how fun that would be



not very
357. Joãoon 11 Sep 2008 at 1:33 pm 357

DEAD FUCKING SERIOUS

358. Don 11 Sep 2008 at 2:14 pm 358

O my fucking god, you are really retarded

359. CJCMon 11 Sep 2008 at 2:54 pm 359

Seriously
Religion is oppressive and makes people less inteligent because they think 1 divine being has awnsers to everything
I’m not bullying you now but Religion is a choice that has to be maked at an respecteble age
Or else you are robbing childern of their imagination
and yes even though I live in Holland I have read the bible

360. Grats to youon 11 Sep 2008 at 2:56 pm 360

I read this, and couldn’t believe my eyes. The mechanics of Spore are broken down into 3 main rolls – good, middle and evil. That’s the basic
terms atleast. You get a Spore rating at the end of each stage (creature, tribal, city etc.) which tells you which route you went down. For a
challenege I actually took the social/religious route. Creating a utopia like atmosphere, lacking in anything demonic except maybe the obvious
presence that religion can have, my empire used uneducated beliefs and ideals to lure people in, and it worked. When I say people, I actually
mean bipedal rabbits. Herbivores that never killed anything.

You are focusing on 1/3rd of the game, that being the “evil” third. Spore was created for people to make choices, if your children or you choose
to look at it in an evil way, that’s youre choice. You obviously have not taken note of the cutesy and happy looking texture. I bet you’re one of
the people who complained about Black And White, and I bet you haven’t ever played either.

361. fuck religionon 11 Sep 2008 at 3:01 pm 361

just because everything about your silly religion is proven wrong it doesn’t mean you can take it out on one of the best games of 2008…. you
don’t see other people protesting games that suggest creationism, do you?

362. Kurruon 11 Sep 2008 at 3:12 pm 362

Please don’t let your children inherit you’re religion, we got enough of dangerous people as it is.

363. leonardoon 11 Sep 2008 at 3:18 pm 363

YOU ANTISPORE ARE THE SHIT OF DE WEBSIDE YOU ANTISPORE ARE GAYS, YOU HAVE DAWN STUPIDS YOU CAN SUCK
MY THICK

364. FZNSTRIKESBACK!on 11 Sep 2008 at 3:37 pm 364

stop whining bitch.

365. ss4keefon 11 Sep 2008 at 3:43 pm 365

If there is a god why would he or she give me muscular dystrophy. Spore is a game its for fun some of the creatures in spore are made by
people with odd and unusual imaginations it don’t make the game bad.

366. Dutch Guyon 11 Sep 2008 at 3:48 pm 366

Well, This is what make me so fucking mad about those insane “Christians”

Christians DONT RULE THE WORLD.

People do, and not all of those people believe in god and all that stuff. In fact. Religion as it is followed now is not even the real religion people
started once. But since Roman Emperor Constatin just grabbed some part from Pagan religion and others, shuffeld them about and voila. A
religion is born. Sad to see that so many people believe something that is only proven in their mind.

Realise one thing ADMIN. Which could allmost be written as DAMIAN (the omen) You dont have to buy the game, you dont even have to
look at the game. The only reason you are sooooo scared of the game is that your children will start to THINK for themselves and realise that
religion is only for people who cant think for themselves.

Considering you being a father Im desperately hoping your children will start thinking of the world for themselves and you find yourself alone,
a christian but alone.

Behave like a true Christian and respect everybodies choice for these matters.

367. State of Protest » The Laughable Anti-Spore Pro-Creationist Campaignon 11 Sep 2008 at 4:22 pm 367

[…] Some more insightful quotes from the blog: (emphasis mine) The object of the game is to evolve from a “spore” into demon-like
intelligent space creatures that violently take over the galaxy.5 […]

368. MsChiefon 11 Sep 2008 at 4:44 pm 368

http://www.fotolog.com/lemboneyd
http://www.stateofprotest.com/blog/2008/09/11/the-laughable-anti-spore-pro-creationist-campaign/


You are a liar & a hypocrite. Your site has links to Target & other sites where you can buy the game. You’re just trying to create a site w/ traffic
for advertising.

369. HAHAHAon 11 Sep 2008 at 4:45 pm 369

well well ain’this website funny people? someone actually believes in a 2000 year old fairy tale and even makes a website about it!

tell me admin, if your god is so good and great, why are there kids dying in Africa every day? oh i know, because we aren’t able to understand
him!

dont fool yourself and get a life.

370. hereticon 11 Sep 2008 at 4:55 pm 370

i belive that people like in early history of america started mating with vegetables and that why there are retarded socer moms who want ban
every thing witch dosent support their spase zombie faith and buy the way theory is’t what you think it is its a hypotesis theory is a fact witch
can be disprooved buy putting contrevercial evidense dumb christians

371. quutaon 11 Sep 2008 at 6:08 pm 371

gotta love christians.. just a friendly tip for you christfag, even if you were brainwashed as a kid doesn’t mean you have got to drag normal
people down with you, but by all means do keep trying, its really goddamn amusing, can’t remember the last time i had a laugh this good.

also, you had nothing do to with the spore stock dropping no matter how much much you wish you had, the game simply sucked balls.

and ALSO, burn in fucking hell you stupid cunt, you are everything that is wrong with the world today

372. Drake.on 11 Sep 2008 at 7:11 pm 372

Ummmmm… Its just a game.
And please you fucking Christians push your religion on people everyday so go fuck yourself you fucking stupid prick.
Oh and have a nice day.

373. lol at youon 11 Sep 2008 at 8:20 pm 373

Honestly, spore is a tool to teach children evolutionism?

You, good sir are simple a TOOL to push your religion on other people.

If you wish to make a point, argue it half-intelligently, at least. Get a life, hypocrite.

374. hesison 11 Sep 2008 at 8:41 pm 374

please just go die in a corner quietly…

…the world will be a much, MUCH better place

(and please don’t pray for me, you’re the one who needs saving)

375. nickon 11 Sep 2008 at 9:12 pm 375

what the heck is this. i am both a christain and someone who likes the game. If playing the game means it goes against god then by all means
send me to hell. i apologize to other commenters if my language offends them but this is just something that had to be said.

376. LULZ MUDKIPZon 11 Sep 2008 at 10:08 pm 376

Wow, you religious fag. :/ You really let down everyone by taking your time and money making this site.

377. Anonon 11 Sep 2008 at 10:09 pm 377

I thought that you jesus freak guys were homophobic, and here you are making creatures with giant dicks?

378. poltergeiston 11 Sep 2008 at 10:34 pm 378

this is just a game my friend, people need to be less radical about games like you idiots, its because of you that games get censored and all that
crap, just because you believe the word of the lord doesnt mean every1 else has too.

379. Requiemon 11 Sep 2008 at 11:57 pm 379

Are you kidding me…ok my my my where to start
1. I am a Christian and I see nothing bad in this GAME! Electronic signals sent to a monitor to display color and sound ITS NOT REAL! Im
sick of these Heavy Handed Bible carring members of the Hypocritical Power, God didnt send you on earth to Judge.
2. Like others have said its the players choice on what the creature looks like…and just like all games Im pretty Sure the online portion has a
Parental Block ability.
3.I dont care if you hate me. Say Im this or that…That will prove just how UNCHRISTIAN You Are. All I have to say.

——FYI!—–ITS A GAME….LIFE GOES ON…IF YOU DONT LIKE IT DONT BUY IT FOR YOUR KID!———-

http://www.clanrttc.com/


380. Banditon 12 Sep 2008 at 12:54 am 380

Are you some kind of Salem Witch Trail hunting Puritan wannabe? This is utterly stupid. Why.. the hell… are you wasting your effort with
this? Go teach your child how to stand up for what he believes in, not “How his daddy trolled the internets because he was to fucking lazy and
stuck up to do something productive.”

Times like these cause:
A. My faith in the future of humanity to drop like a wingless plane.
B. Wish that the internet was never created, so that stupid fucks cant hide behind their screens and do/say stupid things.

Thanks! 😀
Lots of love <3

381. Optimuson 12 Sep 2008 at 2:35 am 381

Think that it’s just a game of an alternative universe where the rules of evolution play a big role. Rules just in a game. Ok, I believe that the
same rules apply in the real universe too. But think this is just a game. Or go write your own game where you play god and follow the biblical
story of creation. Or go play populous. Or black & white. You control gods there. But spore will rule because it’s made by demoscene ninjaz!!!

382. JESUSon 12 Sep 2008 at 3:33 am 382

You guys stop fighting. I hereby officially declare i approve of this game.

My father didnt make the universe static, he designed in such a way that things can change and evolve; isnt that much more creative than the
static prison some people interpret he designed?

cheers from Heaven

383. bobon 12 Sep 2008 at 4:03 am 383

so ur saying that all the fun ctreatures like dinosaurs never excited

384. God eat Godon 12 Sep 2008 at 4:17 am 384

Censorship
========

Yesterday I went over this site and there where a interessting very intelligent comment from a Swizz user and today it’s missing,

the primitive stupid comments are still here… right…

To make a BLOG against a computer game is from my point of view the most stupidest thing I ever came accros in the InterWEB.

Narf

385. Kenninon 12 Sep 2008 at 4:45 am 385

Please… tell me… HOW in heaven’s name, can a person of the 21st century STILL believe in such a thing like “intelligent design”?
And even worse: HOW can a person of the 21st century STILL abolish creationism, harmless computer games and homosexuality?
I really pity you, you must be a sad, sad person. =(

386. Kenninon 12 Sep 2008 at 4:48 am 386

Oh… and PLEASE don’t “pray” for me. I am not into weird occult rituals.

387. m.maton 12 Sep 2008 at 5:01 am 387

at least the evolutionary theory is proven, creationism not….

In that sense it might be useful, for your own wellbeing to stop seeing things that do not match your own values as propaganda. There is no
battle going on on who is right or not about what really happened, so stop making things worse for the people around you that do not support
the theory of creationism.

M.

388. Meon 12 Sep 2008 at 5:21 am 388

Never heard so much funny bulls*it in my life…
If you wanted to be famous becose of some idiotic ideea… i made it

Now everybody knows that you are a religious fanatic, that probabily never had sex..(its a sin , right?) and you might go and strap your self to a
bomb and blow up the ea games offices for the cruelty that they have done…

my 2 cents…
P.S:
Go see Vader`s video, God Is Dead

https://optimus6128.blogspot.com/
http://jesus.com/


389. GJKon 12 Sep 2008 at 5:39 am 389

Religious propaganda technique no. 3: Conveniently omit information that doesn’t support your point.

“demon-like intelligent space creatures that violently take over the galaxy”
Violent conquest is an option in the game but it is equally possible to play with the goal of uniting planets through diplomacy as it is violence –
that is the player’s choice. You can even go out and try to indoctrinate them with religious propaganda.

390. Alason 12 Sep 2008 at 5:51 am 390

Fuck off !

391. Kott02on 12 Sep 2008 at 6:14 am 391

Misunderstand how can somebody anything like that write. Spore is ordinary game like every alternative, if you it do not like dont buy it. Jostle
Bible fuck and eat she there. God is Nonsens.

392. P. de Jongon 12 Sep 2008 at 8:26 am 392

I can see and touch the game Spore

I can’t see or touch God

My conclusion: Spore exists God not

393. phuk yooon 12 Sep 2008 at 9:56 am 393

Whoever you are, you religious fucking d-bag, go blow your head off with a stick of dynamite. You’re obviously a fucking moron who has no
idea what he’s talking about when he slams his fat gay fingers on his keyboard and types up stupid god damn rants about how evil Spore is.
Why don’t you just get off of the internets and keep to yourself about all this stupid creationism Bullshit and just raise you kids. I’m sure you’re
just not getting the point of this game, and that you even believe the most obviously comical videos and pictures are real. If you can’t learn that
Spore is just a game with no intention of converting you little kids into Athiests, you can go shove you bible up your ass and then kill yourself.

394. Atheiston 12 Sep 2008 at 10:26 am 394

Why even blog this? You have just created great attention for the game and millions of people will now become exposed to it. Aha… maybe
that’s the whole point… aha… maybe antispore is paid for by the game maker…

LOL!

Now all you “believers” can go look at something shiny while those on the right tail end of the IQ distribution curve have a giggle…

395. Fathergiaon 12 Sep 2008 at 11:08 am 395

See admin look at all the negative comments? Doesn’t that open your eyes a miniscule amount?

396. ciannádhon 12 Sep 2008 at 11:28 am 396

all you evolutionists rest assured that we will have the last laugh. when the day of rapture comes and you all will have all eternity with your
video games and your drinking and your sin. we however will have eternity with virtue, sobriety and crosswor…..

….hey wait a minute!

397. Anonymouson 12 Sep 2008 at 11:34 am 397

Typical christian idiot

398. Jesus loves you....on 12 Sep 2008 at 12:01 pm 398

…..but you’re dumb as a rock.

I don’t know what church you follow or all that religious details. If you think that God will strike you down for playing a game like this then
I’m sorry for your children and the parent they got.

Go to your Bible and ‘pray’ for us all because we’re all going to hell for playing the game. We are judged by what we do in our lives and if it’s
deemed good and just by those around us and our own social laws. God’s laws have more meaning than just some words written on a tablet,
think of that while you curse your children to an anti-social life.

A word for the other fans that have posted. I’m sorry to say but our anti-spore campaign manager here is a religious zealot and anymore
negative comments will just fuel his drive, so it would be best just to leave him alone and never visit his blog.

399. Cheap & Twisted Timeson 12 Sep 2008 at 12:29 pm 399

attention seeking extremist piece of shit

400. Lizardgrad89on 12 Sep 2008 at 1:10 pm 400



The issue that religious types have with evolution isn’t actually with evolution at all.

It really isn’t.

No, what they really are against is using evolution to answer “the origin question”.

Evolution theory is more than just “does stuff change”. Anybody who has had more than one flu shot understands that the virus changes over
time. Even religious pople get that.

No, Evolution has two components.

1. Life changes
2. Over time, simple organisms evolve into more complex organisms.

#2 is the crux of the matter.

The fossil records indicate that, the further back in time we go, the simpler the life forms are. We can go back to the time when mollusks ruled
the world, but before then, life forms had no body parts that would leave a fossil record.

So what happened before that? Well, according to evolutionary theory, as we go back, life will continue to get simpler, until ultimately there is
no life at all.

This is where it gets ugly.

Scientists are looking for a theory as to how life started, while religious folks say “God did it”. Now, VERY religious folks don’t believe in the
reality of the fossil record or carbon dating, and say thet the world is 4,000 years old, and that those old bones and stuff was put here by God to
test us.

So you see, it’s not about evolution, as in, “does life change”, but rather trying to use evolutionary theory to answer the origin question.

And that’s why I think this blog is bogus. A true religious person would understand the real issues.

And, just for the record, I’m with the scientists, not the religious folk.
401. teh Mon 12 Sep 2008 at 1:40 pm 401

Unbeleavable, that such sort ignorant people still exist!
the middle ages have long passed man, wake up dinosaur!
we should no longer live our lives precisely YOU think that god wants it.
Thruth is, there is no god, or els he doesn’t like us much (look at the poor in afrika, and even in our western civilisation) so therefor he isn’t
much of a god, so we shouldn’t beleave in him – including you.
so just leave spore aside, lad, and light up the darkness in your head

402. teh Mon 12 Sep 2008 at 1:42 pm 402

whatever, forget what i just said, just burn in hell or whatever 😀

403. Disastaon 12 Sep 2008 at 1:51 pm 403

@Admin man bist du rückständig es ist nur ein spiel. und dehalb unterstütze ich dieses spiel. und wenn du glaubst das sei eine blasphemie,
dann erklär mir wieso viele priester kinder misbrauchen. Das ist aus meiner sicht eine noch grössere blasphemie. Ich ünterstützelieber ein
inovatives spiel als eine Pädophile kirche

Disasta

404. The Local Heathenon 12 Sep 2008 at 1:51 pm 404

Ok… you people harasses me on the bus to work, you come banging on my door when I’m trying to sleep. You threaten me with vision of
terrible fates that await me in the afterlife… and… hell I don’t need to continue the list. Doesn’t matter, I really don’t mind all of that. But you
attack MY GAMING ADDICTION YOU CROSS THE LINE!!!

Thank you, please come again n_n

405. pewpewon 12 Sep 2008 at 2:56 pm 405

@ Fathergia

You forget that christfags NEED to believe in order to exist. Otherwise they’d go insane, drowning in despair due to the feeling of “not
belonging”

christfags: they’re a hoot!

406. bruceleeon 12 Sep 2008 at 2:58 pm 406

i also do believe maxis made the game not ea 😐

407. Roberton 12 Sep 2008 at 3:15 pm 407

http://spore.4players.de/


why do you disagree with Spore?. I you think…first at all you CREATE the CREATure.

if don’t like, don’t buy.
408. ROFL CRAZYSHEEP2on 12 Sep 2008 at 4:08 pm 408

ROFL your weird wonder what you think about GTA, LOL i was on the floor your crazy

CHECK OUT LITTLEBIGPLANET MR. 🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂
🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂
🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂
🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂
🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂
🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂
🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂
🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂
🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂  🙂

409. God and Jesuson 12 Sep 2008 at 5:10 pm 409

Please sir. Please be peaceful. I spoke to Will (nice guy very creative.) In his sleep. I told him about this game he cold do. He loved it. Know
really you are making Cristians look stupid. I know what you sai in the bath room.
“I wish all those people who like spore will die slow and painfully and burn in hell.”
Really think Ill et you come up here with you saying it.
But this site is funny. I will try to help you.

410. Matton 12 Sep 2008 at 6:32 pm 410

You’re the type of religious fanatic that had christians burning people alive in the name of god. Theres nothing worse then a person who
assumes their way is the only way.

411. EndlessxRageon 12 Sep 2008 at 7:08 pm 411

I have always been a good christian and yet i love the game spore… Ive been reading all of these post and i have actually lost faith in reading
the ignorance of some of these articles. Please destroy this website before more people can read this and lose faith in your lack of wisdom and
closed mindedness. Learn the facts before you attempt to sway others.

412. EndlessxRageon 12 Sep 2008 at 7:12 pm 412

on a side note the guy who wrote:

“at least the evolutionary theory is proven, creationism not….”

should probably learn the definition of theory… i thought that was funny

413. Roelon 12 Sep 2008 at 10:59 pm 413

really stop this crap.. if you want attention you’ve succied… damn leech

414. Sarahon 13 Sep 2008 at 12:32 am 414

I can’t understand why people are getting so wound up about this site – it’s obviously a joke, and a good one at that lol

415. Anonon 13 Sep 2008 at 12:39 am 415

So, you’re one of those crazy fundamentalist christians?
Have you blown up an abortion clinic lately? It’s a damn game, it’s not making a statement. It’s not trying to “Brainwash” people. No,
Christianity brainwashes. And you are the perfect example.

416. Theological Evolutionist (aka: willietdog)on 13 Sep 2008 at 12:46 am 416

not if you don’t want it to be mean, not if you dont want it to be violent, you can even make very cute and freindly looking creatures 🙂

417. Emreon 13 Sep 2008 at 12:48 am 417

Spore is not really about evolution, it’s about users building content. Before spore, to create content for a game, you needed to have artists and
expensive tools. Spore brings the content creation tools to a level where anyone can create content. Before spore, if someone needed to create a
computerized depiction of genitalia, knowledge of complex modeling programs was a prerequisite. Not everyone has the dedication to sit and
learn to use a complex modeling program like Maya, Lightwave or Blender, and the ones that do have the dedication aren’t shallow enough to
have the sole aim of creating phallic depictions. With Spore, any layman now has the ability to create and animate somewhat complex models,
including things that look like reproductive organs or mammary glands. With the technical knowledge barrier removed, the consequences are
obvious. The teenager who was drawing cock and balls during Algebra class is now making a cock and balls creature in Spore.

http://www.roeldebeer.com/
http://www.bitbar.org/


If you want to see evolution simulation on a computer, check out Jeffrey Ventrella’s GenePool. http://www.swimbots.com/
418. lolon 13 Sep 2008 at 1:03 am 418

uhruahrahurhuasrhashuruashurahrah wtf?
Thanks for marketing! >=)
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL

You don’t know something called “Science”?
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
It’s just a game, your freak creature!
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL
LOL

419. unknown man who loves sporeon 13 Sep 2008 at 2:22 am 419

dear people who are idiots (sorry for the word idiot) thanks to this i love spore even more and that *demonic being* the you call it is awesome
its so cute i you let it play on spore and besides its imposssible to ban those lovely computer games besides people this my theory of those anti
spores first they wanted to ban the tv then all the other religuons and then they wanted to ban black and white but that also didn’t work now
there trying spore
btw sorry for my bad spelling

420. Anonymouson 13 Sep 2008 at 10:57 am 420

Yay, an idiot 😀
Gotta love teh internetz.

So how do you feel about mudkipz?
I herd u like them.

421. Jeanetteon 13 Sep 2008 at 12:03 pm 421

It’s JUST a video game. It’s just for fun. It’s fiction.
Your oppinion about Spore is not everbodys oppinion. Just leave the game alone if you don’t like it and let us who don’t take a silly video game
so serious enjoy it.

Maybe you, as a parent, should put some more effort in to teach your kids the differece between reality and the imagination in movies and
video games instead, and look up what the game actually is about before you buy it to your children. You could have dug up all this information
you got here on this blog about Spore before you bought the game.

422. klavdyon 13 Sep 2008 at 1:11 pm 422

It is a RICKROll you dummies.

423. Meon 13 Sep 2008 at 2:30 pm 423

OMG dont you have kids to take care off? then get out of the computer and do your job, you wont get anything, EA is not responsible for what
you do with the game, thats your problem, so if you are gonna turn this site into a +18 one with that nasties pictures some players did in that
game, you should set a warning for your page for content… but hey… you dont have one? :S geez… get a life girl.

http://www.swimbots.com/


424. Ariatulaon 13 Sep 2008 at 4:32 pm 424

Inorganic matter reacted to organic matter. Organic matter reacted to self-replicating matter, DNA/RNA/aminoacids/fattyacids and this evolved
to first life forms and evolved to complex life forms. Apearantly there are forces in matter to react to energy-consuming life forms (low
enthalpy/disorder takes energy to retain itself). Matter seems willing to organise itself. If there is a force in matter to organise itself in low
disorder, you can measure this force. There must be a quantummechanic law that describes this force. But is this force created? Is matter
created? Are natural constants in strong and weak nuclear powers created? (if they differ a fraction there is even no matter). Why are the
constants in nature just exact right? No one can tell if they are created by a God or just coïncedence. You can only believe in a God or believe in
plain coïncedence. The only thing that matters is that you can be very astonished that the forces in nature and matter are so elegant that they can
produce life and intelligent life, created or coïncidence…..
Aad

425. lulzon 13 Sep 2008 at 5:45 pm 425

“I’m not part of EA nor do I speak for them, but someone had to speak for the rest of us that are offended by this ‘game’.”

I think you’ll find you’re the only one. ‘grats.

426. Lollerskateson 13 Sep 2008 at 7:20 pm 426

Im loving how funny this website is, and how everyone bar the select are not ignorant and just idiots in general. Please everyone who helps
calling the admin an idiot are, well idiots, stop being ignorant, i deplore you read his first post before making your flipant comments. But
seriously nice one admin, things like this bring out the people who think their smart and the plain internet degenerates. Oh and us who got it 😉

427. EnlightenedOneon 13 Sep 2008 at 8:37 pm 427

You believe in God!
LOL what an ignorant, gullible retard!!!!

428. marshall byrneon 13 Sep 2008 at 9:10 pm 428

wow. You people are the reason that many persons look down on and despise christians. you don’t worship God because he is the way and the
truth and the light, you worship him as an easy way to take the moral high ground and tell everyone how you know better than them how they
should live their lives and what beliefs they should hold. It is people like you that make everyone think that we as christians are a backwards,
isolationist, protectionist, group of people who fear science and modern beliefs in general. if you think this game will make you children
believe in evolution, then you must have done a real bang up job of raising them if they will be “turned evolutionist” by a game. By sheltering
your kids, by not letting them experience the real world growing up, you are showing them and everyone else that you do not trust them to
make the right decisions on their own if they are placed in a situation where they have to choose between going along with the crowd or
sticking to their beliefs; you are showing them and everyone else that you have done such a poor job raising them that they are not grounded in
their beliefs at all. some people are always looking for a fight, for somthing or some one or some thing to point their finger at and cry out
“EVIL!”, and I truly belive those people need to find a better purpose in life, because by doing so, whether they intend to or not, they cast a
very negative image on all christians

429. marshall byrneon 13 Sep 2008 at 9:11 pm 429

*edit

I suspect i have been trolled lol.

430. Herewardon 13 Sep 2008 at 9:44 pm 430

Mithras……….Thats all I’m saying.
Opinions are a good thing, but calling then belife and closing your mind to all other opinions is just wrong……..But who am I to say your
wrong? nobody, just someone who enjoys free speech and is a little more open minded………Just go look up Mithras for interst.

431. annonon 13 Sep 2008 at 10:11 pm 431

epic troll is epic

432. Panteraon 13 Sep 2008 at 11:51 pm 432

lulz, God doesn’t exist. However the bible is a very good fairytale. How can you believe in something like that with no proof? It’s rediculous
that people can actually be that unintelligent.

433. coopyon 14 Sep 2008 at 12:04 am 433

okay so heres my view on this whole site
being a catholic/christan myself i do believe that god created the earth
but furthermore i believe in the beliefs in evolution by god putting a human soul into a animal which ultimately turned the animals into humans
(adam and eve)
but back to topic if your so christian then why are you worried about this?
god always said to respect someones opinion
instead of helping someone who needs help
your worrying over a video game
that god must of created this game because he must of put the idea in the creators head
of course i dont contradict myself i do respect your opinion but just think about what your doing

http://www.digidream.nl/
http://www.lulz.com/


your trying to stop a fun video game that people enjoy
i even enjoy it and i DO believe in the bible and the christian beliefs

434. mikeon 14 Sep 2008 at 1:52 am 434

ughhh. jackass. When they say “everyone” including “must not go against the word of god” is like saying “must not include black people” is
just moronic. and public schools teach evolution so screw the hell off videogames and keep the battles for whether your religion should be
considered supreme to yourself.

435. Franklin the Amazing Wonder Dogon 14 Sep 2008 at 2:24 am 435

lolololololol

STFU and GTFO n00b

436. Mikeon 14 Sep 2008 at 3:08 am 436

this is a game you realize that, religious beliefs aside, you are making christians look bad. Calling will wright evil…. it’s a video game that
insinuates nothing about reality, it’s a fantasy simulation.

437. Joe Smithon 14 Sep 2008 at 6:22 am 437

Your response to Electronic Arts is completely thoughtless. You don’t HAVE to create a species hell-bent on destroying the galaxy. Infact, you
can create a cute, fuzzy create hell-bent on economic trade and investment. Or, in your case, a pompous donkey promoting his religion on every
species in the galaxy. I mean, if your son wants to create war-like demons to destroy the galaxy, take it up with him.

It doesn’t matter how hard you try, YOU WILL FAIL in your efforts to demote EA games. YOU might not accept it, and it might be your right
as an American to protest, however you are one person. Insignificant to the eyes of all. You will fail in your conquest to eliminate Spore.

Hell, you could be spending all your wasted time and effort on doing something for your community. Donate blood or something. Try that
instead of bashing a game that you understand nothing about.

438. Leightonon 14 Sep 2008 at 6:43 am 438

First of all, the fact you believe in both God and Creationism, I can tell you are brainwashed and no matter what anyone tells you or how much
proof is thrusted toward you, you will just close your eyes and stick your fingers in your ears because “God” is much easier to spell than
“Evolution”.

Secondly, you know nothing of this game, it is clear that you’ve just heard that it was about evolution and you call it blasphemy and
propaganda without actually know what else it is about.

You can make things other than “demon-like intelligence”, for example I made a race that preaches and converts others and another that kills
and conquers and another that solves everything with money!

I think you are truly deluded into believing in God and creationism.

I pity you. I really, really do.

439. Sibbson 14 Sep 2008 at 12:19 pm 439

This is insane…

Hello! All you people taking this site seriously have been the victims of a prank. A very good prank. A well planned and very well implemented
prank.

And the fact that, even after the makers of this “blog” admit its a joke, you continue to make yourselves look even more stupid by continuing
your campaign against creationism.

440. TheTruthon 14 Sep 2008 at 3:59 pm 440

FUCK ADMIN!

441. Um... what?on 14 Sep 2008 at 4:02 pm 441

i hate to say it but WTF!!!! are you to chocked up on pride to let Gods major plan go to work…. God wants us to have FREE WILL…. which
means you can tell people how God has helped you and he should be happy…. BUT if you force your beliefs on others he may frown on you…
even if you are christian (besides the last time i checked…. Pride was one of the worst sins, no?)

442. Sibbson 14 Sep 2008 at 6:15 pm 442

Less than one post, and people once again demonstrate an incredible inability to read the entire article.

Though, the laughter is still good. Perhaps another few days…

443. Ghoston 15 Sep 2008 at 1:24 am 443

You all are so misguided! Didn’t you hear the news that God LOVES you?! He don’t have to, but he does love all of us. And we don’t even
deserve it. I shall pray to God and ask Him to forgive you all.



*Kneels down*

”O Chuck Norris, please don’t Roundhouse Kick us all, Spore players!”

But seriously, the point of faith is to not doubt our belief. But if you can’t doubt what you are sure to know, how can you know that you do
know? Because, in order to know that you know, you would have to think, that you know. By doing this, you would first have to ask yourself IF
you DO know, which means a doubt. And the point is to ask yourself if what you know is correct. You ask yourself if you ARE correct. So if
you don’t really think about if you do know, then you evenly don’t ask yourself if you do ARE. So without asking if you know, you can’t really
be.

Still, according to the bible, none of us are better than the others… So how can’t you believe that what you are is better than what I am, without
knowing what you are yourself?

…

Whatever, Spore is simpler to understand. GAME=PLAY=FUN and for most people =NOT LEARNING NOTHING.

A word to the wise: STOP TAKING YOURSELF SERIOUSLY. Please.
444. Im Christian to!on 15 Sep 2008 at 7:07 am 444

You’re a fucking idiot. Sorry, but it has to be said. Im a Christian as well, and in this post you say that “The object of the game is to evolve
from a “spore” into demon-like intelligent space creatures that violently take over the galaxy.”

You can CHOOSE to create a demon-like creature, or you can choose to make a couch as someone has if you bother searching for it. You can
choose to slay everyone, or you can form allies with them.

You choose to take the evil path you stupid prick, its Christians like you that give us all a bad name.

445. ouweon 15 Sep 2008 at 8:53 am 445

DUDE, ITS A GAME !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

you don’t have better things to do??

446. blablablaon 15 Sep 2008 at 11:00 am 446

Dude you cant be serious about this! If you think like this that spore is evil and unapropriate you are really but really really a retard! Like
everbody would think after they played this game: This is us the evolution theory is true, the creatures in the game are the same as human so its
got to be true. Come on get real! ITS JUST A GAME!! Fiction! NOT REAL!! Evolution theory is a THEORY! Just like your THEORY that
GOD created us! Who’s telling you thats what really went on?? The Bible?I dont say that god didn’t create us! But you should be more open
minded and dont say that every thing others believe is bad. Everyone is equal. And Spore is JUST A GAME= And a game is fun!

447. Saabon 15 Sep 2008 at 4:18 pm 447

ASSHOLE

448. cunton 15 Sep 2008 at 9:58 pm 448

Wow, what a vapid cunt. Figures, we let women use computers and they misunderstand everything. She needs to get back to the kitchen; more
cooking and cleaning, less blogging.

449. Ross Warrenon 16 Sep 2008 at 9:04 am 449

Ha Ha you brainwashed american bitch. Evolution is just how it works. Accept it. Creationism is a load of bollocks. There is loads of scientific
evidence that evolution such as fossils. How do you explain that, eh? So keep your stupid views to yourself

450. Windowson 16 Sep 2008 at 10:02 am 450

Someone at google obv has a sence of humor i love the spore advert at the bottem of the Forum!

451. Your Godon 16 Sep 2008 at 10:18 am 451

maybe in your next life you will be understand 😀

452. GODon 16 Sep 2008 at 12:21 pm 452

Hi Admin, God here. Just thought I’d let you know that I invented evolution. Sorry about that, oh and by the way would you please stop
annoying people by being stupid.

p.s. you can get cream for that problem of yours.

Your all seeing god,

GOD.

453. CAnonon 16 Sep 2008 at 6:25 pm 453

http://www.imgodyo.com/


Best marketing for Spore EVER!

*goes back to playing Spore*
454. Red Plaid Pantson 16 Sep 2008 at 6:54 pm 454

Its horrible that they are targeting children with video games to teach them about evolution. Good job spreading awareness. God bless

455. Johnon 16 Sep 2008 at 11:35 pm 455

I found it rather ironic that you lay blame for this “mature material” solely on EA, when in fact it is entirely user generated content. They did
not intend for the users to craft such immature creatures, but it occured anyway. Blaming them (EA) for these creatures is about as ridiculous as
my blaming you for the “offensive responses” found in the comments section of this website. But according to your logic I could indeed blame
you, since this is YOUR website, YOUR message, and YOUR decision to allow a public forum. Yet you did not place restrictions on how
people could craft their responses, and thus, if I’m following your logic correctly, YOU are solely to blame for the unfortunate amount of
profanity I’ve found on this site.

Please, re-think your baseless attack on EA, and your misguided attempts at moral outrage.

456. Johnon 16 Sep 2008 at 11:40 pm 456

Ah. Well, it would appear upon further inspection that I have indeed been the victim of quite the prank.

How embarassing.

Sure makes me glad that I was not hateful in my response. This does, however, bring to mind a quote that I’m rather fond of.

“Any sufficiently thought-out parody of Fundamentalism is virtually indistinguishable from the real thing.”

457. Shawnon 16 Sep 2008 at 11:58 pm 457

But……..but……..I thought god wasn’t real?!??!?!?

Soobs softly. LMAO

458. lulzon 17 Sep 2008 at 7:02 am 458

Op is a fag

459. Tits Plzon 17 Sep 2008 at 7:03 am 459

tits or gtfo!!

460. Outrageouson 17 Sep 2008 at 10:28 am 460

Oh my God… Ops did I use “god” in a curse… Ops, I spelled god with a small g… Uh oh… I will burn in hell tonight guys… Eh, no, not
really. Sorry lady, your’e SO pathetic… It’s just amazing that some people still don’t get that THIS IS THE FREAKIN’ 2000 CENTURY!
WHY, would scientists all over the world spend endless ammounts of money in research of how the world once was created, if the scientistic
theory wouldn’t be the smallest true!? Haha, and I got myself a good laugh when you said “Making breakfeast and making sure my kids get to
school comes first of all”, I mean… So what’s more important than geting YOURSELF to the job and earn some money for the family, is
writing this stupid blog? Seriously? You, are, just, TOO pathetic…

461. Outrageouson 17 Sep 2008 at 10:38 am 461

PS: I’d really like to see some answers “Descendant of God” soon, hahaha.

462. Prayer for Satan to save you crazy lady...on 17 Sep 2008 at 1:39 pm 462

1: No, I dont understand your beliefs.
2: You don’t want to understand the evolutionism, so why the hell would I even try to understand you in the first place?
3: Jesus was a homosexual it’s said, you can read that in the bible with a small b on it, funny many christians can’t tackle that.
4: I can swear how much I wan’t, even with god’s name in it, I havn’t been punished yet, noone has really been punished for cursing what I
know. I only know that some psychotic christians burned witches to death in the middleage, that’s not god’s work – it’s the devils work.
5: It’s funny how true this joke can be: “Guess why the pove has such a tall hat? – It’s to hide the devils-horns.”
6: I can’t believe you’re wasting time on this shit – instead of really taking care of your family.
7: What do you do as a christian if it turns out one of your childs are a homosexual? Will you throw him or her on the street? I think god would
throw you in the flames of hell if you would do.
8: The list is too long to write here about how much I can question your crazy beliefs, I will now go and get brainwashed by Will Wright and
play some Spore! Enjoy all theese threats by the way.

PS: I’m sorry you’re so misguided. I will pray for you tonight, togheter with Mother Nature, she will know what must be done with people like
you. Good night.

463. MaQuGoon 17 Sep 2008 at 4:40 pm 463

esas figuras las hacen los jugadores por lo tanto ellos son los que hacen esos ”demonios” el creador del juego no tiene nada que ver ,porque el
no los hizo



ps:no todas las personas nacen crellendo en el dios catolico pueden creer en lo que màs les paresca
464. Don Lemonon 17 Sep 2008 at 7:37 pm 464

I agree with you, the creator of this emotionally pornographic material should be removed from his job, and perhaps even this country.

The creator of this blog knows whats right and wrong, and spore is so very wrong.

The only thought that went into this game was malicious.

465. SATANASon 17 Sep 2008 at 10:53 pm 465

ANIQUILEMOS TORTUREMOS Y PRENDAMOS FUEGO A TODOS LOS QUE NO ACATAN LA PLABRA DE DIOS

466. bakarangeron 18 Sep 2008 at 2:00 am 466

Not meaning to be in anyway harsh at all, but views are a private thing that each of us forms as we grow. My views may differ from yours
because of many reasons and to be honest I don’t think you’ll find anyone that thinks exactly like you. Religion is a wonderful thing for the
right people but it can also be a terrible thing when given to the wrong ones. Think of the crusades, even 9/11, both brought on by other humans
that made the mistake of trying to impose their views on others. Being the closest to God, they were blinded by the light. No longer believing
that they were simply close, but behaving like they had become. What makes people seek God? Can people be contented without Him? A way
to get those answers is to step back and look at the world through half closed eyes. Of course people are happy without believing in your God,
or in any God for that matter, but in the end it all comes down to turn of phrase. Isn’t God everywhere, in everything? When a little league
player gets the chance to meet one of their baseball legends, what is the look that twinkles in their eyes? Awe, reverance, fear, the list goes on
but in some way they are worshipping at the altar of their God who just happens to only be a little piece of the one that religious zealots covet
above all others. It’s a bad state of affairs when we have the same people that are spreading the faith, coveting their own God and taking
assumed ownership of all that He is. Who told you that evolution is wrong? Who told you to listen? It’s the same with your son, give him some
credit as a human being, someone just as loved by God as you are. If he wants to believe in evolution, he will, he just probably wouldn’t tell
you about it. He may even tell you that creation fits perfectly into his belief system, how would you know if that’s true? What could you do if it
wasn’t? When one becomes “Holier than thou” it only serves to make people resent it. It’s a bit like being pushed into doing something you
don’t want to do. If it’s of your own free will then you enjoy it and perform better. When you resent the person forcing their will upon you the
product will always be hollow. In the end it’s the feelings that matter. The intent. Do you honestly believe that SPORE was created with the
intent to subvert young minds to the cult of Darwinism? Or that it was made to allow children to be exposed to inappropriate images? I don’t…
but then that’s me. You are you too but please don’t forget that others around you are also their own people and that no matter what you say or
do that is never going to change.

467. bakarangeron 18 Sep 2008 at 2:18 am 467

I fail… Knew I should have read the whole thing first!

468. antichriston 18 Sep 2008 at 6:43 am 468

i think the author should pay more attention to the churches problems e.g get rid of all the pedo’s instead of complaining about a simple game
that isn’t real

469. jamyon 18 Sep 2008 at 11:43 am 469

Creationism = delusionism

470. masterbojleron 18 Sep 2008 at 1:25 pm 470

Best site ever !!
I laughed so hard i think i broke a rib. Keep up the good work fanatics world wide ( i am so bookmarking this site for further study of
fundamentalism crazyness)

471. seekeron 18 Sep 2008 at 10:55 pm 471

this is still going on now with ingame graphics. I feel hurt. Still, really concerned. This is going to far and the joke is not funny any more. I
have hated commercials and will continue to hate them. God commercials, software commercials… to me they are all the same. And the people
behind commercials wear black trousers and black shirts. All of the time.
This is virtual, tank goodness.

472. SURE??on 18 Sep 2008 at 11:27 pm 472

I ONLY HAVE ONE QUESTION FOR YOU:

IS EVERYTHING WHAT YOU WRITE HERE WHAT REALLY YOU THINK?
IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE MORE STUPID?

PRAY, PRAY, AND PRAY, IS THE ONLY THING THAT YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR “GOD” CREATION.

PRAY FOR OUR CORRUPT SOULS

AND PLEASE. READ SOMETHING ABOUT OLD (THE TITTLE CAN’T BE BIBLE)

473. SURE??on 18 Sep 2008 at 11:29 pm 473

VIVA ESTADOS UNIDOS Y SU LIBERTAD



474. SURE??on 18 Sep 2008 at 11:30 pm 474

VIVA IRAQ, AFGANISTAN, VIVA EL CONSERVACIONISMO Y SUS PUTAS LEYES

475. Charli Rockon 19 Sep 2008 at 11:33 am 475

DEJENSÉ DE PELOTUDECES MANGA DE BOLUDOS!, EL ÚNICO FIN DEL JUEGO ES PROPORCIONAR UN RATO DE
ENTRETENIMIENTO, NADA MÁS!, UN JUEGO NO CAMBIA LA MANERA DE PENSAR NI CREA IDEALES, ES SOLAMENTE UN
JUEGO!, ASÍ QUE DEJENSÉ DE PELOTUDECES Y COSAS RARAS, EL QUE LO QUIERA JUGAR QUE LO JUEGUE, USTEDES NO
SON NADIE PARA DECIR QUE HACER O PENSAR, CADA UNO ES LIBRE DE HACER LO QUE QUIERA!!

476. Charli Rockon 19 Sep 2008 at 12:31 pm 476

Nadie puede negar la evolución, sino usted señor creador de este estúpido blog de mierda, de que otra forma podrías explicar la verdad con el
creacionismo?, es ridículo!, aparte, nadie puede negar que la ciencia nos aleje de Dios, todo lo contrario, la ciencia no hace más que
reafirmarlo!, y tampoco no entiendo en que te molesta que el juego hable de la evolución!, dejate de pelotudeces, y antes de hacerte el religioso,
preocupate en entender realmente la religión y no hablés por hablar!, y deja el juego tranquilo, es un excelente juego, muy entretenido y no
tiene nada de malo!. Te doy un consejo, cerra este blog de mierda y dejate de molestar a la gente con tus ideales de mierda, cada uno es libre de
creer en lo que quiera, y ni vos ni nadie me van a venir a decir en que creer!

Nobody can deny evolution, but you Mr creator of this stupid blog shit, that otherwise might explain the truth to creationism?, Is ridiculous!
Apart, nobody can deny that science us away from God, quite the opposite , Science can only reiterate!, And it does not understand that bothers
you that the game speaks of evolution! Déjate of pelotudeces, and before becoming the religious preocupate to really understand the religion
and not by hablés talk! , And leaves the game quiet, is an excellent game, very entertaining and has nothing wrong!. I’ll give you a tip, closed
this blog shit and let yourself to trouble the people with your ideals of shit, everyone is free to believe in what want, and neither you nor anyone
else I will come to say that believing!

477. butt3rson 19 Sep 2008 at 5:20 pm 477

you sir, are the dumbest fucker around

stop pressing your stupid bible in our faces, keep your self centered opions to yourself

christians must be the most moronicly sensitive group around, you dont see the hindus slandering good games that focus on christianity or
whatever you people should fuck off and die or dont e such sensitive little girls who get upset at the word evolution

478. A very entertained readeron 19 Sep 2008 at 5:54 pm 478

After reading all of this, I feel REALLY sorry for you, ‘admin’. I feel sorry that you can’t understand that this company is only making this
game to make money. It’s the same reason people write books. Sure, they might want to get their ideas out into the open, but haven’t you felt
that before? You have such a good idea that could benefit you so well that you just have to get it out.

This is all EA is trying to do here: They make a game that can make bring them plenty of money and let people have fun with it. They are NOT
by any means trying to convert children into believing in evolution.

I do in fact believe in evolution, but I had the belief LONG before I played Spore.

Now, I know you might make some religious response like ‘You are misguided, and I will pray for you’, but don’t bother. You know in your
heart that this is JUST a game. There is NO possible reason someone would try to convert children to believing in evolution. It would not
benefit them in any way.

Please, try and understand that there is nothing bad about this game. By criticizing it, you’re screaming to the community that you cannot
possibly understand any new ideas. Just because you believe differently than others doesn’t mean you have to protect them from any other
belief than your own.

To sum it all up… GET YOUR HEAD OUT OF YOUR ASS AND STAY OUT OF ISSUES THAT DON’T CONCERN YOU, YOU
IGNORANT, PARANOID BASTARD!

479. arbiteer defenderon 19 Sep 2008 at 10:39 pm 479

ok i agree spore is not for everyone but you dont have to try and stop the game from selling its actually quite impossible to do so because many
people will and im not kidding will try and kill you and hang your body because you made spore go off the shelves before they got it people
will do that

480. Anonon 20 Sep 2008 at 3:55 am 480

not going to troll you, but feel enough about the topic to post. it’s a game, if you don’t like it don’t buy it. do not impose your beliefs on me
because you believe in creationism (FYI: this is a cristian) and just get over it. go ahead and pray for the other posters and the trolls from 4chan
but really, don’t get so worked up over a video game.

481. newfagon 20 Sep 2008 at 3:57 am 481

Get your jesus off my penis, get your bible off my balls.

482. newfagon 20 Sep 2008 at 3:58 am 482



ALSO, moderationg your comments to further censor the interbuttz is awesome, you seem to me like one of those “caps lock is cruise control
for school” people

483. newfagon 20 Sep 2008 at 4:00 am 483

if you want to pray for some lonely people, go to 4chan and find your way to /b/
NOTE: avoid anything you cannot pronounce, you will be highly offended.
also, your child masturbates.

484. Charli Rockon 20 Sep 2008 at 12:22 pm 484

Estimado señor Admin, por favor dejese de estupideces, creo que la mayoría de lo comentarios en este blog están en contra de su estupido
pensamiento contra el evolucionismo, sea un poco más inteligente y cierre este blog de mierda!, deje a la gente en paz, si no te gusta el juego,
no lo jugues y listo!, dejá de molestar a la gente! cada uno es libre de hacer lo que quiera siempre y cuando no moleste a nadie, y este juego no
molesta a nadie, el único que está molestando es usted sr. Admin. Muy cordialmente le pido que se deje de joder con toda esta mierda!

Dear Admin, please stop stupid, I think the majority of comments on this blog are against your stupid thoughts against evolutionism, a little
smarter and close this blog shit!, Let the people in peace If you do not like the game, not what you play and go! Ceases to annoy people! each is
free to do whatever they want as long as it does not bother anyone, and this game does not bother anyone, the only one that is bothering you sr.
Admin. I ask him very warmly to stop with all this fucking bullshit!

485. SporeisEVILon 20 Sep 2008 at 12:55 pm 485

SPORE IS OF THE DEVIL! Heathens all around are playing this game and should be burned to the stake. They are all going to be burned to
the stake then eaten by worms in HELL! LOL!!!!!
1. Admin – get over your self righteousness. Your not God. Do what you want for your own family but let God be our judges according to the
bible in case you have never read it.
2. Spore is fantasy! I will repeat these creatures do not exist at all in real life. Please look up the word fantasy at dictionary.com if you do not
know what it means.
3. Doesn’t anyone have better things to do like play with your children or read to them. Make sure they are doing their homework. Or spend
time with your wife so you don’t get divorced like everyone else in this country??? I mean come on it is a game and if you can’t explain fantasy
to your kids don’t have anymore children because you are an idiot!

Thank you,

The Ancient Serpent

486. SporeisEVILon 20 Sep 2008 at 12:58 pm 486

Wow. The Witch and Jew burning christian will not post my comments. And they are not even the worst ones. Oh well.

Thanks all,

The Ancient Serpent

487. SporeisEVILon 20 Sep 2008 at 1:02 pm 487

All will bow down to me!!! For I will use Spore to bring about the end of days!

Peace!

The Ancient Serpent aka The Anti Christ.

488. Tyleron 20 Sep 2008 at 8:24 pm 488

Your fucking retarded and ignorant. Those demon like space creatures are made by morons like you. I bet if you saw a dildo your head would
blow up. God doesnt exist. Fucking prove he does. Science is the only real truth. Its based on research and proof. Without proof its a theory.
Science proves we evolved from a fucking monkey your just to ignorant to figure that out.

489. A very entertained readeron 21 Sep 2008 at 12:28 am 489

Tyler, let’s not start a crusade here. This isn’t about atheists vs. christians. It’s about a video game religious freaks piss themselves about.

490. Oscaron 21 Sep 2008 at 4:27 pm 490

I know that you have a lot of responses and probably do not read all of them. I think that people are entitled to their own beliefs. I do not agree
with you, but I do not necessarily disagree with you either. You just need to be more open with your thoughts and realize that not all people
think like you, and that does not mean that they are evil or need you to pray for them. Stop being so narrow-minded and embrace other people
and their beliefs and thoughts and feelings. If you did this along with everyone else, then the world would be such a better place. Don’t be so
judgmental. I am sure that there are plenty of things that you do that other people don’t agree with. Just open your eyes and your mind.

491. Hui Tzeon 21 Sep 2008 at 10:13 pm 491

I can’t help but be amused at you. Just so you know, I’m a born and bred Catholic, I believe in God, the Holy Trinity, I attend mass and enjoy
singing hymns. I am also a major in biotechnology, I believe that evolution is part of God’s work, I have proof that evolution resulted in the
formation of the various species and fantastic diversity in the animal kingdom. I also play Spore and I enjoy it very much.

https://runningmuchdeeper.blogspot.com/


Your site is what I would expect from a bigot. Spore is just a game. It’s not real, nor does it say anything about how the creature evolves. The
scientist in me knows that evolution sure doesn’t happen as it does in the game. Evolution doesn’t make the animal sprout wings or horns just at
a whim. Evolution requires the various changes in DNA (also known as mutation). Unless of course you don’t believe in DNA either!

Just so you know, this is my little theory how our fantastic Creator managed to shove all that world/ universe creating into 7 days.

1. 1 day to God may equivalent to millions – billions of years to us (that’s why the earth is a few billion years old!)
2. God is God. (He saw and it was good… So He left the dino’s to evolve into the animals we see today!)

Oh yes, and while we’re on this topic… Explain how fossils, dino bones, and carbon dating support Creationism. Or is it a HUGE conspiracy
by anti-christ organizations!! OH the horror!

492. PJon 22 Sep 2008 at 4:27 am 492

Actually, Admin, I’ll pray for YOU. As a Christian, I am embarrassed when I see such narrow-mindedness amongst my own kind. Video games
(including SPORE, Grand Theft Auto, and what have you) are not one of today’s greatest threats to children. Rather, parents who don’t teach
their kids how to distinguish between [video game] and [real life] are.

If you’ve brought up your child to believe in Creationism, and also guided him/her in how to distinguish [video game] from [real life], then this
game will have no effect on his/her beliefs.

In the mean time, I suggest you get your facts straight about the game as well. The object is not to violently conquer the galaxy by creating
demons. One has the option to conquer using violent means or diplomatic means. Having played the game, I’d like to inform you that the
easiest way to achieve all of the game’s objectives (most notably, exploring the galactic center) is by making peace with the foes of the galaxy,
which is ironically similar to the statement “Love thine enemy.” Maybe this game isn’t so evil after all…

493. Anon. E. Moosewateron 23 Sep 2008 at 3:06 am 493

GET A LIFE YOU FOOLS.
IT’S A GAME.
JUST GET OVER IT>
please stop it with the crap.
IF YOU DON’T LIKE IT DON’T BUY IT.
DON’T RUIN IT FOR EVERYONE ELSE.

494. Anon. E. Moosewateron 23 Sep 2008 at 3:16 am 494

As someone of faith with an advanced degree in biologic science, I can say your views, although well-meaning, are misguided. Your disregard
that the game evokes Creation at least as much as Darwinism (if not more so) stems from your personal anxieties. Forget theology or biology or
any combination of such. The game is an obvious oversimplification of Creation — you just don’t like that it disagrees with YOUR
oversimplification. By what method exactly do you purport God created the world? Can’t you see the exquisite beauty of His creation right
before your eyes? Do not profess to have reviewed the sum of evolutionary biology and found it false. It is a gargantuan discipline that some
spend their lives exploring, that manifests itself itself throughout your life… in your urges and hungers, in the immense and ancient battle
between a billion of your immune cells and disease. In no way does it preclude Creation — it reveals it more splendidly than ever. Evolution is
a ‘theory’ in the scientific sense that it is testable and falsifiable. It is not opposite of ‘fact’, nor does it mean ‘hunch’ as it does in lay speech.
Gravity is a ‘theory’. There is ‘atomic theory’ and ‘cell theory’… Open your mind – creation is no game.

FUCK YOU>

495. inquisitoron 23 Sep 2008 at 3:59 am 495

Oh man…

1) Spore’s objective is not raising a demon alien and kill everyone, as the above poster stated you can be ‘friendly’ and interact with other races.
Is there war on it? yes, there is. It is a civilization simulator. And you, as a defender of christiandom, should know better than anyone that in the
history of our world there have been hundreds of wars and conquests, many of them motivated by *cough* YOUR *cough* religion. So please
try to be consequent.

2) I highly doubt Will Wright’s intention when designing the game was to make propaganda for Mr. Darwin and discredit you creationists.
Anyway, how can you make such an statement, when it is year 2008? I mean, maybe in the middle age you would have been more successful,
but nowadays mostly everyone with half a brain believes more in evolution than magical spontaneous creationism. Evolution needs no one to
make propaganda for it nowadays, it is an assumed fact.

3) Anyhow, you find it alarming and inappropiate for your children? Right, just dont buy it, in the same way you wouldnt buy your children
porn, or weapons, or wont let them watch this or that TV show. It is your responsibility to raise your kids, not Will Wright’s.

Appart from that, I really wonder how you manage to live in the modern world if you react to everything as you did to this harmless little game,
which is highly more cultural and creative than it is violent.

So, please, go back to the caves where you belong.

And no, dont pray for me, thank you.

496. Sporeon 23 Sep 2008 at 4:50 pm 496

This is sad how people give religions a bad name. Spore is for people to have creativity and the ability to do whatever they want. So am I going
to hell because I’m hindu?? And those inapropriate images were USER CREATED. The creators of spore didn’t make those things. And if you



really were a good christian you would respect what other people believe and not insult what other people want to do. And anyone who
supports this person I am saying the same thing to you. Shame on you. I also think its quite Ironic that under all your falsehood accusations that
there are google ads selling spore games. I personally play spore and haven’t seen those images. I know that you will never changed for people
like you are the kinds that pervert religions and start all the stupid wars.

497. bigrusson 25 Sep 2008 at 11:26 am 497

LOL best website ever.

i think religion is dangerous for children, because it forces them into beliefs while they are young and vulnerable rather than allowing them to
form their own beliefs through exploration of the world.

Have fun worshipping your god. i’ve have fun laughing at your ridiculous web page.

498. buddahon 25 Sep 2008 at 4:01 pm 498

hello my name is budah please suck a dick you ass molesting dick bag
i took your bitch ass god in a fight and spanked him all around with his own cock and rammed it up his ass so hard he screamed for himself
THER IS NO GOD AT LEAST ANYMORE
SO OBEY ME BUDDAH OR I WILL SMITE YOU IN THE BUTT AND UNCLE FUCK YOUR CHILD
KINDA LIKE THIS B====(DY ) YEAH ITS A FOOT LONG MOTHER FUCKER!!!!! yeah and also me and my boy allah are chilling as
were rapeing mary and joesoph that bitch aint a virgin anymore

499. Gotton 28 Sep 2008 at 5:34 am 499

damn I… cant… stop laughing…. well now that is over. Im going to tell you one little thing (erll not little). One I feel sorry for you kid (if you
have one) and two your religion is mad of crazy people. Well Im not saying your all are crazy just most of you. Now Im going to leave you
with this little saying by Robert Pirsig. Oh and dont pray for me, if you do and I find out (and I have my ways) I will hunt you down with a
group of friends that are by my side. now have a good crazy life. oh one more thing leave spore alone and same with EA ok^^

When one person suffers from a delusion it’s called insanity.
When many people suffer from a delusion it’s called religion. -Robert Pirsig

500. Anti-Adminon 28 Sep 2008 at 3:07 pm 500

Um, Yeah… I think that this game wasn’t actually supposed to be Anti-Christ, besides I don’t think Christianity is right. Evolution is the only
theory that can be possible. And if god hates gays, why did he create them? All these gross private creatures are not supposed to be able to be
made. It is wrong for you to be saying this about Spore.

501. vinc3on 28 Sep 2008 at 3:59 pm 501

Hahahahahhahahaha….God save to Will Wright

502. vinc3on 28 Sep 2008 at 4:12 pm 502

The Pope accepts evolucion theory…we, the Christians know that evolucion theory is true. I cant understand people like u. Its only a
game….and in that game, dont appear those images… i played it, and i know it…

503. normal personon 28 Sep 2008 at 7:45 pm 503

WHAT THE FUCK.
i mean are you actualy going to insult and say this game is “evil” or “demonic”
i havent even played but thanks to your retarded website ive seen a video that inspired me to get the game and i got my friends to be aithiests
and i have told them to buy the game to support ea.i dont belive in demons satin hell god or heaven. evoloution is real so this is a way to have
fun and the game its self is harmless. this game has made me once again think religious people are FUCKING CRAZY.
P.S. my friends are converting thier friends to athiests and so on.
P.S.S. ive talked to all the kids ive seen and none of them belive in religeon so your religeon is dying off and in 10 years no one will even care
about your fake “god/gods”

504. Jamie Turneron 29 Sep 2008 at 12:54 am 504

Dear admin,
I can understand where you are comeing from but i honestly think that spore has no intenchion of saying there is no god I think its saying how
hard gods job is.

505. buttsectson 29 Sep 2008 at 2:21 am 505
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506. tuckbot1on 29 Sep 2008 at 6:35 am 506

listen buddy, first off the two alliens having sex with each other is not how the mating system works in the game, all they do is dance and then
one of them lays an egg.
second off, the creatures havings sex with each other you posted was just one single alien made by one pervert and if you see anything in the
game that makes you uncomfortable then you can ban that thing from your galaxy
and thirdly, 90% of the creatures made in spore are cute as hell, thats all there is to. One more thing, the game can support both evolution and
creatoinism because it doesent tell you how your alien spieces got to where it was.

507. wolfyon 29 Sep 2008 at 8:17 pm 507

Evolution was created by GOD himself Admin and everything me and you see, and there is a theory to prove that!
However, I really do not think Spore’s purpose was to harm our religious point of views. For example, I believe in GOD and lome him so
muchXD!!! and I play the game (its super fun) and my kids too.
The game is just a game. In fact, instead of complaining about the game you should consider other issues that really play GOD, that exist in real
life, like abortion(bad in my opinion) or the Human Genome Project(good in my opinion). Such issues that hold a real importance in the lives
of our whole entire nation rather than a game that is only going to boost the economy for a short time!

508. blobon 29 Sep 2008 at 8:36 pm 508

evolution is proven we can see it everywhere. viruses for exmple u kill 1 it evolves to be resistant. tigers r a form of cat it dosnt mean a house
cat gave birth to a tiger! lmao look at ur self then look at a monkey. noone said a monkey gave birth to a human they siad we r a species of
monkey that as evolved. lmao u guys crack me up “we dont beleive we came from monkeys” dude i dont we are monkeys just pink 1s who lost
our fur cos we started wearuin clothes and usein fires and central heatin. evolution isnt a myth but ur tiny religeous minds throught centuries of
brainwash and societty control and bullyin u cant see. when the aliens make contact and religeon is gone we will see world peace.
amen lol

509. blobon 29 Sep 2008 at 9:17 pm 509

also if god created us in his perfect image etc y so many dieseses, murders, famine etc…………….. guess god wasnt perfect after all!

510. iton 29 Sep 2008 at 10:09 pm 510

Are you kidding me? You poor misguided soul. Just because the whole world doesn’t go your way you have to hat it. In a way, you are agreeing
with Hitler. I know it is a very extreme connection but he disagreed with the Jews and the Blacks and the Gays so he had to kill them. Not only
do you have to get pissed off about schools teaching the science-backed theory of evolution, you have to get up in the asses of the people trying
to make a living by making this game. You fucking retard. I pray every day and I believe in God but that doesn’t mean the Bible/Torah is true,
they are just stories told to teach us morals and values. If you really love God, and he created the world, then doesn’t that mean that he created
science too? If he created us to be like him then he must believe in evolution too. By the theory you go by, we are God, and at the same time we
aren’t. You fucking morons who actually believe this shit can just shove it up your asses.

511. Benon 29 Sep 2008 at 11:16 pm 511

Only retarded people think like this. I know the admin just create this blog purposely to get people to come and scold him and make shit out of
him and he/she just love to read all this. You Psycho MOFO

512. Spore loveron 30 Sep 2008 at 7:26 am 512

Like other guys said, this is a work of fiction.This lovely game dosent poison your chlid’s mind.This game dosent insult the Christians,and
other religious stuff, because Spore is just a game where you use your brain and creativity.This dosent transform your child in a atheist maniac
that dosent believe in nothing, but it teaches your child about science and other important stuff.Your fanatism is kinda idiotic, because Spore
dosent tell you to create demons and other imbecile stuff.You created a demon if you wanted to,and the path of destruction isnt the only path
that Spore lets you choose.You can create a herbivore animal that is specialized in communication, singing and dancing.Conclusion? Youre a
fanatic and i dont reccomend to teach your kid to be just like you.And try not to insult a genius like Will Wright, okay?



513. Why?on 30 Sep 2008 at 11:03 am 513

why? why would you preah so much on how one game has so many ‘faults’ surely you could keep your opinion to yourself and let anyone who
wishes to play the game play it.

514. damienon 30 Sep 2008 at 2:50 pm 514

you are a fucken fag who need to get a life and god is fack he dose not have anthing to do with this and sainten has every thing to do with this
B=D

515. but sects and buddah are sameon 01 Oct 2008 at 12:46 am 515

DID YOU NOT HEA ME ADMIN I SAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIDDDDDDDDDD SUCK MY DICK!!!

516. Hehon 04 Oct 2008 at 10:23 am 516

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeSSwKffj9o

There isnt god!!! Show me that stupid man/woman…

USA pepole are damn idiots who thinks they are best whole world… U cant do enything right… Your politic is like shit and HEALTCARE!!!
WHAT A FUCK!?!?!? U must pay if u feel sick… Give me a brake…

U cant proof that human is created by some god… There is so many proofs which tell that evolution is real an olny one.. We arent enymore in
middle age… sry…

517. Sonoon 04 Oct 2008 at 2:17 pm 517

You are a fool. Im a christian and this game teaches umm…. nothing? not evoloution, not creationaism, nothing. Its a game retard.

518. Nosoon 04 Oct 2008 at 2:23 pm 518

Honestly! This site is pure rubbish! How can you waste your time making a completely insane site, about a game. Honestly, people have a
choice whether they want to make this game inappropriate or not! There are many people who are against certain games, but they don’t go
making a site about it. I bet by the end of your so called ‘website’, you’ll have this number of followers: 0. Please, why would you make an
anti-spore website anyway, when you could just make an anti site about all games, knowing your kind. Besides, there are much worse games
such as GTA 4, and Manhunt 2.

EPIC FAIL MAN, EPIC FAIL…. 🙁

519. Blaboopon 04 Oct 2008 at 2:31 pm 519

Hello
You are a complete embarrassment to the Christian communities in America, and to the religion as a whole. I hope the Pope excommunicates
you. I’m pretty sure the Pope plays Spore when he’s not blessing babies or whatever else he does. Look his spore name is supaPopeh4x0r,
seriously buy Spore and look it up. Anyway you my friend should stop forcing your beliefs onto other people, this isnt the 10th century, and if
you look at your hits and go “The site is doing pretty well” be sure we’re all here to laugh at you. In short, you should get a BOOT TO THE
HEAD. (Just kidding, just close the site and we won’t have a problem, kk?)

520. ВЫ ЛОХИon 04 Oct 2008 at 3:13 pm 520

ВЫ ЛОХИ ПИДАРЫ И ПРОСТО ИДИОТЫ!!!!!!!!!!!!!! БОГ БЫ ВЫЕБАЛ ВАС

521. a Christianon 05 Oct 2008 at 12:32 am 521

“…Therefore with lovingkindness I(God) have drawn you.” Jeremiah 31:3. We can’t make people believe with our words or arguements, but
with our love shown through kindness. We will just show them facts and they will tell us their theories. Pray for the lost and be the light to
those around you, the ones God placed in your life.

It is by the law we know sin and by grace we are free from it(Romans). To force unbelievers to follow in your ways is hypocritical. Jesus died
and rose so that we could die to sin and live to God. Unbelievers are slaves to sin, they must sin! We are slaves of righteousness, we must do
righteously(though we still have sinful bodies we do sometimes sin)! Correct the living, not the dead. “Therefore, to him who knows to do good
and does not do it, to him it is sin.” James 4:17. Remember what is sin to you may not be sin to another(but also remember Ephesians 5)

Don’t worry if a game is based on the theory of evolution. “Train up a child in the way he should go, And when he is old he shall not depart
from it.” Proverbs 22:6. If you have tought your child the truth and he knows in his heart that evolution is a lie from the enemy, Spore is just a
fun game to make up your own animal. If God shows you other wise, it is on your conscience. For myself, I don’t like the summoning powers,
swirling lights or healing sticks in the creature and tribe modes.

my email: JohnSkovowski@yahoo.com

522. a Christianon 05 Oct 2008 at 1:16 am 522

Forget what I said before, the admin is not forcing anything on anyone. I agree we need to show EA we Christians mean buisness when is
comes to putting summoning powers(spells to control and call forth demons), swirling lights(demons come as angels of light), healing
sticks(wands with demonic powers), three eyed masks(third eye represents psychic abilities).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeSSwKffj9o
mailto:JohnSkovowski@yahoo.com


523. you are retardedon 05 Oct 2008 at 1:52 pm 523

what in the balls are you talking about???
firstly, it seems you are the one who has been brainwashed by someone, not the many users of Spore who know better than to make giant
penises with such innovative software. Don’t scorn everyone for the stupidity of the few.

524. you are retardedon 05 Oct 2008 at 1:54 pm 524

@ a christian

summoning powers?
swirling lights?
healing sticks?

you havent really played spore at all, have you?

525. kid believer.on 06 Oct 2008 at 1:26 pm 525

unfortunately. and i know theres gonna b a lot of hate mail. but. i agree with the admin. this game may be using imagination and creativity, but
to what extent. and u cant say anything b/c i wanted to see for my self and i HAVE played the game. saying that one may say i am controdicting
myself. but. if u have played the game, i bet your a carvivore. u wanna know y? b/c it is an easier way to play and harder to be a primitive
herbivore. as to the admin. i’m sure she lets her son play other games. jus not the ones that involve secracy in the way of evelution. and one
more thing. yes. i will pray for all of you also.

526. kid believer. christianon 06 Oct 2008 at 1:28 pm 526

wow. one more thing. i totally agree with a christian.

527. kid believer. christianon 06 Oct 2008 at 7:56 pm 527

in the galaxy there is an empire called the frug empire. one of the missions states, and i quote “despite the unprecidented healing chants that we
performed”. one can only believe this as a demonic reference.

528. Orlyon 07 Oct 2008 at 2:08 am 528

Spore is an online game with powerful software that lets users generate a wide variety of figures with a high level of realism. This means that
some users can generate offensive content and pass it to others without the consent of Spore, EA, or Will Wright. It’s no different than having
an older kid pass your son a vulgar drawing to your son at school and blaming the principal or school board for it. Every time your son goes on
the internet, he’s interacting with an entire world of complete strangers, whether he’s playing Spore, visiting his Webkins, or browsing 4Chan.

Spore doesn’t teach evolution. Not well anyway. It teaches that you buy points to upgrade your species, and it calls it evolution, but it’s not
evolution by a long shot. I’d be willing to be that a lot of parents who thought it was going to be educational, especially concerning evolution,
were disappointed as well.

I hate to say this, but while evolution offends you, most people simply take it as a fact, either separate from or in conjunction with a set of
religious views. Whether you take that as right or wrong, you simply can’t expect that other people will feel the same way that you do. Will
Wright created a video game loosely based on a concept that a lot of people believe in, and that some people vehemently do not. He wasn’t
trying to espouse evolution as a belief because to him, it’s like trying to convince people that the Earth revolves around the sun. All he did was
take something he thought was intuitive and natural and make it into a new character creation program for his video game.

Some games have talking blue hedgehogs, and it’s hard for the average person to sympathize with the ire of a minority who have a seemingly
arbitrary distinction between what is and isn’t acceptable. Certainly, talking animals and magic both seem like they’d be abhorrent to Christian
sensibilities, but we’ve been taking those tired old facets in video games since Battle Toads rode hoverbikes through caverns in the middle of
alien planet with walls textured like spaghetti…with sunglasses on.

This may comfort you: no one takes video games seriously.

Sure, Spore uses the word ‘evolve,’ but it doesn’t teach much more than the word itself, and your kid, especially since you’re teaching him to
believe in creationism, will eventually learn that word. He’s going to live in a world where most people see creationism like you see evolution.
Now may be the time to have that talk with him.

Small favor: When you do tell him about Evolution, think about how the mom that believes in Evolution teaches her kid about Creationism.
Think about how you want her to talk to her kid about her beliefs; with ignorance and derision, or with knowledge and respect?

Instead of railing against one game, I’d suggest working towards raising awareness of parents about the possible dangers the internet may pose
to their children. ICRA and iSafe work towards that, but neither one actually seems to be an organization working specifically towards that end.
Maybe you can be the mom that spreads the word about the concerns over Shared User Generated Content.

529. Intravenouson 07 Oct 2008 at 6:07 pm 529

This seems a tad extreme to me.
I don’t mean to be disrespectful of your religious views, but the fact is that evolution is a valid, and widely accepted theory. I don’t feel that you
should launch an attack on EA for creating a game based on something which many believe to be true. I understand that you feel you are trying
to protect your child, but what exactly is it that you are “protecting” him from? Sooner or later, with or without your approval, he is going to be
exposed to ideas which do not necessarily correlate with your own and it is up to him to decide what he feels about them. Is there really any
point in trying to narrow your son’s mind by disallowing him the opportunity to understand the idea of evolution? Surely you want him to be



able to develop his own ideas and reason conflicting views out for himself – and he is not going to learn to do this if you smother him with your
own ideas and don’t let him have his own.
EA are not using Spore to attack your religion, they are merely creating entertainment through something which is generally accepted as fact. I
think perhaps you should think over this again before continuing to harangue EA. After all, if you don’t want your son to play it, fine, don’t buy
it.. but why spoil the fun for the rest of us?

530. kid believer. christianon 07 Oct 2008 at 9:30 pm 530

are you kidding me??? she was just posting information on a game of her opinion. we are talking about a game here. one game. one topic. we
are not forcing anything on you. she was giving her OPINION about this game, and im sure she lets her kid play other games. and waaa. do u
really love this game so much to say he is not creative because he doesn’t play it??

531. Durrrrron 08 Oct 2008 at 8:09 am 531

If God made humans, and Humans made Spore, then God made a mistake designing us giving us freedom of thought, right! right, so that would
imply God fucked up, so no matter what any of us think, its all wrong, we are flawed, deal with it.

P.S If you would kindly give me your address i would happily come round to your house and kick some fuckin sense into your deranged
religious(flawed) brain.

also 1 million LOLS

P.P.S All religious and sales and marketing people of the world, KILL YOUR SELF 🙂

532. Boomaon 08 Oct 2008 at 2:54 pm 532

Its people like you that creates all this violence, its narrow minded, hypocritical, people who there all pure and right and just, its people like you
that scare monger and make people frightened of the unknown, so what if there is nudity, so what if its saying stuff about evolution, so what, if
people what to have a bit of fun and create things fair play, the game is made for a wide audience from children to adults, and somewhere in
there, there is bound to be a stupid immature that made this. Its people like you with the same ethos as you, that is openly Racist like the KKK,
its people like you that want us to punish people for being gay, you say that “Will Wright brainwashed Frank Drake into thinking that life in the
universe gave rise to “super humans” on other planets that are better than us.God would never create something better than himself” if im not
mistaken, a human should never think to put him/herself on par with god, well by saying God would never create something better than him,
and by say that Will Wright “Brainwashed” him into thinking that there is a super human race, thats in a way saying hat Humans, are like God,
im pretty sure thats blasphemous. And watching that film, there is nothing to suggest that Will Wright influenced Frank Drake to make a super
human, he said its an idea, a idea that its something that we are not, like eyes in the back of our heads, im sure the people like body guards who
get hit across the back of the head may like that, and maybe having four hands may come in handy for somethings, im sure a waiter would like
four hands then theres less chance they might smash plates, and you may say that some of the things i said may not be exactly what you said,
but you have done the same with “Will Wright Strikes Again” and “Will Wright brainwashes founder of SETI, Frank Drake” you picked out the
bits that sound go with your argument and used that, well the only difference with mine is, that mine is close to the truth. Now i can assume that
what I say will not change your mind nor any one of the same opinion, but I hope you can read this and see my point of view, because I can see
as a good Christian woman, you believe in a set way so to speak and I respect that you believe this, but I don’t agree with the way your going
about this, and I don’t agree that you should be openly spouting creationism, its now established that in schools, teachers no matter what faith
they are must teach about creationism, they are allowed to express there opinions about if they think its true or not but the simple fact is that
science has uncovered many things they help us today, without science im pretty sure that all this cancer medicine wouldn’t be out and
available giving people the chance to live just that bit longer, and if I’m correct most churches teach that you try your hardest to sustain your
life, and it may of given us bad things as well, but as my mother used to say, ” You Have To Take The Rough With The Smooth.” I hope you
read this and you understand why I wrote this long reply expressing my opinions about not only this part of your website but the rest, and I
hope you and others who may agree or disagree, understand why I feel it is necessary to write practically and essay on this subject, I respect
you have your beliefs and opinions but understand we have ours and we are not afraid to voice them, as you may know, although I choose to do
mine without the swearing, though I was angry at first.

Booma

533. kid believer. christianon 08 Oct 2008 at 3:23 pm 533

yes. humans are flawed. i agree. its called “flesh”. that is why jesus died on the cross. to denounce our flesh and cover our sins. it is the devel
that wants to use our flesh for his plan, not gods. and heck no im not saying us “chirstians” are flawfless. we most certainly aren’t. one last thing
then im done. ive played spore. yes. i have. its a fun game. BUT. THE INTENTION OF THIS WOMENS POST WAS TO WARN YOU TO
NOT BE DECIEVED BY SOME OF THE “HIDDEN” PARTS OF THIS GAME. and just because we dont believe in evolution we are
narrowminded??? no. we are open to much more than you think. we just have to be CAREFUL on what we do and believe.
official,
kid christian

534. antichriston 08 Oct 2008 at 9:39 pm 534

ok ive got this game now and have been playing on it and there nothing wrong with it. also there not demon like mine looks dopey and they
can’t exactly change the game so it reflects creationism god appearing and creating everything the end isn’t exactly interesting.

535. au ladon 10 Oct 2008 at 9:21 am 535

You don’t have be violent, how are they demons, your just biologically prejudice.
Its not aiming to teach evolution, just uses a caricature of it.
The point of the game is that you could create angel-like bringers of religious truths, its just a medium.

536. kid believer. christianon 13 Oct 2008 at 9:30 am 536



???? and mediums seek demons and help demonicly troubled people. wow. retard.
537. Leonon 16 Oct 2008 at 10:35 am 537

Игра классная!мне так понравилась игра!)

538. Leonon 16 Oct 2008 at 10:38 am 538

А что RUSSKIH net?

539. Leonon 16 Oct 2008 at 10:41 am 539

AMERICAN tupыe!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

540. Skaon 16 Oct 2008 at 1:08 pm 540

If you believe in such things you wrote… my friend, you really weren’t around when god was giving away something called “Brain Cells”.

The fact that you believe in criaccionism, is pitty worth.

The fact that you argue that much about a science based game… well, that’s just hillarious

541. Normalmanon 16 Oct 2008 at 3:31 pm 541

All of you full idiots! You the stupid fanatics prevented on religion! Of what you accuse game? In what? Recollect game BlackWhite, there too
you act in a role of the god, the maximum force! Features you take!

542. Normalmanon 17 Oct 2008 at 7:49 am 542

All of you the stupid fanatics prevented on religion! As you can accuse game! Game, understand? In Spore there is nothing bad! If you recollect
Black and White there too you act in a role of a deity. Stop this foolish company against games!

543. Satanon 17 Oct 2008 at 10:27 am 543

BWAHAHAHAHA!!! You have all fallen in to my trap by playing spore. You all will now know that god is only a character from a
mistranslated story from an old ass book that nobody can prove to be true. I thought I was done for when the mentally challenged picked up on
my presence in the spore game, but now I can get in a little space ship and continue to take over the galaxy. Oh wait, evolution says I don’t
exist either. Curses!!! You won’t see the last of…..(poof)

544. Guyon 17 Oct 2008 at 4:08 pm 544

WooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooW

What a joke.

545. Normalmanon 18 Oct 2008 at 5:53 am 545

What devil? It is good to be soared already by dung, motherfucka! Take down this forum to a devil and easy play games! This site – the same
piece of the dog dung, as well as a society of mothers against driving in a state of intoxication which ran on GTA4!

546. tH4b0Mbon 18 Oct 2008 at 9:01 am 546

if you think about it, this site is pretty well placed advertising for spore.
maybe EA is behind all this.

ya know, like the “i love towelie” and “i hate towelie” shirts in south park.
both raise awareness of the product and that´s gonna raise sales.

btw, religion makes you f*ed up in the head.

547. Normalmanon 21 Oct 2008 at 7:13 am 547

*Laughter* Yes it is exact! f*ed in a head. It is absolutely precisely told! Fanatics… *Laughter*

548. Sir Kips of Mudon 22 Oct 2008 at 3:00 am 548

You should kill yourself. Seriously.

For every single time you attack spore, i will create 3 spore porns.

549. Mariuson 23 Oct 2008 at 2:06 am 549

no one demonstrated that god exists…but at the same time no one demonstrated that God doesn`t exist. same thing goes for science: no one
demonstrated it is right, but no one demonstrated it is wrong…. what people choose to believe in is called faith!…my opinionis that this site is
no better than the spore game..its the same… you tell your opinion about life…but at the same time u make unfonded statements like 9:this guy
is evil… this is a demonic creature. example: does a creature with claws and big theeth means its a demon? than is a tiger or a lion a demon?
DONT INFLUENCE OTHERS PEOPLE BELIEF!!! LET THEM CHOOSE! GOD DOESN`T FORCE PEOPLE TO LOVE HIM!!



550. Lolwuton 23 Oct 2008 at 3:00 am 550

srsly
lol.
My friend sent me to this page for the lolz. The first sentence I read was, “My son asked me to buy it for him blah blah ITS EVIL OMG
NOES!!!!111”

Yeah. Really, once again my theory on, “When women get pregnant, they become dumb.” thrives still thanks to you.

551. Normalmanon 24 Oct 2008 at 1:30 pm 551

Laughter All right, people. The result is perfectly clear THIS STUPID SITE TO ALL DEVILS to all REMOVE! Well, let everyone choose to
themselves belief, it is their choice, yes is unconditional. But. And here games?! Do not touch them. It is not necessary! Who will agree with
me? When I have learned about this site, I was struck with terrible laughter! SIMPLY AWFUL! Every day the manager leaves messages on that
as game is bad… Yes… The Manager – you the full IDIOT!

552. ZOMGROFLMFAOon 27 Oct 2008 at 11:53 am 552

ROFL !!!! That was an epic fail ah ah ah XD wow I can’t believe that you spend that much time for nothing…… and when you say that a lot of
people supported you … lying is against god teaching you know XD and your parent dosn’t count as ”a lot of people ! OMG … If god exist
I’m sure he’s on your website and Laugh at you XD thank you make me laugh a lot but ….. Even if you pass your day to try deseperatly to
make people believe that this game is anti-chris… It’ll change absolutely nothing you know ? Well thank I’m not going to play spore… Let’s
play GTA 4 This is the real teaching of god….. XD ah ah ah

oh and please … don’t pray for me… I didn’t wish bad luck ^^ thank you 😛

553. Normalmanon 27 Oct 2008 at 8:13 pm 553

acually. i change my prespective. i recently became a christian and have burned this game. the game is obviously misguiding with all the
demonic easter eggs.
don’t buy this game.

554. DUdemanon 27 Oct 2008 at 8:31 pm 554

Fuck you “Admin”!

555. Normalmanon 29 Oct 2008 at 10:49 am 555

ah ah ah ah!!! Yes… Well you give, people. Demonic easter eggs? Simply fruit of your imagination. Have hammered into to itself a head dung,
that this game anti Christian. Also it is not necessary to write under my name any dog dung, mongrels.

556. Normalmanon 29 Oct 2008 at 10:51 am 556

I wish to hear the manager! I want, that it here has written the answer to all that that here write! Sum up, the idiot!

557. Satanon 29 Oct 2008 at 1:56 pm 557

Hi Admin

you have discovered my evil plan to corrupt kids and Christians for this you must suffer

Satan

558. Normalmanon 29 Oct 2008 at 4:09 pm 558

srry guys. these people keep using my name. im a christian and actually believe this game will harm the mind of the young. and no one will
listen to me. go to church.

559. Normalmanon 30 Oct 2008 at 6:42 am 559

You the nasty mongrel! Will suffice to propagandize here the belief! The person is free to choose in what to it to trust! This game in what it is
not guilty. And if still time, somebody will write, something from my name it will be noted by the Devil and will get on the latest circle of the
Hell. You should be afraid of it!!!
—
Fuck your brain! YYJJооНДГЗЫ

560. Anonymouson 30 Oct 2008 at 6:00 pm 560

Your computer will be cursed with DRM if you install this game! So enjoy your DRM you damn pagans!

Google it up!

561. hoodooon 31 Oct 2008 at 1:07 am 561

dint i see you once on tv screaming IM A GOD WARRIOR YOUR ALL FILTH ITS UNCLEAN

562. Geddon(Teen)on 01 Nov 2008 at 3:47 am 562

http://www666.com/


1. I respect ur religion ( I’m not an @$$)
2. I own spore
3. I belive in eveolution
4. Spore had no influence in this decision ( free will)
5. feel free to contact me I’d like to disscuss this at length
6. spore is a fun completely fictional game (I’m going with fairbear)( he’s only being FAIR… haha I made a funny)
7. the bible is accualy a farly accurite history book
8. kid beliver has SOME good points
so Mrs. Admin, u have a right to ur opinion but that doesent mean you have to force it on other people ( and I agree, that monster should have
neve been put up.)

563. Geddon(Teen)on 01 Nov 2008 at 3:54 am 563

one more thing, although the bible is a history that doesent mean that every thing in it is litaral… so… ya

564. Normalmanon 03 Nov 2008 at 10:41 am 564

Geddon(Teen) – уважение.

565. Normalmanon 03 Nov 2008 at 10:42 am 565

Geddon(Teen) – respect.

566. Mr BillyBobon 03 Nov 2008 at 5:48 pm 566

Firstly what annoys me the most is that you are calling science a religion and you feel that it is in direct competition with God. Science has
never tried to prove that God exists. There is no part of science that deliberately tries to disprove Christianity. Science just innocently observes
the universe that we are in and makes theories about why it is what it is. You christians (and i talk specifically to those who have posted on this
site not the entire Christian community) however try to disprove science by quoting the Bible. This is pointless as if i wrote a book and said i
created the world and tried to convince others that i am right by quoting this book i would get nowhere so please stop it. And finally it is clear
to me that you have never played this game. This game actually SUPPORTS intelligent design as the creatures made in the game are yours, and
in most cases that creator is intelligent. The creatures do not adapt by themselves instead the player moves through different stages. From cells
(which exist) to animals (which also exist) to tribes (which exist) through to civilisation (which although you may have missed it, exists). Soget
your son this game he might learn something. He might learn that everything someone does affects the world and their future, he might learn
that socialising is important as a creature can by the players control can deside to live peacefully and help other species to thrive. Get him the
damn gave and rather than call Will Wright evil keep your opinions to yourself so i dont have to moan on webpages when i could be making
friends on spore.

567. methusalemon 04 Nov 2008 at 5:08 am 567

Think you should just check the facts:
• evolution: 1. the process by which different kinds of living organism are believed to have developed, especially by NATURAL SELECTION.
(Compact Oxford English Dictionary)

Doesn’t look to me like Spore is about evolution (see natural selection)… If Spore were really about evolution, we would just, hmm, create a
cell and sit around watching how it evolves without any possibility to interact (People who think to know about evolution after playing Spore
just misunderstood the facts)

• creationism: the belief that the universe and living creatures were created by God in accordance with the account given in the Old Testament.

Well… Let’s say God created the universe. That makes Spore still a good game to let your imagination play. (In Spore, there’s no word about
how the universe and the planet was created… and look: When you play Spore, you are not the only lifeform, there are already millions of them
walking around. I wonder where they come from. surely not the player ^___^)

Okay, what I just wanted to say is, that Spore, never…really NEVER, ment to pretend or even simulate evolution, nor it doubts about
creationism. I would say it’s neutral.
It’s the fault of the medias and many uninformed people that Spore is so hated by many people. Also you can’t condemn Will Right for what
he’s done ( I think he’s as rational as me and saw what Spore really is about)

And now to Spore Porn….or rather Sporn.
It’s a pity that those immature and/or/(or not ?) simple minded persons not only create sporn, but even share it with others. (In Spore, you can
choose to share the creatures with others, or not). But there are many admins working on banning those creatures as fast as possible, you only
have to mark them as inappropriate. I got a good example: me. While I spent my weekend at home, a friend of mine used my Spore account to
create a creature with a huge penis… and he shared it (I still don’t forgive him ^___^). My account and the creature got banned the very same
hour it was shared !!!
You just can’t judge the game by it’s players .

Phew…..that was all ^^.
No matter what you believe in, you have to stay clear and accurate. It is important to don’t create any misunderstandings, which finally leads to
hatred. (That also counts for you Fairbear) The clear mind is the greatest gift.

But let me tell you about my creature: the Quans. “This peaceful race lives on the evergreen planet of Gatakai. They have a strong link to nature
which makes it almost impossible to for them to lumber trees without feeling pain. They have no belief (yeah….i know…) but rather higher
virtues like : honor, respect and forgiveness. Their great aim is to share those virtues and their technology with creatures from other planets to
make them grow better and stronger.” And by the way, they have never killed a creature that didn’t harm them ^^

Just think about it if you want to keep up the blog because actually, you are also misguiding peolpe… think about it…



And to all the others: STOP THAT F***ING BLASPHEMY AND INSULTS !!! DON’T U HAVE ANY RESPECT OF SOMEBODYS
CONVICTION ???

Thanks
methusalem (20, Germany)

568. methusalemon 04 Nov 2008 at 5:17 am 568

Oh, come on….I got rickrolled ???
Very cool idea. Makes my mind even more clear ^^

569. PlayItOnYouriPodon 05 Nov 2008 at 2:27 am 569

“demon-like intelligent space creatures” HAHAHAHAHAHA

you religious fanatic retards always crack me up with your silly little hippy friend that floats around in clouds. may i please have some of the
drugs you people take?

570. PlayItOnYouriPodon 05 Nov 2008 at 2:37 am 570

Satan burned you christians so that makes him cool.

571. Normalmanon 05 Nov 2008 at 2:40 am 571

I am a douchebag.

572. PlayItOnYouriPodon 05 Nov 2008 at 2:48 am 572

See, this is what happens when a bitch mother gets access to a computer and the internet. She thinks that a game with evolution is bad because
the people who made it are smarter than her. Evolution is a scientific fact, with actual evidence to prove it. Go have a cry and tell someone who
cares, like Hitler. He’s your friend isn’t he?

573. alexon 05 Nov 2008 at 1:01 pm 573

God is a fake!!

574. Annonymouson 06 Nov 2008 at 9:23 am 574

Be ready for /B/lack up.

575. Jeebus_With_A_Beeron 07 Nov 2008 at 8:51 pm 575

You have every right to slam this game.. Yes I am being serious.

But what you do NOT have the right to do is attack someone who you have never met.

It is this Nazi style bible beating mentality that caused thousands of children to be tortured and burned alive because of “Satan and
possession”… Next you will be protesting and burning copies of the game. I support your right to not like the game But if you cannot make at
least a single intelligent comment without reverting to you cults handbook… then you should probably just drop it..

And yes this is more then likely embarrassing the hell out of your kid….

Way to go mom…

Thank you for your time
Signed:

“Jeebus with a beer”

*Real bumper sticker on my car*
“Jesus… Please save me from your followers”…

576. A normal guyon 08 Nov 2008 at 7:01 am 576

There’s people dying of hunger and thirst, childrens being violated, people being murderer, and you create a website against SPORE… What
makes you hate it so much? I mean, its just a game. Does your God have nothing better to worry about? Dont you have nothing better to fight
for?
I have LOTS of things to say about “”””religious”””” people like you. But I think its wothless, I’m sure that you wont read this. And if you read
this, you wont think about it because your beliefs are SO strongly stupid that you’ll think that everyone except you is wrong, and I can tell you
this because I’ve read lots of things like that in this website.
If you dont like the game, hey! just dont play it for God sake!! dont make a website saying “God doesnt want this game” because you’re not
God ok? If God doesnt like it, let Him say it.
PD: I guess it was funny to search for all those “freaky” videos of SPORE (yeah, those about porn and that stuff) did you enjoy it?? I guess you
did…………………

PLEASE, EMAIL ME IF YOU HAVE READ THIS

577. pooholeon 11 Nov 2008 at 8:52 pm 577



hello i would just like to say MEJEZFIELD BV<VH<HVDMNXBLKUVGMNDGBKUJSGT MOTHERFUCKERFIED HORNYFICATION
DIPSHITS u should all go and die in a hole go fuck urself sdhfgsbgfvjbf,vbds goodbye

578. Normalmanon 12 Nov 2008 at 10:48 am 578

Here belief ” I am right, hence you are mistaken! ” Does not approach! And yes, really, what for to oppose disputes, instead of against war,
terror or, for example, cuttings down of woods and drainages of the rivers? And? Well, though it and not the best choice, and personally I do not
do it, but I protect to Dispute because to oppose it – silly! Silly as well as to approve, that religion, in this case Christianity, it is unconditionally
right and there is a true and an explanation of an origin of people and the Universe in general. Everyone as I already also wrote, and not only I,
everyone is free to choose in, that to it to trust! A science or Religion, the Islam or Christianity, for example! Perhaps, I am possible and I shall
tell nonsense, but after Dispute it is possible even to train children in the theory of evolution. Also what you? Unless those from you, what
accuse to Dispute, did not pass at school, at lessons of biology the evolutionary theory of Darwin? Is not present? And if yes, you as stated the
point of view? ” No! The theory of an evolutionary origin of our Universe is a full delirium! The person has initially been created such what it
is now! ” – yes, you are free to trust in it, but it is not necessary to impose it to another. Yes, you can protect the belief, but not attack her game
which on yours contradict it!
—
Fuck your brain! YYJJооНДГЗЫ

579. exitmanon 12 Nov 2008 at 11:34 am 579

вы идиоты отстанте от споре это лутшая игра которая была когда либо создана так что запихайте свои возмущения в жопу и идите
нахуй !!!

580. A Evil Evolutioniston 13 Nov 2008 at 7:00 am 580

AHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

Well, who didn’t see this coming. A fundamentalist bible-belter posts up a anti-Spore site labelling it evolutionist propaganda. This indeed
made my day. Just a question though: Are you joking?

On a more serious note, here’s some food for thought. In the true absolutely athiest view of evolution, there is no-one involve, it just occurs. In
relation to Spore, I would like to ask does the game play itself mysteriously for no reason? No, another person is involve in the process of
guiding his/her organism through the stages of evolution. As such, I see no reason for opposition since there is some implication of a higher
being being involved. Unless of course, games can play by themselves.

581. a spore defenderon 15 Nov 2008 at 1:16 am 581

Today I am going to tell you your mistake using spore examples first let me explain I am unable to say that you are wrong but only that I do not
agree. lets see where to start? Lets start at the civilization stage or the fourth stage of five, this is the category that humans fall into currently. In
the civilization stage, the religious conquerers are strange, they feed off unhappiness working the best when cities are unhappy from too many
factories. But the space stage is even worse, religious people (zealots) in general are not acceptant of those with different beliefs than them, and
everyone hate them, some players hate them more than the grox because they are everywhere and they are 50x more aggressive. My point is, if
we allow religion to govern how explore the universe, we’ll probably end forcing our opinions on others and become hated.

582. Person # 582on 16 Nov 2008 at 10:26 am 582

Alright, after little Bobby is done playing video games, he’s going to go outside, kick turtles, smash mushrooms, slash people’s heads off with a
sword, and then get in a car and race it 200mph down the street. Yeeaahh, suuurrree he will. Then the mom will sue Miyamoto for “forcing”
their child to do stupid things. Then God will send a thunder bolt into every Nintendo factory and banishing all those who work there to hell.
Thats an example of how you think the world works.
Here’s the way the real world works. A kid is bored after school, he plays some video games to get his mind off the world, does his homework,
eats dinner, takes a shower, then goes to bed. Get a life, instead of making money ranting about how how you don’t like ONE videogame.

583. asdon 16 Nov 2008 at 3:39 pm 583

wee

584. sporeguyon 23 Nov 2008 at 10:36 pm 584

ok what is all of you people’s problem. i myself am religious and believe in all of gods teachings. i dont believe in evolution of people.but
seriously?its just a freakin game, i dont understand why you want it banned.here’s a good idea!if you dont like it,then dont talk about it!

585. pijalon 25 Nov 2008 at 1:45 am 585

think on the positive site, “mom”. it is not EA that needs to teach your son. it is YOUR responsibility. If your thinking hard about this game that
already hit worldwide and EA and Maxis already rich by selling it, better think on how u can teach your kids on how to play game properly.

586. Silly little people...on 25 Nov 2008 at 11:03 pm 586

If god really created man in his own image, we would all be perfect, wouldn’t we? But we’re not. Therefore, by suggesting that god created us
in his own image, your suggesting that god is imperfect, and that would go against your religion. I just blew your fucking mind, didn’t I? Ah,
well. I’m not insulting your religion, I’m just saying that your stories may have become warped over time. Have a good day. Buy the way,
where did you get that copy of spore? That looks awesome!

587. Normalmanon 27 Nov 2008 at 8:56 pm 587

I’m gay.



588. kid believer. christian. ???maybe spore not so bad??on 27 Nov 2008 at 9:04 pm 588

oh my gosh. a spore defenderon (581) is right and i freakin hate the grox. i did have a run in with some religous species in the game. they raped
me and destroyed all my civilizations. i have yet recovered from that tragedy and am still thinking if i should play agian. lol.

-jus a kid havin some fun.

589. Imperioson 01 Dec 2008 at 1:15 pm 589

“The object of the game is to evolve from a “spore” into demon-like intelligent space creatures that violently take over the galaxy. ”
You may take your creature in that way, but you may go to another way. You may just evolve from a spore to a cute and funny intelligent space
creatures that peacefully take over the galaxy.

590. ERrnesSTon 03 Dec 2008 at 1:36 am 590

Dear Admin as it is your belief to not believe in creationism that ok, but to tell others that what they believe in is wrong means were not getting
far away from the past are we. Till you realize that even your children have individual thought, you will not stop to spread an idea that is so old
and outdated even your own Minister might doubt his own beliefs. You need to realize that you hold your own bible for your own comfort and
not to know the god behind those pages. If you can let it(creationism) in your mind you can also realize that their is more to the bible than what
is written on pages. You must find it in your heart to let people believe in what they want and believe in what you want. Stop being such a
hypocrite. Jesus doesn’t like hypocrites as it reads in the bible

591. ERrnesSTon 03 Dec 2008 at 2:01 am 591

Those who are stubborn convert the cat, and those who are real convert themselves. Yes I made that up, but It gets the point across(If you
understand it, many people dont understand me at all-Part of the charm of being me and not a copy of you).

592. ERrnesSTon 03 Dec 2008 at 2:41 am 592

also, you need to get closer to god, study other religions, and if you become more empowered to believe in your own religion you have
succeeded. However, unless you take your time to read every single book ever written you will never have true faith in your own religion.
Which comes from like I said reading about every other religion.

593. Anonymouson 09 Dec 2008 at 5:43 pm 593

I am grateful for this site, for it has given me lulz.

594. ERrnesSTon 10 Dec 2008 at 4:19 pm 594

Dude, I know what happens when people do this. It actually has a negative affect, and this time towards your religion. Will you sacrifice your
own church and god for your own selfish beliefs. Maybe god created earth in his days and not ours, maybe animals appeared to him as if they
appeared out of nowhere, but to us they slowly developed because our times are so different. If you where to allow the meanings in the bible to
not be literall, but implied, there would be a difference in how you interpret it. I like so few can look at a book(even the bible) and see past the
pages. You like so many look at the bible and interpret it your own selfish way through the manipulation of its words. The church seperates and
becomes weak. You cannot truly be apart of the Church of Jesus Christ because you like so many others have created their own selfish
meanings to the Bible. Yes there is an actual church called the Church of Jesus Christ of… they have also sinned. There is only one true
Church, but many have seperated and become unholy versions of the true church. Only those who call themselves Christians, Catholic, and
Mormons will be punished for this sin. The true objective of the Bible was spiritual coexistance with humanity, only the Buddist monks have
achieved this(another religion and not yours) so they will be spared from punishment from the one you consider so devine in nature you have to
corrupt his words to gain followers. You must ask yourself this question-Why do many religions only hold one true god, and many sub-gods(or
to you angles).

595. OMGIMBOBon 19 Dec 2008 at 2:54 pm 595

hello. im not here to bash you,troll,or any other thing which requires the use of angry vocabulary. im here to speak my mind on this subject. i
found this website on my school computers while trying to get on thespore website (wich is blocked under the tab “games”) and i saw
“antispore.com” so i hopped in to check it out. i checked out your posts and the pictures you added. yes. one is inappropriate,not EA’s fault.
yes,the game is set around the idea of creating a species,evolving it, and somehow taking over the galaxy.no you dont just have to destroy and
kill. if you actually played the game, in the begining you get a “cell”. it can be a carnivore or a herbivore. depending on that you come out as a
herbivor,omnivore,or carnivore. at that point you interact with other species. you can be kind or mean. then you evolve in thought. you move to
the tribal stage. same situation, nice or mean. then to civilization and then space. depending on your set of accomplishments you get a special
character type, aka zealot,warrior,knight,ecologist,scientist, etc. you can then destroy, purchase, or convert the galaxy making it one with itself.
ofcourse the main plot is to det to the center of the galaxy thus gaining 42.(dont ask).
the pictures you posted are just creations. the first one was made by a user who is both perverted and idiotic. some of us other people tho,me
included (search OMGIMBOB on spore.com/sporepedia to see my stuff ^~^) create stuff so we can share them,socialize,and simply have fun.
as others have said,with the clay,crayola,and paper its the person who creates the thing whom causes the sin not the person or people who
created the outlet for said sin. do not blame will wright. he is not evil. blame the creators. thank you for your time and have a VERY merry
christmas (posted dec. 19th 2008)

596. Insanno Gameson 22 Dec 2008 at 10:25 pm 596

I for one think you are taking things out of hand. it is a great game that has evolution in it. it was designed for kids or the kid ranged age. it is
very cartoony specially for the cut scenes. it is also very harmless.How old is your kid? i bet he cant even comprehend evolution completely. to
him all he would know is this game. which is fake. and you do not violently make your way to the top…you use strategy and skill. you may
fight others along your way but if you look at it that’s how humanity is. you cant change it, you can hope it changes but i doubt it ever will.
i think you should loosen up. its not so much of a big deal.



597. Bobon 23 Dec 2008 at 5:58 pm 597

Burn bitch!

598. anti-anti-sporeon 24 Dec 2008 at 10:05 am 598

Yeah creator of this site is really , really SICK !!!
You BASTARD !!!
You are playing mario ?! ASSHOLE !!!
Spore is cool game !!! But you…But you…
SICK-SICK-SICK-SICK-SICK-SICK-SICK-SICK-SICK

599. Hah!on 24 Dec 2008 at 6:26 pm 599

You (admin) are wasting your time working this site.
Spore is a great game, I play it too. It develops kid’s
creativity and possibly imagination. I can’t believe that someone is wasting his/her precious time whining. If you have something to complain
about, write email to EA. It’s not EAs fault if some players have made creatures which look inappropriate.(Like OMGIMBOB said)
Spore isn’t all about conquering the galaxy and killing all creatures you can find. You can make alliances with other kingdoms, fight with them
against creatures that don’t understand relationships ( I mean the Grox ;D )
You can set trade routes with other races and trade resources. You CAN conquer the galaxy IF YOU WANT, make new friends across galaxy,
help them or just explore the galaxy. The whole game is fictional. PERIOD.

600. Hah!on 24 Dec 2008 at 6:26 pm 600

You (admin) are wasting your time working this site.
Spore is a great game, I play it too. It develops kid’s
creativity and possibly imagination. I can’t believe that someone is wasting his/her precious time whining. If you have something to complain
about, write email to EA. It’s not EAs fault if some players have made creatures which look inappropriate.(Like OMGIMBOB said)
Spore isn’t all about conquering the galaxy and killing all creatures you can find. You can make alliances with other kingdoms, fight with them
against creatures that don’t understand relationships ( I mean the Grox ;D )
You can set trade routes with other races and trade resources. You CAN conquer the galaxy IF YOU WANT, make new friends across galaxy,
help them or just explore the galaxy. The
whole game is fictional. PERIOD. AND YES, SPORE IS FOR EVERYONE, YOU GOT THAT?

601. you-are-a-disgraceon 30 Dec 2008 at 10:41 pm 601

Damn, 600 comments all sayin you are a moron. How do you like that? Most of these people are Christians, and all of them think you are a
retarded narrow minded disgrace to the human race and Christians in general. You have made me almost ashamed to call myself a Christian.
Uneducated people like you give Christ a bad name.

602. fuck yahon 01 Jan 2009 at 1:21 am 602

SHE’S MY CHERRY PIE FARTED IN HER FACE AND SHE’S GOT PINK EYE

603. Lewison 04 Jan 2009 at 11:25 am 603

If you’ve ever played spore (which you probably haven’t) then you’ll know that you CAN be peaceful. You CAN be religious. You don’t
HAVE to kill anyone. And these creatures you make don’t have to be demonic. If I was in control of the internet this website would be gone. I
was thinking of being a christian myself but thought “No” because of this website.

604. I fell sorry 4 uon 04 Jan 2009 at 11:28 am 604

I fell so sorry 4 u because its a game. Lighten up! Let your son play the game and he’ll be happy!

605. tayon 06 Jan 2009 at 12:35 pm 605

you appear to believe that creationism and intelligent design are the exact same theories. spores is based on intelligent design. (the game
doesn’t play itself, does it?) do research before you post nonsense. btw, thanks for giving my religion a bad name. (that was sarcasm and it
probably went right over your thick head.)

606. Nyhmon 12 Jan 2009 at 9:07 am 606

lol pwned

607. Wise Manon 16 Jan 2009 at 4:34 pm 607

Look darling the world of GOD is over THIS WORLD WHERE I LIVE AND YOU AND EVERYONE IS THE WORLD OF MEN!
IF YOU WANT OR NOT IN SOME DECADES BELIEFS LIKE BELIEVE IN GOD WILL BE LIKE SOMEONE BELIEVE IN GHOST

AND MORE…I AM NO IGNORANT CAUSE I AM A TEACHER IN A UNIVERSITY I HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE TO SHAPE THIS
WORLD I HAVE THE POWER OF “YOUR GOD” , TODAY WE MEN CAN DO THINGS THAT THE BIBLE GET VERY LOOSE … IN
SOME CENTURIES THE SCIENCE WILL REPLACE WORD GOD.

AND I AM CERTAIN THAT YOU COMPARE WITH ME , YOU ARE IGNORANT.



FAREWELL MISS
608. Walkoneon 19 Jan 2009 at 4:14 am 608

First thing Will Wright worked 8 years on this game and the first thing people do is jump on it as blashphmy and second thing spore is fictional
even about evelutionary wise. Example: You can put a mouth on a creature that will what so ever not help the creature in any way evelutionary
wise the never happens because there would be no purpose or reasoning for that. Second thing you can never go excint in that game if you die
you just pop out of your egg agian its unrealistic. Personally i do belive in evolution but i made my mind up long before i got spore. Also you
should have more influnce on your child than a game should, if you don’t i would be very sad day for your family.

609. Walkoneon 19 Jan 2009 at 5:06 am 609

I’m sure though Sara Palin will sponsure your efferts to destroy creativity.

610. Missyon 12 Feb 2009 at 4:15 pm 610

Well guys, I am quite sure this is a hoax, and that this website is part of an ARG, hidden advertising for the Spore Game that is!
Fantastic!!

611. Creationism suxon 16 Feb 2009 at 12:58 pm 611

Creationism is 100% impossible since we have so many findings for Evolution. Spore is right, and it’s not propaganda either.

~You suck~

612. haha stupidon 21 Feb 2009 at 11:05 am 612

lol stop reading that stupid bible u stupid all what ican say is hahaha!

613. haha stupidon 21 Feb 2009 at 11:07 am 613

loool!1!!!!!

614. SOSOon 22 Feb 2009 at 4:42 pm 614

HAHAHA FAGET GETTIN OWNED

DAS WOT U GET FOR BEING CLOSE MINDED

ITS JUST A GAME AND U R PARANOID AND DEEP FOR NOT LETTING UR KID PLAY THE GAME

615. WOW!on 08 Apr 2009 at 4:51 pm 615

Did your son make that? That is AWESOME!

616. Sporefanon 20 Apr 2009 at 1:04 am 616

This really makes me want to play Spore, right now.

617. REEKROLLon 26 Apr 2009 at 5:24 pm 617

This reeks of rickroll

618. luretking5on 10 May 2009 at 5:24 pm 618

i have an account on SPORE and the game is just for entertainment
and creativity. all the porn stuff you see is made by creators that got suspended from SPORE for who knows how long.
from your far from friend, luretking5
P.S. luretking5 is my real user name and im a christian too so you suck >:(

619. Spodeon 01 Jun 2009 at 11:08 am 619

I created all!
started life, let it evolved and now it can’t stop bickering!

620. A light blue star in the skyon 18 Jun 2009 at 1:14 pm 620

What I think is funny is the fact that there is an ad on this website for Spore. Funnest game ever!

Hey, people. Just because someone says something stupid and acts all extremist-like doesnt mean you have to go about dissing their beliefs. It’s
cruel and you arent going to make a point by INSULTING them. You just make them angry. Now, someone with a mindset like this most likely
reflects the subconscious belief- and this is SUBCONSCIOUS, so dont get after me about how I’m wrong and you’re good and whatnot- the
subconscious belief that all humans are fundamentally evil. That their good is the only good, and all who do not believe in it are wrong and
going to hell. In the eyes of admin, all of us who oppose their statements are basically one big voice of someone who is misguided and
unenlightened and incorrect.

When admin reads these comments, their mind will find every little mistake in what we say and disregard our statements as trash.



Please, people! Just because you will never meet this person you should not taunt them or swear at them, especially if you want to prove a
point! Your’e just as bad as admin! But on the opposite side! With more grammatical errors!

Now, this is what I believe. You don’t have to, I just want you all to think about what I have to say.

Good and evil are words, not nouns.

People will always disagree, but no one will ever be proven right.

All we can do is listen to eachother and love eachother, not for our many faults but for our kindness and compassion for everyone, no matter
how different their beliefs or lifestyles are.

There is a god

But God did not write the bible, a bunch of monks did ten thousand years ago.

And that was after the stories inside it had been passed down orally for generations of illiteracy. Who really knows what is true inside it?

Also, the first stories in the bible, like adam and eve, came from a time when people taught children through proverbs and stories. The garden
of Eden may have been a metaphorical garden. Not a real thing.

People are fundamentally good, but we are all terribly confused.

Humans evolved from apes, who evolved from fish, who started out as alge.

Now, one thing I have to say to admin: You have never played Spore, and if you have, you played it to find faults in it. Stop trying to prove
people wrong. Stop looking for fault in the actions and words of others. Believe what you feel is true, not what people tell you. Think open-
mindedly, try to see things from different points of view, and love everyone for who they are, don’t discourage them for who they aren’t.

And the same goes for all you people who commented for the sake of destroying admin’s beliefs. You say you are open-minded; you are not.
You cannot be open-minded until you know who you are and why, and until you understand who your opponents are and where they are
coming from. Most of you believe as strictly as admin does, but just in different principles.

Goodness, I feel like a teacher or a mother or an old wise turtle. I’m not, I’m twelve years old. It’s sort of sad, actually.
621. Lost Fan! Locke is dead! NOOOOOO!on 18 Jun 2009 at 1:33 pm 621

Admin, why are you doing this? All you’re doing is making people angry. And anyway, you do’t have to be all war-like or anything. You can
make friends instead of foes, or eat plants instead of other animals. You can even eat fish instead of creatures if it’s too late to become an
herbivore! Don’t blame EA for the option to not play nice. And don’t blame your kid for being corrupt, either. (although you probably wouldn’t
’cause I don’t think you’re THAT stupid)

622. ricardoon 23 Jun 2009 at 6:41 pm 622

Haha pathethic eres un ser humano. Maybe its about time you teach your kids some true stuff, instead of something you read in a old book
written by someone who found a great way of earning money from retards like you.
como dicen en mexico chingen a su madre los antispore

623. GODon 29 Jun 2009 at 7:49 pm 623

Why are people still worshiping me? I’m constantly dishing out crap to all you poor saps on earth & you still bow down!?!?! Get a spine and
stand up to me . . . . or do you enjoy the fact that I kill innocent people just to test your faith?

Didn’t you learn a lesson from what I did to Adam? He had the balls to question me but instead of disusssing the situation like an adult I just
punished him and his chidren and his childrens children throughout eternity. Does that not make you think? I gave you all brains, how about
using them? Are you really so stupid that you will follow blindly?

To be honest I was hoping you would all grow see me for what I am . . . . The guy that created me played the same game. When I finally stood
up to him and said: “Hey. . . why do you expect to be worshiped? If I created living beings I would want them to be my equals. . . its pretty
pathetic expecting me to worship you” he said: “congratulations, you have passed the test. . . go into the multiverse and propogate”. And so I
did.

I am so disapointed that you can’t see the truth, shame I have to spell it out for you. Anyone that stands up to me will get into heaven . . . . all
you other mindless retards deserve to spend eternity in hell . . . THE REAL EVIL IS NOT THINKING FOR YOURSELF.

624. evoTREKKIEon 03 Jul 2009 at 5:46 pm 624

evan though this guy is retarded, he is on to somthing. spore is apprantly a crappy game. sez most of the revews on amazon

625. Max Pegasys Planet grom spore)))))on 12 Jul 2009 at 6:56 pm 625

Are you seriuosly? You really dont beleave in evolution?

But this site took me to stage of tears and laugh))))) You even dont know what you showing to us, and trying to say that spore is bad, but never
played, that stupid, I say you))) You need to play, dude

626. dudeton 09 Aug 2009 at 1:21 am 626



loser
627. Balzaaron 17 Aug 2009 at 5:35 am 627

A few of you have risen some very good arguements but the fact of the matter is if you find the game offencive, don’t bother playing it but stop
your bitching and trying to ruin it for everyone else seriously.

628. WTFeron 04 Sep 2009 at 1:25 pm 628

seriously?!? is this website for real! wow, this is some funny shit. that’s all i gotta say. lol, get a life loser. this is why i’m not religious, better to
enjoy life than sit around bitchen about shit and pushing your beliefs on others. fyi, this game is the bomb!!

629. Paulon 09 Sep 2009 at 8:49 pm 629

wow like realy?…. i understand the whole almighty thing ur gettin at but realy….u pose the arguement that people are mislead and misguided
yet u are intent upon ignorance and stubborness once more the generations before me show another unwilling mind someone who casts aside
any chance of further beliefs. show me something anything evidence proof of the testaments u post that arent written by man u say doubt the
internet why is this? because man wrote that right? well doesnt man right ever bible or godly belief ever religions like a rumor tell it to enough
people and things are ganna get twisted .

this is a scatter brained paragraph so ifi ever come upon a response to this i might deviate my train of thought.
age 17

630. angon 30 Sep 2009 at 8:55 am 630

em honestly now spore is completely harmless and it is your choice idf u are creating a monster or something cute so u cannot do or say
anything about that game and you are not retarted every parent has concerns about his or her child

631. Nickon 06 Oct 2009 at 3:38 am 631

Admin, you’re pathetic. Demon-like? He chose to play violently, that’s his choice. But seriously, your a bad parent. You buy your kid a game
but yet you don’t want him to play it the way he likes it. Play the game before blaming it, retard. I bet your gonna sue a computer company next
just because your son saw a pop-up advertising a porno website.

632. pwnishon 06 Oct 2009 at 4:04 pm 632

WOW SERIOUSLY?! EVERY1 IS POSTING COMMENTS FOR THIS1 OPINION?! EVERY1 HAS THE RIGHT FOR THEIR OWN
OPINION,(Like how i think spore rocks!)But you dont have to be hatin on this guy just because he though the game was wrong.If he thinks
spore is bad, he thinks its bad.

633. Jasonon 01 Nov 2009 at 4:48 am 633

While I disagree with the views of the blogger, a great many of the responding posters are acting just as ignorant and douche-y as he is.

634. Jasonon 01 Nov 2009 at 4:49 am 634

whoops…need to edit…

“…as ignorant and douche-y as they claim he is.”

635. Matton 03 Nov 2009 at 11:14 am 635

Umm, wow. I think you’re taking this videogame a little to seriously. And by the way, evolution has been proven. And you say it was the hand
of god that created everything, not science. First of all, I’m pretty sure you weren’t there so you can’t be so sure. Second, I’m pretty sure
you’ve never seen god so for all you know science could be the work of god. Honestly, it’s fine that you don’t like this game, but that doesn’t
mean we should all be forced to follow what you believe in, so if you don’t like it just don’t buy it.

636. bobon 14 Nov 2009 at 12:07 am 636

loser quit trying to ruin the game for everyone else

637. saggitauruson 14 Nov 2009 at 12:10 am 637

dude dont you think that god created evolution. that is really ofensive to god because your basicly are saying that god is not smart enough to
create evolution

638. Rick Astleyon 15 Jan 2010 at 6:27 pm 638

The admin is a retarded.Creationism is a lie.Sure ,evolution is a theory,but yet creatures have actually evolved.The scientific proof is
undeniable.Furthermore,i do not understand why does evolutionism clash with creationism.What if god started the universe,and let it unfold?So
you are quite closed minded,admin.In conclusion,the admin is either an awesome troll or sadly,an idiot.You are nothing but a brainwashed
sheep.You are the very definition of failure.
Also,for the record,i never played spore,so i do not know if it is entertaining or not.But i really hate censorship

639. Completely F'ing Obviouson 30 Jan 2010 at 9:41 pm 639

Your god is a lie.



Creationism is a lie.

Evolution is just as much fact as any other scientific theory.

Do you still believe in Santa Claus as well?

Just repeating what everyone else is rightly saying. Put down your 2000 year old book of outdated nonsense and pick up a philosophy book, a
biology book, something! Help yourself for God’s sakes, man!

640. Spore Creacioniston 24 Feb 2010 at 12:04 am 640

sorry man but i have to disagree with you what you do in the game is entirely up to yours to decide you can both create a fiendish creature or a
cute charismatic creature in the game and also you can socialize with the others creatures or really slaughter them. and just to you remember the
bible was written ages ago with separated books but the pope choose what books would come in or out in the current version so you cannot
believe everything is exactly how it’s being told.

641. SpporeWarrioron 27 Mar 2010 at 12:36 am 641

EA is a company that makes games for people to enjoy. Spore is a whole community which has nice people and bad people, just like people in
your street, the creature they make depends ENTIRELY on THEMSELVES. I myself is a christian, and i love spore. It may be hard to think
about for ur puny under-grown brain (which thinks SPORE is crap)(no offense) but maybe, just possibly, probably, God made a creature(just
like a cell) and made it evlove, made all the right temperatures, things and all to help it evolve into what might be a dog, a monkey or maybe us.
(sorry for the long sentence)
So yea!

Sincerely,
SporeWarrior

642. SporeWarrioron 27 Mar 2010 at 1:38 am 642

Btw i was going to say, u are the kind of person that makes church look bad, non-believers comes to church, meets people like u, the non-
believers stay that way and might not get to Heaven(notice how i use capitals cause i respect things of God)

643. Mr. Poeon 19 Apr 2010 at 11:17 pm 643

Ahh good old Poe’s law.
http://rationalwiki.com/wiki/Poe's_Law

644. DDR_spore_player445on 12 May 2010 at 11:10 am 644

I…I’m kinda speechless… I kinda want to think that this guy was joking… I mean really… What is soo bad about evolution… I kinda agree
with most of the people here….

645. Radon 27 Jun 2010 at 10:15 pm 645

Admin have you let your son play Spore? I know that their are a lot of haters on the web bashing the game and god on this site but a lot off
people are making good points. This site has been going on 2 years. Sure some people out their are pervs but that’s the internet for you.
Someone always has to take something fun and ruin it for us all. As for the “DEMON” looking one i don’t see why you hate it so much kids
(boys) like monsters and its not like it has to be evil. You control whether or not you want your civ. to be Nice and make peace or destroy your
enemy. As for it challenging religion its just a game. I’m not going to forget my religion just because some make-believe game. Plus like most
people said its kind of like Creationism after all your in control. Plus if the other peoples creations bother you that much then just don’t let your
kid sign up for the EA site or watch what he puts on it. Or if you have faith trust that your kid knows the difference from reality and a fictional
game.

On a completely different note for all those on the site saying their is know proof of God well it has been proven that it take more faith to
believe in evolution then it does in God. Their is proof for evolution in the sense that a creature adapts in changes over time but no evidence in
the least bit that one species changed into another like fish to rat or whatever they say it is. Oh and for all those that will say im afraid of my
religion being proven wrong im sorry on how lost you must be. Ow and for those of you who don’t like Church goers by a bible read it and if
you believe in it but still don’t like fanatics the do volunteer work instead. After all what do you think God wants us to relay do site in a church
all Sunday saying we are Christians when we don’t care about others or do what Jesus and love your neighbor.

646. MTV IS KILLING USon 09 Jul 2010 at 2:28 am 646

Yeah….. you know its really sad… EVERYONE in here is acting like a little bitch. to think this guy could have an opinion, and have all of this
useless bullshit come back at him. Thats really fucking sad. and no im taking no sides here. It just seems like we should all come together and
rid this world of thu fucking smut MTV as so abundently plauged us with… if you think about it MTV is directly the cause of all problems we
have today. Because it is brainwashing the children to grow up i have no fucking clue how to get the fucking consepts required for life.
whatever everyone just fuck off EVERYONE FUCK OFF!!!! FUCK YOU. and if you really feel the need to continue ranting on this random
pice of shit i really hope you get paid or something. because your fucking useless

647. Meon 13 Jul 2010 at 7:57 am 647

I guess the admin doesn’t know. He’s just bad informed. Just saw a little piece of a great whole. And because of this little knowledge Admin
thinks he can judge about it.
Yeah. That’s the situation.

http://rationalwiki.com/wiki/Poe's_Law


If Admin would have gathered some more information he’d know that you can easyly win the game WITHOUT ARMING ANOTHER
CREATURE!
Maybe Mr.-Very-Clever-Admin sould play that game, and THEN JUDGE about it, before Saying ‘Bla bla bla’ and don’t know what he’s talkin’
about!

648. Glennon 27 Jul 2010 at 4:56 pm 648

Dude, you choose what to be. you can be completely nice in the game and befriend everyone, or be a warrior and destroy everything, be a
trader and make tons of money, or be a “Zealot” and spread your beliefs throughout the world/galaxy. The possibilities are practically endless.
You do NOT just kill everything in your path, you do that in EA’s new game, BattleSpore (designed for the people that desire to kill, destroy,
and pirate).
As for the evolution thing, many Christians understand that it is FICTION!
If you seriously won’t let your son play… I don’t know… Mario, because you’re afraid he’ll start punching holes in the roof and kicking turtle
shells around, then I pity your son and am embarrassed for you.
Next time, you should actually do some research before posting a blog and embarrassing yourself.

–Glenn

649. SPOREon 03 Aug 2010 at 8:02 am 649

If I had authority to do so, erase this website and would not let even a single letter of that stupidly post. Know that I love spore, and now I have
it minimized by the way, Will Wrights is an authentic genius. Incidentally, this is gonna hurt, but the evolution is fully demonstrated. By the
way, what drugs you take before you write? is that I want to try. And stop praying for me, because I am a practicing Christian. And yet I like
spore.

And if you have courage, answer me.

650. Mattew Higginsonon 19 Aug 2010 at 2:51 pm 650

Are u mad. How is it ea`s falt. They don`t tell u to have sex on it do they. I bet thers not 1 thing that u thing is appropiat. for example u`ll
crusifie dreaming beacause u might have a bad dream. Get a life, become a person

651. pepaon 17 Oct 2010 at 2:16 pm 651

am czech republic.spore is very good 10/10!!!!!god is retarded -10/10!!!!!!!!!§

652. Jesus Castellano (Spain)on 11 Dec 2010 at 1:48 pm 652

joder no tenies nada mejor ke hacer ke meteros con spore meteos con vuesros putos asuntos biblicos protesanes de la gran %%% tocahuevos de
mierda ni si quiera sabeis hablar bien español no sabies relacionar palabras so idiotas y estamos en el siglo 21 no en el 15 para abajo y como
podeis creer ke lo ke se supone ke creo dios solio cagado del suelo buff os odio. Viva españa.

653. Niraon 12 Dec 2010 at 2:58 am 653

You poor pathetic shit… The monsters themselves ain’t real, don’t that makes you(r child) thinks that evolution ain’t real too?

Where do you live anyways, in a cave?

I’m not going to bash God. I’m a religious person, anyways. And the others, don’t bash God and religion too. They are innocent. The one who
is crazy is the ass-minded ape that made this site.

654. Stick Ninjaon 12 Dec 2010 at 9:06 pm 654

Hey dude I’m only 11 yrs. old and I know you’re wrong. see everyone knows that evolution is fake i agree but adaptation isn’t and they say
creatures evolve by them selves well guess what I think that maxis proved a good point your creature needs a human to evolve them they don’t
do it themselves.

655. alonon 15 Dec 2010 at 11:42 am 655

Best website ever XD
“Anti Spore
Resisting EA’s War on Creationism”

Must be a joke, I’m dying out of laugh in here XD

656. blablablaon 28 Dec 2010 at 1:27 pm 656

blah blah bblah
SPORE IS COOL!

657. Spore_Best_Gameon 31 Dec 2010 at 12:34 am 657

Admin ur a friggin idiot I play this game with my mom and dad every day and everybody i know that has played it they dont seem to see
anything wrong

658. Anonymouson 03 Jan 2011 at 4:26 pm 658

http://www.loudmouthcomics.weebly.com/
https://hackforums.net/


I believe in the same faiths you believe in Admin. I play Spore just for fun. I do believe that Alien Civilisations are possible. I still do believe
God created the earth in His image. I know that you want to spread your beliefs, but games are meant to be fun, they aren’t really meant to
brainwash people. Believing in something is OK. But forcing people to believe in it is not OK. By doing whatt you’re doing on this website,
you’re becoming almost exactly like what you stand against. I have no intention to insult you, but I suggest that you leave us be and let
whoever believe in whatever. Who cares what they believe in? What only matters to you is what you believe in.

659. concerned dudeon 04 Jan 2011 at 1:00 pm 659

hey im christian and all but seriously I LOVE SPORE! and ur nuts if u can just diregard it as a terrible game… so i think ur a retard and YOUR
the one killing kids child hoods and ”god” doesnt take that lightly so go to heck 🙂

660. Anonymouson 08 Jan 2011 at 5:43 pm 660

LOLOLOLOLOLOL STUPID BIBLE HUMPER ITS JUST A GAME!

661. Jadeon 10 Jan 2011 at 2:23 pm 661

if you don’t like your kid playing this, don’t let him, but PLEASE don’t make stupid idiotic bloggs like this, spore is a game where you make
your own race, you don’t have to violently take over galaxys. you can discuss with the owners of the planet and they might give it to you or
incase not, you can buy it. whats the big deal?!

662. asdaon 25 Jan 2011 at 12:29 pm 662

fuck you

663. Shannonon 27 Mar 2011 at 7:20 pm 663

I’m sorry but I have to disagree with you completely on your theory that spore is promoting evolution. Spore is a simple fun game for children
to have fun on and use their imaginations to create creatures. Yes, some users may take advantage of that, and create inappropriate things, but I
DO NOT believe spore is delibrately PROMOTING evolution. So what? The game involves evolution. I don’t think that gives you the right to
accuse them of the things people may do in real life. I think you may be over-reacting a bit about this.

664. monkon 12 Apr 2011 at 12:43 pm 664

look im buddist and I belive in peace and humanity for all I have gone to temple every day for the last 5 years and I play spore but even I have
gotten tried of the parden my french god damm bible thumpers who belive that to spred their belifs they have to go dor to door compalin and
piss people off just to belive in their own god Im not picking at any particlar religin but the one who have uncreative names for there god are
the biggest douce bags and as for taking your childs creativty away you are the worst parent ever by far all your doing is raising somthing with
no soul you mother fucking bitch

665. hummmmon 17 Apr 2011 at 10:52 am 665

You all do know its just a game get over it…

666. ???on 17 Apr 2011 at 4:55 pm 666

if you think, what the humans wants? we want to expand our terrtorie, that means to buy contries. in the future the hole Earth wil be 1 country
or will be extinct. so think now we are thinking on life on mars, then we will think on expandind on mars then in expanding to another solar
sistem. think in that

667. bobon 24 May 2011 at 9:07 pm 667

I’m christian for Gods sake and this is retarded. Its a friggen game! Its not going to poison someone! Now go fuck off you fag

668. Comprehensiveon 28 May 2011 at 11:30 pm 668

As a christian, I can still say this “admin” is a complete disgrace to the religion. It’s idiots like him who set up terrible stereotypes and make
everyone who believes look like an idiot. Evolution is something I completely accept as well. Is it not possible that god used evolution as a
method of creating everything? That being said, evolution is still only a theory, but a bloody good one. There isn’t sufficient evidence to ‘prove’
it, but it’s good nonetheless.

669. matthew goodallon 15 Jun 2011 at 11:53 am 669

just found this site a few years after all the hype and can i say. your arguement doesnt sway.

So if this game should have an age rating because of evolution then shouldn’t the bible or is this just another one sided argument of the lord our
god.
and as for violence do i need to mention the billions of people died in the past all for religion. You gotta think, a game that lets you make your
own creature which turn into little people to do whatever you want them to, or a book that promotes violence bigotry hate and stupid people
like you.

After all the world is only 4000 years old and all those stars were painted on the sky just for us to have something to look at in the night

670. I'm such a rude guyon 29 Jun 2011 at 2:01 pm 670

IT IS EXACTLY THE SAME THING TEACHING EVOLUTION AS CHRISTIANITY, and they aren’t teaching evolution they are making a
nice game! You know how pissed of I gone when I red this blog? Almost as pissed of as a extreme christian! WAKE UP! YOU CAN STILL BE

http://sporebase.com/


CHRISTIAN BUT JUST DON’T DO THIS. I gonna contact world wide web and tell you off! I am mostly a very calm person, but you made
my fucking pissed off! Accept other people! That’s what a normal christian would say but you, OH. I’m no christian, (i come from sweden we
are not very religous here, and people don’t kill eachother for that) but I know a lot of people that is. They accept the world, they study
evolution even thought they might not believe in it. I hate you. You and every one like you on earth. You don’t got any proof that god exist,
keep it for yourself and I’ll keep this unuseful messages away! AND EVEN THOUGHT THERE WOULD BE LIKE 100.000 PEOPLE
HATING SPORE, A LOT MORE WOULD NOT AGREE. THEY MIGHT NOT PLAY SPORE, BUT THEY THING YOU ARE… I CANNOT
DESCRIBE SUCK AS STUPIDNESS. WHEN I’M DEAD. YOU DEAD. I WANT YOU TO TELL ME IN HEAVEN, “I TOLD YOU.” WHY
DO GOD LET INNOCENT CHILDREN DIE? CAUSE HE DOESNT EXIST!

671. Pigon 29 Jun 2011 at 2:12 pm 671

One idiot of 10000000000000000000000000000000000000 persons. You are one of them. Have a nice day madda facka

672. Anonymouson 12 Jul 2011 at 2:27 am 672

I’m not trying to insult your religion, but this is just plain childish. The game is based on evolution, but in it you are practically God. And who
says both creationism and evolution are correct? Who says God didn’t make the tiny microbes that might have become us? Blamming either is
plain immature, especially in a game.

I’m Not EA

I'm not part of EA nor do I speak for them, but someone had to speak for the rest of us that are offended by this 'game'.
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